From the publisher

Dear colleagues!
As the Managing Principal of MARCHMONT Capital Partners I am pleased to welcome
you to our latest edition of Marchmont’s Investment Guide to Russia, focusing on the
Rostov region.
So much has been written about this fabled land of Dons and Cossacks, but very little about the growing business expertise and investment potential of its many industrial enterprises.
Our latest issue profiles the tremendous energy here – what Rostov means for the region, for Russia and for the world. You’ll read about the explosive growth in coal mining,
machine building, metallurgy and chemicals and how the region is harnessing the potential of its waterways to increase both its domestic and export potential.
Like the legendary Dons, Rostov is home to companies whose reputations both here and
abroad are synonymous with quality and performance. Firms like Taganrog Automotive
Works (TagAZ), which makes minibuses and is on track to produce more than 100,000
Hyundai vehicles each year; Krasny Kotelschik, whose high capacity generating equipment
is exported to 22 countries worldwide, including EU countries, India and China – and Rostselmash, Russia’s leading manufacturer of agricultural machinery with 80 % of the Russian market, and ranked as one of world’s top 5 producers of combine harvesters.
Rich in minerals and raw materials, Rostov is being discovered by world-class players
as the place to be to participate in its booming construction industry. You’ll read about
how LaFarge, a world leader in cement production, is investing tens of millions in Rostov to take advantage of double digit demand and triple digit price increases due to the
enormous shortage of locally produced cement.
You’ll read about this and much, much more in this issue. Our goal is to give you information found nowhere else about what’s really happening in Russia’s regions. Tell us
what you think, what more you’d like to know. Our staff of economists and writers wants
to hear from you. Next month the Marchmont team focuses on the Southern Urals and
Chelyabinsk.
If you are an investor or a business interested in the Chelyabinsk region, we hope you
will join us for Marchmont’s first Regional Investment Conference, a two day event to be
held in Chelyabinsk on Jan. 30 and 31!
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CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
Marchmont’s comprehensive coverage
of Russia’s regions, their economies and
potential investment opportunities doesn’t
end with the back page of this journal – we
cover all of these topics and more on our
bi-lingual website (www.marchmontcapital.com), every day.
We cover business and investment news on
Russia, international investment trends and
a growing number of Russian regions, every
day, covering everything from international
mergers to local construction projects. We
work with different news providers who are
on the ground in each region. Our goal is to
become the site of choice for investment-related news on Russian regions, covering key
regional capitals, every day and in two languages.
We also publish all our journals online as well
as in print, meaning you can access back issues and read them either in your browser or
via downloadable PDF files. All our regional and national sponsors are reflected on our
site, and we have recently begun offering our
partners the chance to be sector sponsors.
Yet all of this represents just the tip of the iceberg. We are currently working on implementing paid subscriber services whereby premium members will be able to not only read and
download our journals but also search them,
access sector-by-sector in-depth reviews written by our professional economists, and generate custom reports which can be saved or
distributed among colleagues. So for example if you wanted to see how prices for commercial real estate differed between cities in
the European part of Russia and cities in Siberia, or compare the number of freesheet
newspapers in Rostov-na-Donu and Tomsk,
this would take just a few clicks. Blogs written
by our directors, economists and regional editors, highlighting interesting stories or events
at which they attend or speak, are also something we are looking to begin.
You’ll find us at www.marchmontcapital.com

From the editorial team

Guest editorial
One of the great pleasures of living and working in Russia for the past 10 years has been the
ability to travel to so many regions. Each has its own unique culture and personality. To me
Rostov-on-Don and the Rostov region are quintessential Russia, a rich mix of contrasts and
textures. Seeing endless fields of sunflowers with their faces lifted to follow the sun, exploring the fascinating excavations at Tanais (and then enjoying the best roadside shashlik I ever
had on the drive back to the city) are indelible memories. It was clear when I first visited the
region 5 years ago that good things were starting to happen in Rostov-on-Don.
At South Federal University, Russia’s young best and brightest are learning how to partner
with business to make innovation a reality. Take a look at what a global powerhouse Rostselmash has become and it’s clear that with vision and top quality management, the Soviet
legacy can be a launching pad for greatness. The hotbed of new sci-tech coming out of the
region reminds me of Silicon Valley start-ups. Scientists, inventors and entrepreneurs here
are starting to figure it all out. Their dreams are proof that cutting edge technology can be
anywhere people with talent are willing to put in the sweat-equity to realize their passion.
As the region continues to attract more attention (this year foreign investment will top $4
billion here), one wonders why did it take so long? Like its marvelous fields of sunflowers,
now is Rostov’s time to shine.

Robert Aronson

Pots of gold

Olga Soldatenkova
Regional Editor – Southern Russia
MARCHMONT Capital Partners

The Rostov region is traditionally associated with sunflowers, combine harvesters, the
book And Quiet Flows the Don and Cossacks. But all these associations are just the tip of
the iceberg. They are interesting to foreigners only if they are fond of tourism.
Foreign investors will not be surprised by the warm climate either. It’s a rather pleasant bonus. Rostov’s climate is similar to that of Toronto in Canada, which also benefits
from this advantage. If we decide to focus solely on the financial aspect of this issue, then
a mild climate means the opportunity to save heating energy, to have roads that can last
longer as well as enjoy a good number of tourists visiting the region. But again everything
depends on your point of view. For tour operators or restaurateurs the number of sunny
days per year is more important than the cost of heating their homes or offices.
Far-seeing investors are well aware of the fact that a good idea may generate a fabulous
profit and lead to the creation of absolutely new kinds of business. One who is very good
at looking at the facts and then forecasting future tendencies may find a pot of gold in a
place where others have passed it by. For example, if an investor plans to set up production
facilities in Russia he or she should know that Rostov regional authorities are interested
in launching new factories in the region, that they have already allocated land lots and
started financing the construction of engineering infrastructure here. Having this information at hand the next step could include analysis of the regional labor market to make
sure that there are all the necessary resources needed for new production processes.
There are quite a few pots of gold in the Rostov region. For example, the region is a
leader in producing oil-containing seeds which may be used both in the food industry and
in the production of biofuels. A number of projects concerning the production of biofuels
are already being launched in the region.
In order to fully understand and forecast the region’s potential it is necessary to first
analyze the current situation and complete the puzzle by assessing the region’s strengths
and weaknesses. MARCHMONT offers you a helping hand in this quest. The Rostov Region issue invites you for a trip around the rich south of Russia.
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Community leaders
Dear readers,
The Rostov region is one of Russia’s largest regions and its high investment potential is
enhanced by a favorable geographic location, a highly developed transport infrastructure, its natural resources base, dramatically developing market institutions and a highly qualified labor force.
According to independent experts, the Don region has a very positive investment climate. The Rostov region is also one of the friendliest places for external investments in
Russia. More and more frequently it is on the list of three to five regions that market participants consider for new production establishments. The Rostov region is in tight competition with the Moscow region, the Leningrad region and St Petersburg. The rating
consortium ExpertRA – AK&M gives the Rostov region a credit rating of A+ with stable
prospects. The Don territory possesses an ideal entrepreneurial climate that is clearly expressed in all of the current positive investment forecasts and trends. According to this
data, total investment in the region will exceed $4bn this year.
The Rostov region’s Strategy for Social and Economic Development has already been
worked out and approved till 2020. It corresponds with the South Russia Development
Strategy and the general Russia Development Strategy. We clearly understand the ways
and directions of the regional development for the next 10 – 15 years. We invite everybody ready to participate in one of Russia’s most promising regions to join us for mutually beneficial cooperation.

Vladimir Chub
The Rostov Region Governor

Dear friends!
Rostov-on-Don’s economic potential is based on industry, construction, transport, communications and commerce. Being situated on the right bank of the Don, the city is a
large transport node, the center of important railway lines and Russia’s largest international river port in the South of the country. We are also connected with Volga region,
the Central part and the North-West of Russia, Prichernomorie by domestic waterways.
There is a net of federal highways linking Rostov-on-Don with the South and the Centre of the region, Caucasia and Volga region. An there is international airport and several airdromes as well.
The local and international advantages of Rostov in the political arena are obvious and
reveal close cooperation with all Russia’s regions, the former Soviet republics and other
foreign countries. Romania, Ukraine, the Czech Republic and Armenia have their consulates in Rostov-on-Don. The Czech Republic and France have honorary consuls here. Our
international business and cultural communications are expanding thanks to diplomatic
representatives of Russia’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
In comparison with Russia’s other South regional centers, Rostov-on-Don is first in science and education and dominates in educational, scientific and technical development
effectiveness, all of which are necessary components for investment. Today, we have also
developed one of only two Federal Universities. More than 110 thousand people study at
universities and other schools of higher education. The number of colleges here is now
more than 40.
In the medical field, modern and innovative methods in vascular surgery, ophthalmology, urology, blood surgery and emergency hemodialysis are implemented broadly in
Rostov. Traumotological services, treatment of burns, neuro-surgical and endocrinological services are developing very fast and effectively. Moreover, there is a city clinic-diagnostic centre, ZDOROVIE, that uses the most modern diagnostic and treatment technologies. Not every large city can boast such a center.
Rostov-on-Don has earned its leading position in the South Federal District and among
Russia’s cities in general investment attractiveness. We continue to build on this confidence, confirming our city’s promising status.
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Dear ladies and gentlemen!
The stable social and political situation in the Rostov region, as well as earnest attempts
made by the regional authorities to encourage the region’s investment development, creates a favorable environment for investment activity here.
The Rostov region has become one of the first regions in the Russian Federation to introduce a new way of dealing with investors, namely a newly-established Agency for Investment Development. A large number of investors, both national and foreign, already
perceive this agency as a very helpful mechanism to develop their projects in a new, previously undiscovered region.
The Rostov region is home to offices of such world-renowned companies as Меtrо, Siemens and Grafobal to name but three. Hyundai is establishing a JV in the region to produce its cars, trucks and buses. Large financial institutions and banks are also present in
the region. Among these are EBRD, Raiffaizen Bank, BSGV and CitiBank. Such air companies as Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines and Turkish Airlines carry out regular flights from
Rostov to Frankfurt, Vienna and Istanbul. Lafarge, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo and other MNCs
are involved in significant investment projects and work in close cooperation with their
Russian partners. Large-scale malls are also developing here which are represented by
such hypermarkets as Меtrо Cash&Carry, O’Key, Аuchan and IКЕА.
Regional businesses here are working with foreign partners from 110 countries worldwide. The region’s foreign trade turnover from January-September 2007 amounted to
$5.3bn, a very healthy 76% ($2.3bn) increase in comparison with the same period in
2006.
The Rostov region hosts three diplomatic missions from foreign countries, including
consulates general of the Ukraine, Armenia and Romania as well as offices of honored
consuls of the Slovak Republic and the French Republic.
Rostov has a long tradition of hospitality and welcome for a diverse array of consumer, manufacturing and high technology businesses. Our Agency for International Investment and other trade officials are always ready to discuss mutually beneficial projects.
We encourage business offers from both national and international investors in our continuing effort to make the Rostov region a prosperous place to live.
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Viktor Deryabkin,
Deputy Governor, Minister of Economy, Trade,
International and Foreign Relations

Community leaders
Viktor Sedov, Executive Director of the US-Russia Center for Entrepreneurship

How to balance the sector interests of big businesses
and fund start-up innovation is the real challenge
The economic policy of a region that only supports traditional well-established sectors will
eventually face a decline in employment as well as household incomes. In order to ensure steady
economic growth it’s necessary to attract investment which focuses on innovation sectors. What’s
needed is a strong dose of “entrepreneurial capitalism.”
According to statistical information from regional and national sources, the economies
in the majority of Russia’s regions are still
using resources that were either graciously
given to the region by nature or were created during the Soviet times. These resources are divided into non-renewable natural
resources (oil, gas, metals, coal, etc.) and
renewable resources (land, forests, etc.).
The most developed sectors in the industrially developed regions of Russia are the
military and defense sector, transport, programming and IT services.
Today we are witnessing an economic
policy that aims at the conservation of economic systems, which is more reminiscent
of the industrial economy of the 20th century than the modern innovation economy
of the 21st century. Indeed most regional
economies of Russia are dominated by several large players having strong positions in
some traditional sector, be it extraction and
transportation of natural resources, metal
or wood processing, the paper and pulp or
food industries. Such large market players
are also major donors to the regional budget and major regional employers.

Regional economies need to expand their focus and plan ahead
One may say that there is nothing bad about
this state of affairs. Indeed we should be
glad that large industrial enterprises can
be profitable and support whole regions.
However any economic policy, be it regional or national, should be future-oriented,
in other words it should be able to give answer to the following question: what will be
the major forces driving the development
of the regional economy in five, ten, twenty and, no matter how paradoxical it may
sound, thirty years. Russians still have fresh
memories of “the planned economy” and
they now think that to plan ahead for more
than three years is a dangerous relic of the
socialistic past.
Planning can be both directive and indicative. Everyone is aware what directive planning means: if you fail to keep to

a strict schedule you get punished. But not
everyone knows what indicative planning
implies. In simple words this is forecasting
the future on the basis of scientific analysis
of the current economic trends and forming a hypothesis about future changes. This
forecasting does not have any strict figures
that need to be reached; instead it contains
key indicators of economic phenomena possible in the future.
And at this point one should ask a question: what’s the plan to build the future prosperous economy of our city or region? Are
we building the foundation for the development of those sectors that are expected
to drive the economic progress in future or
are we just using the potential of already mature, low-profit sectors that are still using
outdated technology?

Old technology is inefficient
and increases unemployment
It’s a well-known fact that the so-called
traditional sectors, i.e. sectors that use old
technology of mass production have no potential for both profit and increased employment. The key solution for such sectors to preserve their competitiveness lies
in increasing their performance, which always means more efficiency. As a result,
employment in these sectors has a tendency to fall as product demand slows. We’ve
seen the results of what happens when
ageing industries lose their competitive
edge. Despite the global prosperity since
the end of the Great War, downturns in
employment rates have periodically occurred in most of the world’s industrial nations: Germany, Sweden, Finland, France,
Italy, Spain, the USA and even Japan. Automation of labor, implementation of new
technology and intensifying competition
have led to a situation where previously
leading economic sectors in these countries have ceased to exist or have significantly cut down the number of employees. What is the way out then?
It should be well understood that the
aspiration to leave the present state of
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affairs unchanged both for the shortterm and medium-term perspective no
matter what the logic behind this decision is (whether it is political, social or
economic) will inevitably lead to a collapse of the regional economy. In order
to achieve economic prosperity it is necessary to feed the economy with investment primarily in those sectors that have
growth potential in the future. For this we
will need institutes, capital and education
systems but first and foremost we’ll need
people who are prepared to become the
leaders of changes: entrepreneurs in the
broad sense of this word.

Entrepreneurial capitalism
In his latest book Good Capitalism, Bad
Capitalism Carl J. Schramm says that the
most successful type of capitalism is ‘entrepreneurial capitalism’ , when it becomes possible to find a proper proportion between a large number of small
innovation companies at the forefront
of technology (such breakthrough companies are often referred to as “change
agents”) and a relatively small number
of gigantic companies oriented towards
constant investment and improvement of
their technologies. The idea of long-term
planning and economic regulation lies
precisely in the search for those mechanisms of indirect and direct influence that
stimulate entrepreneurs to create and implement new technology, products or services. These mechanisms also help sustain the right balance between small and
medium businesses on the one hand and
large businesses on the other hand. We
won’t be able to keep our feet on the way
to stable development if we are standing
on just one leg, namely large business. We
need to work hard to be able to use our
second leg: entrepreneurs capable of establishing innovation companies.
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Anna Palagina, Deputy Minister of Economy, Trade and Foreign Relations of the Rostov region.

Small business is the engine that drives regional growth
According to official statistics the Rostov region was ranked first in the RF in the volume of investment
attracted by small companies for the first six months of 2007. The Rostov region accounts for 7%
of the total foreign investment in Russia. The region is in the top ten for its rate of small business
development. Almost 200,000 people here are engaged in this sector. Anna Palagina explains why
she feels small business is the engine that drives the region’s growth and talks about some of the
innovative companies here who are pioneering new technologies.
The Rostov region has rich innovative potential: there are more than 100 sci-technological companies, more than 400 educational
institutions, a network of technoparks and
leasing and consulting companies. The small
businesses in the innovative sector are very
active. Our database has 350 small companies manufacturing innovative products.
There are many patented inventions which
need investment. Each innovative niche is
unique. For example, Kardiokod has developed a unique, low-cost device allowing
doctors to evaluate blood vessel circulation
during heart surgery. Similar diagnostics in
European clinics cost more than $10,000.
Even a niche such as light industry can
become unique if it applies innovative development. Novocherkassk company BVNEngineering manufactures uniforms with
static electricity sensors. When used by oil
and gas workers, this uniform could help
prevent costly industrial catastrophes and
loss of life.
Unfortunately the system of venture
funds and business angels is absent in the
Rostov region; however the region’s administration is actively developing this sector.
At the moment there is an Agreement on
Cooperation between the region’s administration and the Russian Association of Direct and Venturing Investment which calls
for the application of new mechanisms of
funding innovative projects in the Rostov
General information.
There are 32,000 small companies in the
Rostov region.
198,200 people are engaged in small business
– 16.5% of all employees.
13.3% was the share of small business
products in the total amount of the Gross
Regional Product in 2006.
$444.4m was spent by small companies in
2006.
40.6% was the share of small business
turnover of the total Rostov economy.
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region. Now the Don’s innovative companies can receive only state financing from
the Fund of Support for Small Companies
in the Scientific sector.
Promoting small business development
has allowed the Rostov region to enter five
regions of the RF through a pilot program
sponsored funded by EU’s TACIS program,
‘Support for Export-Oriented Innovative
SMB Companies’. As a result, seven regional
companies have passed a contest and at the
moment European Union experts are working with them to determine trends and possible forms of support for successfully entering EU markets. This is just one of many
examples of how today small business is
playing a more important role in the economic development of the Rostov region. It
is the most dynamically developing sector
in the economy. Small business is uniquely
able not only to quickly mobilize assets to
manufacture necessary goods and services,
but also to provide much needed employment for both domestic and foreign trade.
At the moment the Rostov region is already implementing its third regional program of small business development. It has
the status of a regional law and contains
goals, targets, priorities of development,
expected final results and also stipulates a
period for achieving these goals. Each event
in this program has a particular mission and
implementation tools to track how each ruble of budget funding is working.
The Rostov region has always been viewed
as an industrial-agricultural region. According to recent data the region ranks second
in the South Federal District for agricultural production. Today there are about 1,600
small agricultural companies, more than
16,000 farms and 600,000 personal subsidiary plots. Agricultural entrepreneurs manufacture a quarter of Russia’s grain crops and
sunflowers. Personal subsidiary plots account
for the main part of manufacturing the most
important agricultural products.
The positive effect of implementing a
national project ‘Development of Agricul-

tural Sector’ is evident. The growth in the
main rates of agricultural activity have all
been positive.
The regional administration has set a
goal to increase the investment activity of
small companies, especially in the field of
innovation, venturing investment and insurance of investment risks. The research
of the level of administrative barriers to
investment in small businesses carried out
by the World Bank in the RF showed that
businessmen in the Rostov region feel more
support from local authorities than in other regions. This dialogue between business
and authorities has helped the region earn
its reputation for being one of Russia’s most
welcoming regions for foreign investors.

Community leaders
Nicolai Prisyazhniuk, President of the Rostov region Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Helping business and investors build confidence and trust
The Rostov region’s Chamber of Commerce and Industry has been creating opportunities for
businesses and investors to share ideas and build confidence for the past 15 years.

Developing personal contacts is a powerful
way to help business become more successful. The Rostov CCI is always looking for
ways for Don business leaders to visit foreign countries and for the foreign partners
to come here. During the past few years,
Nicolai Prisyazhniuk
Mr. Prisyazhniuk graduated from the Novocherkassk Polytechnical University, Electromechanical school. Nicolai Prisyazhniuk worked
as Chief Engineer and later became Director of
the Novocherkassk Food Centre, and Director
of the Novocherkassk Prodtorg. From 1989 till
2001 Mr. Prisyazhniuk was the Head of the Novocherkassk Administration. Beeing appointed
in 2001 Nicolai Prisyazhniuk now is President
of the Rostov region Chamber of Commerce
and Industry.

more than 1,500 Rostov businessmen, as a
part of CCI delegations, have participated
in regional and international events both
in Russia and abroad.
Since being established fifteen years
ago, the Rostov CCI has been involved in
everything from participating with legislators making blueprints for local and
federal legal documents, to working out
and implementing measures to help entrepreneurs. Our focus is helping enterpreneurs find markets, potential partners
and investors. We also do market analysis and forecasting. Our website contains
a business data network which any internet user can access.
In September, 2007 the Rostov CCI
was one of the first regional CCIs that
received the right to issue international customs documents on temporary im-
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port and export of goods to be exhibited at trade fairs. This will allow us to
stimulate potential foreign and domestic business much more rapidly and easily. Instead of spending a huge amount
of time and going to Moscow to get these
documents, this procedure takes only a
week.
Our newest activity is a Court of Arbitration attached to CCI. Instead of aggressive, expensive court battles, we now offer businessmen an opportunity to resolve
many business conflicts with confidentiality, rapid legal investigation, simplified
court examination and low cost. However acrimonious a court proceeding may
be, it’s better to live in peace and carry
on business well.
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Alexander Kashirin, Chairman of the Board, non-profit partnership SBAR National Community of Business Angels

Funding innovation is the way to build tomorrow’s
new economy in the region and in Russia
The availability of a strong scientific base, the readiness of regional authorities to develop the region’s
innovation potential as well as its proximity to Sochi, the 2014 Winter Olympics city, – all these
factors will help build effective cooperation between business angels and local innovation start-up
companies. Alexander Kashirin is sure that with such cooperation the region’s future economy will be
bright.
“Intensive economic development is impossible without an open innovation environment and transparent investment process.
Today we have quite interesting innovation
ideas in Russia. However, gaps in financing
and flaws in management make the realization of potentially very profitable projects a
difficult issue. The institute of “business angel investment” helps to resolve this issue.
A business angel (usually it’s an individual) acts not only as an investor but also as
a partner sharing its experience and helping to develop the company.
The South Federal District and the Rostov region in particular are quite attractive
for business angels. The Rostov region is a
large university center. The availability of
a good scientific base as well as not enough
promoted but potentially highly profitable
projects creates a good foothold for the activity of business angels here. The concentration of brainpower gives rise to a large
number of ideas, each of which, provided it
receives the necessary support, may bring a
Insertion:
The National Community of Business Angels
SBAR was set up in cooperation with the
Russian Private Equity and Venture Capital
Association (RAVI) and the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of the Russian
Federation. The aim of this organization is
to support Russia’s innovation development
and to increase the innovation constituent of
the country’s Gross Domestic Product. One
of SBAR’s tasks is to develop and support
innovation processes in Russia’s regions.
The aim of business angels is to quicken the
development and market value growth of those
innovation companies chosen for investment
and whose co-owners, according to investment
agreements, become business angels. To this
end SBAR specialists are constantly working
on improving communication and cooperation
processes between entrepreneurs and
investors as well as on selecting and supporting
the most interesting and promising projects in
numerous regions of Russia.
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significant feedback. Furthermore the Rostov region constantly promotes its investment potential at various venture fairs and
economic forums showing its projects targeted at improving the region’s infrastructure and increasing its industrial and scientific potential.
The region’s legislative base is aimed at
creating a favorable environment for the development of competitive businesses ready
to face tough requirements of the global
market. Regional laws also help strengthen the financial status of the real economy
in the region, simultaneously providing the
regional budget with stable income sources. Moreover potential investors will enjoy a
good number of privileges and incentives.
The decision taken by the International
Olympic Committee about Sochi becoming the
city to hold the 2014 Winter Olympic Games is
one of the most significant events in the economic life of Russia as this decision has direct
beneficial influence on the country’s investment climate at all levels, including small and
medium businesses. First, the decision to hold
the Olympic Games in Sochi will allow Russia
to develop its Black sea coast line by building
world class resorts. Second, foreign investors
will now focus their attention on the South
Federal District to bring in additional capital
and thus improve the region’s investment rating. Therefore, the South Federal District and
its capital Rostov-on-Don will get stimuli for
rapid and intensive development covering all
sectors of the economy.
The Rostov region now has all the conditions necessary for successful cooperation
between business angels and innovators.
Among the region’s advantages is a pool
of ready ideas and projects, a well-established scientific base, profound experience
in participating in venture fairs and a rapidly developing market of innovation developments. State support of innovations, the
region’s stable business solvency and reliability proved by its rating history as well
as the opportunities that open themselves
with regards to the 2014 Olympic Games –
all these factors speak about the region’s

attractiveness for large portfolio and strategic investors as well as for venture investors and business angels. Investors, in their
turn, together with their finances can offer
their experience in managing young startup companies, their schemes and tactics of
strategic development and market promotion of promising products. Such combination of investment and know-how is expected to have a beneficial effect on the region’s
general well-being.
Today SBAR offers Russia’s regions two
mutually complementing cooperation programs: creation of a regional network of business angels and development of innovation
businesses in the regions as a new economic
impetus. It is expected that the realization of
these programs will be undertaken by SBAR
specialists in close cooperation with regional authorities, business communities, universities, R&D institutes, corporations and
investors, all of them involved in the innovation process. Under the framework of these
two programs, regional representatives will
attend training courses and receive the necessary manuals and technologies on how to
work with innovation projects.
As the result of the realization of these
two programs it is expected that the Rostov
regional mechanism for selecting and preparing investment for small start-up innovation companies will be improved together
with the practices of making presentations
of regional hi-tech projects for investors.
The long-tem result of these programs will
be the creation of a unified network of business angels, as well as improvements in the
qualification and practical skills of Rostov
specialists engaged in the commercialization of new technologies. Simultaneous realization of these complementary programs
will also help accelerate the region’s innovation development. All the above measures are sure to lead to a powerful information impetus geared not only towards a
change in the public mindset, but especially in the mindset of business leaders and officials who need to focus their attention on
innovation as the economy of tomorrow.”

Community leaders
Dr. Gregg S. Robins, Union Bancaire Privee, Regional Head, Russia & Eastern Europe

Russia feeds growing investor appetite for hedge funds,
private equity and IPO’s, but diversification is the future
Almost ten years from the dark days in Russia during its collapse, the country has been fortified on
many fronts. Notwithstanding a variety of risks, Russia appears poised to continue its impressive
growth trajectory. While the virtual ten-fold increase in the oil price clearly has been and continues
to be a central driver, unlike ten years ago the country possesses a range of stabilizers that offer
comfort to investors: stability, high reserve levels, a strong fiscal position and, more recently, a
growing and deepening consumer base.
According to a recent research report by
Troika Dialog, in 2008 GDP will approach
$15,000 on purchasing power parity terms,
and $10,000 in nominal terms, and some
85 million households will have access to a
reasonable range of consumer goods.

Russia is Europe’s largest consumer market
The 85 million figure makes Russia Europe’s
largest consumer market and underscores
growth in a range of cities and regions across
the country. Moreover, this dispersion in
growth and economic development mirrors
the investment landscape and corresponding appetite of investors the world over.
The Russian market has been covered
over the years by a range of hedge fund players, but investments were in general somewhat concentrated on a few key names, and
the funds were what we refer to as “beta”
driven; in other words, they tended to follow
closely the trend of the Russian market. This
style made sense in a world where there was
not a lot of product available, investment options were limited, and markets continued
to increase dramatically and where shorting stocks was, therefore, not necessary (and
also not technically very possible).

put, investors want to participate in the development of Russia outside of Moscow, and
the regions will benefit from this in terms of
hedge fund allocations as well as obvious private equity investments. In recent months I
have attended hedge fund conferences covering the region, and have been struck by the
proliferation, sophistication, and specificity
of Russian funds. Ranging from sector plays,
to regional plays, to special pre-IPO funds,
the funds have to search wider and harder for
ways to generate alpha for their investors.

Times have changed dramatically

Infrastructure and utilities are
key targets for growth

Times have changed dramatically and this
beta period has given way to what we refer
to as an “alpha” period, whereby funds need
to look beyond the usual names to find ways
to outperform the market and offer investors something other than a chance to participate in the market upside. This new period has arisen because of the more choppy
performance of the Russian Exchange, the
increased competition in investment funds,
and also because of the improved market infrastructure which broadens investment options and possibilities, including shorting.
But the new period also reflects a growing
and, more precisely, a more discerning investor appetite for Russian investments. Simply

Two areas which are clearly targeted for
growth and the target of several funds are
infrastructure and utilities (i.e. the breakup of UES). And these areas clearly involve
companies and projects situated in the Russian regions. It is already apparent the enormity of the potential opportunity in Sochi.
There are also regional plays, such as URSA
bank which concentrates on the Urals region and has garnered significant investor
interest. As investment opportunities widen across Russia and attract the attention
of the worldwide investor community, Russian investors also have a new set of investment choices in front of them. They are
also faced with a more choppy market, and
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are learning that the laws of gravity also apply in Russia – at least as far as markets are
concerned. As a result, Russian investors
in the regions, as well as Moscow, will be
exposed to opportunities to diversify geographically and look to international markets for assistance in doing so.

Diversification and a long-term
investment horizon are keys
to success
Whether it is international investors scanning Russian regions, or Russian regional investors scanning international markets and products, the important message
is that diversification and a long-term investment horizon are keys to success. Both
groups would be well advised to balance
their portfolios to ensure proper risk management. This is the philosophy we promote for our clients.
Such a diversification approach in Russia
can now be more easily accomplished via
the growing range of vehicles and opportunities that exist across Russia. Of course
this process will take time and understanding - nothing can substitute for a visit to one
or more regional hubs to see first-hand the
activity taking place. For those that cannot
make the trip, there’s always Marchmont’s
Investment Guide to Russia!
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Sergey Borisov, President of OPORA ROSSII, a non-profit association of small and medium-sized enterprises,
a member of the RF Public Chamber

Corruption and inefficiency plague business development
Borisov feels that Russia is too focused on the larger sectors of its economy. Legislation, funding and
administrative procedures that could help smaller entrepreneurs are sorely lacking. The result is
causing entrepreneurs to seek non-legal redress of their problems which not only adds 10% to their
costs of business, but also fuels corruption and continued inefficiency of the state apparatus.
The modern state of SMB in our country can hardly be assessed as “satisfactory” or “unsatisfactory”. But let’s begin
with the positive trends and practical results of cooperation between the entrepreneurial community and authorities. First,
there are a growing number of federal programs which promote the construction of
business incubators, setting up venturing
funds and supporting export-oriented companies. New laws on SMB development
have also been adopted and licensing regulations have also been trimmed. The results of a survey on conditions and factors
of developing small businesses in the RF
regions carried out by OPORA ROSSII together with the Russian Public Opinion Research Center indicated that on the whole,
68% of regional entrepreneurs felt positive
about business conditions. Research also
shows that about three quarters of all small
companies are now in so called “stable condition”. But the number of small businesses
is growing far more slowly than the economy, so in most regions, the situation for entrepreneurs is just “acceptable”.

Corruption adds almost 10% to
business costs
There are still many problems. All the RF
regions report that they have major difficulties with access to property resources. It is
extremely hard to get manufacturing premises for rent, let alone acquiring them for
ownership. There are also many legal problems that have not been resolved involving
protection of business interests. Many businessmen know that in case of conflicts with
authorities they have very few chances to
protect themselves in court. Under these
conditions they are forced to seek non-legal ways of resolving their difficulties. This
only fuels corruption growth and adds to
the overall cost of doing business. According to our survey in 2006 these “hidden”
costs amounted to 9.6% (in 2005 they were
8.5%).
Distinct and transparent corporate governance rules, which are absent today,
are of vital importance for entrepreneurs.
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Small entrepreneurs detest extremely complicated accounting and reporting systems
and the low quality of tax administrators.
In many regions small companies are still
plagued by the inefficient work of tax authorities.

The state underestimates entrepreneurship
We believe that the role of entrepreneurship is still underestimated by the state.
There is no ideological basis for the
growth of business activity. There is no
formulated policy to promote this type
of activity. Thus the rate of participation
in entrepreneurial activity here is one of
the lowest in the world. This is a crucial
point. Under the conditions of free economy, globalization and entering the WTO,
the developing entrepreneurship is vital.
To ensure the future of entrepreneurship,
Russia first needs distinct and comprehensive statistics and then to develop a
realistic policy.
The current statistical data shows little
significant growth in the number of small
companies, in spite of the programs developed by the Ministry of Economic Development. Partially this is because the current
programs are long-term and their results
cannot now be seen. But can we afford
to wait?
There is already a great lack of enterprising people able to deal with businesses. That’s why we have to train such personnel. We need to take into account the
requirements of the national economy and
the strategy of the country’s whole development. We have to form not only federal but also regional state- supported programs.

Too much focus on retail trade
The focus of most domestic small businesses is still retail. The manufacturing sector is less than 13%. The same goes for
construction. There are no attempts in the
manufacturing field to overcome the autocracy of large companies. Small businesses are not included in the statistical

data of industrial ministries at all. We are
repeating the mistakes of South Korea
which spent 30 years struggling to understand the root of its problems and overcome their negative effect. As a result today Korea is a leader in the field of small
businesses.
Have a look at any competitive economy. The development of small businesses
is a national priority. Presidential and ministerial councils, special ministries, agencies and a whole network of infrastructural
organizations are being set up. The number of state officials dealing with small
businesses is calculated in thousands.
But in spite of all the difficulties, it is
less risky to start a business today. As little as ten years ago it was really scary to
run businesses in Russia. Risks were much
higher than now and there were less financial tools. Today the market is developing
rapidly. The main goal of the government
should be to fully embrace small businesses so that they too can participate in our
country’s growing economic success.

Community leaders
Dr. Frank Schauff, Chief Executive Officer of the Association of European Businesses in the Russian Federation

European businesses seek to expand into new regions
First of all, I am extremely pleased to contribute to the Rostov edition of Marchmont’s Regional
Investment Guide. The need for detailed region-by-region economic information is becoming
particularly acute in Russia at the present time and publications like this one go a long way to
bridging the information gap.

The Association of European Businesses in the Russian Federation is currently engaged in a drive to expand its activities to the Russian regions. The message
that we receive from our membership –
which currently unites almost 600 companies across a wide spectrum of industries and sectors – is that regional
expansion is one of the main topics on
their agenda.

67% already in regions plan
to expand into more regions
The AEB Regional Survey, which we conducted earlier this year, revealed that on
average AEB member companies are present in 8-9 regions of the Russian Federation. 26% of members plan to launch a regional presence over the coming months;
and 67% of those already with a regional presence plan to expand their regional
activity this year.
The move into the Russian regions is
a very natural progression for European
businesses, which are looking for alternatives to the very restricted and overheated labour market in Moscow and the
capital’s exorbitant real estate prices. Investors who have already gained an initial
foothold in Russia are generally relieved
to find that investment risks in the country are not as great as may be inferred
from media coverage and political rhetoric abroad. This growing investor confidence and robust domestic demand for
ever more varied goods and services have
fuelled foreign direct investments, which
are flowing into more regions than ever
before.
As our members move deeper into the
regions, we aim to move with them, providing informational support, forging links
with local administrations and lobbying
on areas where progress is still weak. In
the Southern Federal District, the AEB already has an established presence in the
form of its Krasnodar Steering Committee.
The Committee was formed in 2003 to represent AEB members that are active in the
Krasnodar Krai, and has close working re-

lations with the Rostov administration and
business in the region.

Rostov’s economic indicators
are very strong
During a recent AEB +Business Mission to
the Southern Federal District, which took
in Rostov-on-Don, Krasnodar and Sochi, we
formed a particularly good impression of
the investment climate there. The regional administrations are working actively
to attract foreign investment and already
have a comparatively advanced framework
in place for investment projects. The Rostov region, in particular, shows some very
strong economic indicators: the region produces 21.8% of all agricultural products in
Russia, which makes investment in agriculture a highly attractive proposition. Overall,
the Rostov Region receives 9% of foreign investment to Russia; and the Southern Federal Region answers for 6% of the country’s
industrial production.
The region also has a strong record on
an area that is of key concern to foreign
investors in the regions: the state of the
transport, communications and construction infrastructure. The Southern Federal
District as a whole has a highly developed
transportation infrastructure – the density
of highway and railway communications is
3.5 times higher than the average in Russia. As we saw during my visit to Rostov,
conditions on the ground there compare favourably with those in many other regions
in Russia. Although the transportation infrastructure and construction technologies
have not kept pace with the region’s rapid
economic development, there is clear progress being made in these areas. In the light
of Russia’s possible accession to the WTO,
the Rostov administration and local businesses seem ready to adapt themselves to
new economic realities and greater competition.

EU businesses are Russia’s
biggest investors
The AEB can play an important role in
this process, in making sure that the
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needs of business are heard by local authorities, and in making recommendations based on international good practice. In all practical aspects of day-to-day
business – customs formalities, transport links, banking and accounting standards, visa regulations – harmonisation
between EU and Russian systems is highly desirable for business, especially given that the EU is by far the biggest foreign investor to Russia (investment from
EU and EFTA countries amounts to more
than 75% of total accumulated investment – and rising). The AEB works actively with the Delegation of the European Commission to the Russian Federation
and the Russian Government on all areas
of the Common Economic Space to promote more equitable and better-regulated cross-border investments.
We receive very positive feedback
about the climate for foreign business
in the Rostov region. The AEB particularly welcomes the comments recently
expressed by Sergei Kurdyumov, Rostov
Regional Deputy Minister of Economy, Trade and Foreign Economic Relations in a recent interview with RIA-Novosti: “Now that Russia is about to join
the World Trade Organisation, the Rostov administration is concentrating on
supporting innovative companies, whose
high-tech production promises the region a safe niche in the global economy,
particularly if we promote such products
well.” AEB member companies – most
notably Bank Center-Invest, which is
headquartered in Rostov, and IKEA,
which cooperates successfully with local wood-producing companies and is investing heavily in the Rostov Mega project – are examples of companies that can
bring fresh ideas and twenty-first century know-how to the Russian regions. The
AEB and its members in Rostov certainly
have every reason to expect further successful cooperation with the Rostov administration to make a strong contribution to the region’s development in the
future.
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Rostov
in Focus
55 The region has 50 investment projects
worth more than $10bn – 35 of them
are currently underway.
55 The Rostov region's foreign trade for the
first nine months of 2007 was $5.3bn.
55 The Rostov region is Russia's 'gateway'
to Eastern European countries. The total
amount of regional cargo transported will
exceed 200 million tons in 2007.
55 Leading regional food processing
businesses have major shares of the
national consumer market.
55 The region is actively supporting
innovation projects – more than
350 small regional businesses are
in this sector.

Rostov in focus

Rostov region: сritical facts
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Location. The Rostov region is in the
Southern part of East European Plain and
partly in the North Caucasus region having a vast area in the river basin of the
Low Don. According to landscape type the
region is a plain crossed by river valleys.
The maximum altitude above sea level is
253 meters. The Rostov region has borders
with the Donetzk and Lugansk regions of
Ukraine in the West and North West, with
the Voronezh and Volgograd regions in
the North and North East, Kalmykia in the
East and South East and the Stavropol and
Kransnodar regions in the South. The region is washed by the Gulf of Taganrog
(the Azov sea) having the sea border with
Ukraine.

55

Rostov-on-Don

Surface
Rostov region – 100,800 square kilometers
Population
Rostov-on-Don – 1,050,000
Rostov region – 4,400,000
Average salary – 7,800 rubles ($300)
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55 Administrative center. Rostov on Don
is a major industrial, cultural and scientific
center, river port, important transport junction and the capital of the South Federal
district. The population of the city is 1.05

million people, the area is 348.5 sq km and
the distance from Moscow is 1,226 km.
Territory. The region covers 100,800 sq
km, 0.6 % of the total area of the Russian
Federation. The area occupied by the region equals the area of Denmark, Belgium
and the Netherlands taken together. There
are more than 4,500 rivers, 250 lakes, three
artificial lakes and many ponds. Forests account only for 2.8 % of the territory. The
Rostov region consists of 463 municipal
settlements including 12 independent cities, 43 municipal districts, 18 urban settlements and 390 rural settlements. Large
region’s cities are Taganrog with the population of 281,900 people, Shakhty – 254,
700 people, Novocherkassk – 184,470
people, Volgodonsk – 172,400 people and
Novoshakhtinsk – 117,600 people.
55

5 5 Climate. The region has moderate
continental climate. The average tem-

Geography & economics – critical facts
perature in January is –7 °C, in July
+23 °С. The average annual precipitation is 424 mm. The region’s area lies in
steppe zone. Forests and bushes account
for 5.6 % of land. The real treasure of the
region is soil: black soil (chernozem) is
64 % and chestnut soil is 21 %. High summer temperatures and a long vegetation
period provide good harvests of wheat,
melons and gourds, orchard crops and
grapes. The region is home to more than
a hundred animal and fish species.
Natural resources. The region is famous
for its coal especially for anthracite which
is the best in the world for caloric content.
Deposits of non-metallic raw materials are
being developed. The deposits of such raw
construction materials as clay, limestone,
carbonate strata, building and silicate sand
are unique. The developed reserves of nonferrous metals amount to 56.2 billion cubic
meters. The region has opened deposits of
chemical raw materials; phosphorites are
the most valuable among them. Recreation
resources are represented by local resorts
for summer rest with reserves of mineral
water and broad opportunities of international tourism development.
55

Population. The population of the region is 4.4 million people (fifth position
in Russia), 70 % accounts for urban residents. The population density is 42.5
people per sq. km. The employable population equals about 70 % of the total population. The average salary is more than
$ 300. The education level is quite high:
there are 190 graduates per one thousand
55

people. The region ranks eighth in Russia
and is the leader in the South Federal District for the rate of retail trade turnover.
Transport. The region is the gateway
of Russia to the countries of the Black
and Caspian seas. It has well developed
transport infrastructure which is a part
of transport corridor #7 (Danube) that
runs from the Azov to the Caspian sea and
the #9 Helsinki-St Petersburg – Moscow – Rostov on Don – Novorossiysk
and transcontinental corridor NorthSouth. The Rostov region is crossed by the
Don motorway. the Moscow-Rostov-Caucasus railway, river navigation from the
center of Russia to the Black and Mediterranean seas and by air to St PetersburgMoscow-Caucasus. The length of railway
in the Rostov region is more than 1,800
km. One of the largest European rivers,
the Don, flows through the region, there
are five river and sea ports providing access to the Black, Azov, Baltic, White and
Caspian seas. The international airport
of Rostov on Don services flights within Russia and to the CIS and has more
than 40 flights to Europe, Asia and Africa. Major air carriers are Aeroflot-Don,
Austrian Airlines, Armavia, Lufthansa
and Turkish.
55

5 5 Economy. The region has a high manufacturing, resource and financial potential. It is leading in the RF for the level of
manufacturing development and diversity. It ranks 15th in Russia for the volume
of gross regional product. Machine building, the food industry, ferrous and non-
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ferrous metallurgy and the power industry account for the biggest share. Many
companies of the region are the unique
or largest manufacturers of certain products in the country. The agricultural sector accounts for 12.6 % of the gross regional product; grain farming (half of
crop land), fruit farming and grape growing are of primary significance. The region ranks fifth for growing vegetables
and seventh for meat production in Russia. In 2008 – 2010 the region intends
to keep stable rates of development and
these rates are considerably higher than
in Russia. The growth of Gross Regional
Product is to amount 142.4 % in 2010 (to
the level of 2006) while it is 127.2 % on
average in Russia.
Investment. In 2006 Moody’s Interfax Rating Agency awarded the Rostov region with credit rating Aa2.ru. The growth
rate of investment in regional companies’
capital amounted to $ 4.18bn in 2007. In
2008 – 2010 the increase in investment is
projected to be not less than 10 % annually, up to $ 7bn by 2010. The region has
enacted a number of progressive laws to
help make investment more attractive.
The key piece of legislation was enacted
by the Legislative Assembly of the Rostov
region: “Strategy of Investment Attraction
of the Rostov Region” In 2004, to encourage innovative activity, the “Concept of
Innovative Policies and Target Program
of Innovative Activity Development of the
Rostov Region” was passed.
55

Source: www.donland.ru
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Rostov in focus
Vitaly Naukhatzky, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor, Chairman of the Department for Historical Sciences and Political Sciences of
the Rostov State Economic University

Rostov’s location is the foundation stone of its economy

On December 15, 1749, Elizaveta Petrovna established the Temernitzkaya Customs at the site of what
is now the city of Rostov on Don. Important geographical and economic factors both then and since,
allied with the results of three centuries of political decision making and international historic events
have provided the city with an enviable position of economic strength and stability.
Tanganrog predates Rostov by over 40
years, but political and military events of
the time stopped it from becoming the economic center of the Russian South. After
the Pruth campaign of 1711 Russia ceded
ownership of the Azov Sea to Turkey, withdrew its fleet and removed its fortifications
of Taganrog. The Treaty of Belgrade in 1739
later gave Turkey exclusive rights to shipping on the Azov Sea. The end of the 19th
century saw Rostov on Don established as
the largest sea port and railway hub of the
Russian South. These factors increased
trade in the area and the role of Rostov as
an economic centre grew still further.

Post-revolutionary period
In spite of the destructive effects of
1914 – 1920, the economy of Rostov on
Don continued its steady development. The
Great War, the Revolution of 1917 and the
Civil War left its imprint however. Initiatives and incentives offered to entrepreneurs by the New Economic Policy (NEP)
announced by Lenin in 1921, enabled the
region to improve agricultural and manufacturing output and transport infrastructure following these periods of turmoil.
The struggle for power in the South of
Russia negatively affected the economy,
though after the Civil War social relations
stabilized. In Rostov new authorities acquired legitimacy which in turn favored
the rapid economy recovery. From the mid
1920’s industrial manufacturing output in
the city grew further and the Rostselmash
factory was launched in 1930. Ultimately,
Vitaly Naukhatzky began his scientific career
in his student years and saw his first articles
published as a post-graduate in 1981 – 1984.
His scientific scope is the history of agriculture
and peasantry in 20th century, Russia, World
economy history, the Second World War and
the history of Russian higher education establishments. His published articles include around
100 scientific and educational works, including
five monographs.
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in spite of all the weaknesses of the inefficient state-controlled economy Rostov’s
manufacturing developed due to the policies aimed at the modernization of the
country as a whole.

Post-Soviet period
Development of a market economy in postSoviet Rostov was similar to that all over
Russia. 1992 – 1998 was a period of transformation, decline and stagnation. This included the dismantling of the state-planned
economy, mass privatization and reorganization of collective farms and price and
trade liberalization. This brought about
criminalization of the economy and a
sharp decrease in industrial and agricultural manufacturing, as well as in living standards. At the same time the development of
free market institutions brought about the
emergence of joint stock commercial banks,
stock exchanges, farms, cooperatives and
private companies.
1999 was a turning point. The beginning
of economic recovery brought renewed investment and growth in the food and processing industries. Large trading companies
were set up, information services sectors
were reinforced and residential housing
volume grew. Rostselmash was updated
and the Rostov Power Station was commissioned. In July 2007 the first stage of
the Rostovsky Electrometallurgic Factory
in the town of Shakhty was commissioned,
the first event of its type since the reform
years. Dynamic development based on market principles was now back on course.

Multi-cultural heritage
of the region
Being home to Ukrainians, Jews, Chechens,
Greeks, Koreans, Dagestanis, Georgians,
Tatars and other nationalities, Russia’s cities are very much multi-cultural centers. All
if its nationalities contribute to the economy. An important characteristic of Rostov
is its large Armenian diaspora. In 2002 the
population of the Rostov region numbered
some 4,000,000, of which around 110,000
were Armenians. Having moved to the Don

at the end of the 18th century they founded the town of Nakhichevan on Don. Bringing with them a mixture of traditional and
entrepreneurial skills, the Armenians were
soon deeply incorporated in industrial and
social structures of the Russian South, and
contributed to the rapid economic development of the area in the 19th and early 20th
century. Today, the individual strengths of
its multi-cultural populations bonds reinforce the region’s economic might.

Some facts from history

Important Dates in Rostov's History

16th century – Cossacks settle in steppes in the low areas of Don previously inhabited at different times by Cimmerians, Scythians, Greeks, Khazars, Russians, Pechenegs, Polovetzs, Mongolian Tatars, Turkic tribes and Turks. Marauding gangs of Don Cossacks constantly invaded Azov, then inhabited by
Turks and steadily became a closed class enjoying many privileges and freedom. They did not pay taxes but instead received a salary from the Tsar for
whom powerful military forces defending borders of South Russia from Turks and Tatars was beneficial. The Don’s army was a unique military-political
organization of Cossacks. In the first years of Soviet times freedom-loving Cossacks were repressed: 6,600 Cossack farms were burnt.
1749 – Decree by Empress Elizaveta Petrovna establishes a new customs office on the Don. In 1760 the population of Temernitzkaya customs was about
1,000 people. The area nearby was inhabited by Cossacks.
1761 – Decree by Empress Elizaveta Petrovna to construct St. Dimitry Rostovsky Fortress on the site of the Customs office. The Rostov fortress became
the most powerful and largest among Southern fortresses. Its perimeter exceeded 3.5 km, the area was 189 acres and its fortification systems
were advanced for that time. It housed a large garrison armed with 238 guns and was used as a rear base for Russian troops for half a century.
In 1778 – 84 the fortress was turned into an important military strategic center of the Russian South. It was visited by famous fleet leader Ushakov and
troop leader Suvorov. The military fortress was gradually converted into a system of city streets and quarters. The City Hall, customs with warehouses,
stalls, pubs and houses for officers, merchants and craftsmen were built. By the end of the 18th century there were already five churches there.

1779 – Ekaterina the Great organized the migration of the Armenian community from the Crimea to Rostov. These migrants founded the city of
Nakhichevan in the area close to the St. Dimitry Fortress.
1806 – Under the decree of Alexander the First the fortress was named Rostov city. In 1811 the fortress lost its military significance and became
known as Rostov on Don.
1900 – The Don Voisko Province is ranked one of the first in Russia for grain
production. The Don settlement continued to grow as agriculture continued to develop. Wheat was the region’s main cash crop. Winegrowing, tobacco manufacturing and horse breeding also played a prominent
role in the economy. By the beginning of the 20th century most Cossack
farms employed agricultural machinery. The Aksaysky Plant of Agricultural Inventory met the demand for ploughs and harrows.
1926 – The Rostov Shoe Factory was founded. Plans to construct a thermal
power station in Shakhty were agreed. The Locomotive Producing factory was reconstructed. Russia’s largest zinc oxide production plant,
Empils, was commissioned in Rostov.
1930 – The construction of Rostselmash, one of the largest factories of
agricultural machinery in Europe, was completed. In the 1930’s and
1940’s machine building in the region was booming.
1941 – 45 – The Second World War seriously damaged the regional economy,
especially Rostov’s. Hitler planned to take the South of the USSR to
deprive the country of key agricultural, manufacturing and raw material
centers. The fighting here lasted for almost two years from October,
1941 to August, 1943. The pre-war population level of the region (2.95
million people) was only re-established in 1954. The physically destructive effects of the war were not completely overcome until the 60s.
1946 – 85 – The process of recovery and further development of manufacturing at the end of the 1970’s slowed. The crisis of the state-controlled
economy led to the introduction of major reforms in 1991. Renewed
economic development was re-established only at the beginning of the
21st century.
1991 – The beginning of large-scale reforms in Russia. Free market principles
are introduced to the Russian national economy. Rostov businesses can
no longer rely on government orders. Some of them start experiencing
major fall in sales and production volumes.
1998 – Russia defaults on its loans. Start-up companies specializing in imported products disappear, but domestic manufacturers receive a boost
for rapid development. Food processing businesses, an integral and
important part of the Rostov economy, are the first to shake off the Monument to Empress Elizaveta Petrovna who is considered to be the
effects of a long-lasting decline.
founder of Rostov-on-Don
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Rostov in focus

Outstanding people
Matvey Platov (1751 – 1818), a hero of the war
against Count Napolean, combatant general,
ataman of the Don Army. General Platov
participated in the Russo-Turkish wars. He
was a fellow-fighter to Alexander Suvorov, a
famous Russian general. He participated in the
sieges of Ochakovo (1788) and Ismail (1790).
Between 1806 and 1807 general Platov participated
in the war with France. Under his command Russian
troops inflicted several defeats on French troops. For
this success General Platov was awarded with the
title of Count. During the vital fight near the village of Borodino on the August 26
of 1812 Platov's troops performed several successful attacks to the rearward
area of the French army forcing it to put off its attacks for two hours. During
foreign campaigns of the Russian army between 1813 and 1814 General Platov
was in charge of a Cossack corps.
Mikhail Sholokhov (1905 – 1984), a prose
writer, winner of the 1965 Nobel Prize for
Literature
Mikhail was born in the Kruzhlinin hamlet, part of
stanitsa Veshenskaya, the former region of the Don
Cossack Army. At the age of 17 he moved to Moscow
to study there. At the beginning of the1920s various
newspapers and magazines published a number of his
stories dedicated to the author’s birthplace. Later
these stories were united in two volumes of stories
entitled Tales From the Don and Blue Steppe. Sholokhov’s most famous works are
And Quiet Flows the Don and Virgin Soil Upturned. During World War II Sholokhov
was a war correspondent writing articles for Pravda, Red Star and other newspapers. During the war he started publishing separate chapters from his famous
novel They Fought for Their Country. In 1965 Sholokhov became the winner of
the Noble Prize for Literature for his novel And Quiet Flows the Don.
Anton Chekhov (1860 – 1904), a classical
Russian writer
Anton was born to a family of a merchant. Right from
his childhood he was helping his father in a grocery
store. In 1879 Chekhov gained admission to the medical school at Moscow University. During his student
years he was writing short stories for various humorous magazines. After becoming a physician Chekhov
became seriously concerned with his medical practice. Chekhov’s books were very popular. Chekhov
was also a successful playwright. Among his plays the most popular were the
Seagull (1896), Uncle Vanya (1897), Three Sisters (1901) and The Cherry Orchard (1904). Between 1899 and 1900 Chekhov published his first volume of
stories. In 1900 he was also appointed honorary academician. In 1902 Chekhov
rejected his title of academician after Nikolay II issued an order to deprive Maxim
Gorky of the title of honored academician. Chekhov died in 1904 of TB. Chekhov
was buried next to his father at the Novodevichy Cemetery in Moscow.
Vasily Asmolov (1828 – 1881), enterpreneur, founder of the Don State
Tobacco Factory
Asmolov was born in 1828 in the Kursk guberniya (region) to a family of
a struggling merchant. At the age of 27 Amolov moved to Rostov-on-Don
where he became engaged in retail distribution and brokerage. His first big
success that brought him the profit of 3,000 rubles was trading in bread.
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Asmolov used this money to open a tobacco factory In 1857. At first the total number of employees were only seven, but they managed to produce
9,600 kilograms of tobacco within first six months.
In 1871 Asimov founded a trading house named V.I.
Asmolov and Co. Asmolov’s tobacco was awarded
with gold medals at various exhibitions in Europe
and America. Nikolay II the Emperor smoked Asimov
tobacco. After the sudden death of Vasily Asmolov
the factory ownership passed to his brother Vladimir. The tobacco factory
founded by Asmolov is today the Don Tobacco Company, one of the largest
specialized businesses in Russia.
Elpidifor Paramonov (?–1909), enterpreneur
Paramonov’s first acquisition was a roller mill. The
ruins of that mill and warehouses next to it are a
tourist site in modern Rostov-on-Don. Paramonov
flour was awarded with a golden medal at the exhibition in Paris. It was sold in the shops of Rostov
and other cities and was in a high demand among
Moscow residents. In 1896 Paramanov’s mill burnt
down. It was so important for Rostov that after
this fire the price for bread in Rostov went up.
Soon Paramonov built a new mill which successfully worked for 30 years,
but in the end was also destroyed by fire in1930 during which many workers perished. Paramonov decided not to restore the mill. Another passion
of Paramonov was ships. In 1906 Paramonov owned over 80 ships, including
23 passenger ships. The story about how Paramonov put his competitor, shipowner Koshkin, out of business is still recounted today: Paramonov ordered
his captains to distribute free sandwiches with red caviar and a cup of hot tea
to all passengers. Unable to compete, Koshkin soon lost all of his passengers
and went bankrupt. Elpidifor Paramonov took unprecedented care of his workers, building hospitals and shops for them.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn (born in 1918), a
prose writer and winner of the Noble Prize for
Literature
Alexander was born to a family of peasants. After
he finished school he was admitted to the School of
Physics and Mathematics at the Rostov State University. During World War II he was in charge of an
artillery battery. In 1945 he was arrested and sentenced for eight years of hard labor in prison camp
for ‘anti-Soviet agitation’. After he was rehabilitated he worked as a teacher of Mathematics in Ryazan. In 1962 the Novy Mir
magazine published the story entitled One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
that made the name of Solzhenitsyn famous both in Russia and elsewhere in
the world. After this, another story by Solzheniteyn was published entitled
Matrenin Dvor (Matrena’s Place). All other writings by Solzhenitsyn were
prohibited from being printed in the USSR. To get around authorities, they
were published in the form of samizdat (clandestine copying and distribution of government-suppressed literature) or abroad. In 1970 Solzhenitsyn
became the winner of the Noble Prize for Literature and after in 1974 he
managed to publish his first volume of his famous Gulag Archipelago in the
West. Exiled from the USSR, at first he lived in Zurich with his family and
later in Vermont (USA). His work Rebuilding Russia gave rise to numerous
discussions. Solzhenitsyn returned to Russia in 1994 and since then he has
been living in Moscow.

Investment attractiveness
Analyst: Marina Ushenkina, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Diverse economy attracts $ 4bn investment in 2007
The Rostov region is one of the largest regions in the Russian Federation. It has an unusually diverse
economic base, with strong sectors in mining, agriculture and machine building. Its strategic
geographic location and warmer climate add to its stature as one of Russia’s fastest growing
regions – foreign investors pumped in $ 3bn last year and another $ 2bn already this year.
The Rostov region has an unusually diverse
economy. Rich in natural resources, its vast
coal deposits are part of the famous Donetsk
Coal Basin so called East Donbass. The region’s
climate has always favored farming here so
it’s no wonder that the most developed sector
of the regional economy is agriculture. And
yet the ever important competitive advantage
of Rostov is its beneficial economic and geographic position. The importance of this factor has significantly increased because of the
on-going globalization processes and the new
geoeconomic positioning of Russia.

A multi-modal transport hub and
interregional powerhouse
Rostov-on-Don is also a large transport hub,
the center of strategically important railway
communications, the largest international river port in the south of Russia, linked
by internal waterways to the Black Sea as
well as to the Povolzhsky Federal District,
central Russia and North-Western Federal
District. National motorways connect Rostov with major regions of southern Russia,
Caucasus and central Russia. Rostov has several airfields and an international airport.
The Rostov customs office handles a significant volume of imported and exported cargo. Rostov-on-Don has all the opportunities
for intensifying its commercial activity, inRatings
Rating agency Expert RA gives the Rostov
region the following ratings:
55 – regional
investment
rating – 2В
(medium potential, moderate risk)
55 – regional
credit rating – А (high
reliability)
55 The region has not yet received any
international credit ratings.
Key advantages of the region
55 transport and infrastructure
55 high consumer potential
55 low cost of power and high reliability of
power supplies
55 well-developed financial and insurance
infrastructure
55 stable social and political position
55 favorable climatic conditions
55

cluding foreign trade. A major investment
to design and build an integrated new port
facility will only enhance the export potential of its well-developed agrarian and industrial sectors.
The city also benefits from being an interregional center and one of the largest metropolises in the south of Russia. Investment
has been flowing into Russia for years, but
now more and more capital is being directed regionally. Many investors know Moscow
and other large cities. These major cities are
always the first to get investment. Now investors are focusing on cities like Ekaterinburg,
Novosibirsk and Rostov, cities with interregional importance. Such cities attract large
trading chains, dealers and financial institutions. Very often national market players
buy into a region buying out regional businesses and then upgrading their plant and
equipment. Like many cities in Russia, Rostov has experienced this phenomenon and
is now reaping the rewards.

Foreign investment may hit
$ 4 bn in 2007
Over the last several years the region has become very attractive for investment and can
now even compete with Moscow and St Petersburg. Foreign investment coming into
the Rostov region in 2006 was over 90.6 billion rubles ($ 3.35bn), 38 % more than the
previous year. During the first six months
of 2007 the investment inflow grew by another 21% and amounted to 51.7 billion rubles ($ 1.9bn). For the sake of comparison:
the neighboring Stavropol region received
($ 1.54bn) in 2006.
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Investors coming to Rostov should also be
aware of caveats – laws supporting investment activity and protecting investors’ property rights still need reform. The administrative barriers and lack of investment expertise
by local players generates extra cost and time.
Among other concerns the unprofitability of
the regional coal industry (despite its extraordinary coal deposits) as well as disrupted economic links with the Ukraine that used to exist even during Soviet times.

Local officials working to resolve
problems
Local officials are aware of these impediments and are working to resolve them. The
recent establishment of a regional administration Investment Development Agency
(IDA), which is responsible for supporting
the region’s investment development, is a
very positive sign. Authorities of the Stavropol region and the Republic of Chechnya have also expressed their wish to create similar agencies in their administrations
too. The creation of the IDA has already
had an impact – three large-scale investment projects are already underway. Two
of these projects, the South Hub and MultiPurpose Port, are designed to make Rostov
the chief gateway of southern Russia to the
global economy. It’s also worth mentioning that the Rostov region presented eight
large-scale investment projects at the 11th
International Economic Forum in St Petersburg. Should even half of these projects get
funding, the crack of the famous Cossack
whip and the roar of the Don will be heard
throughout Russia.
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Competitive advantages
1. Favorable geographical location
The Rostov region borders the Donetzk and Lugansk regions of Ukraine (Donbass), the Voronezh, Volgograd, Stavropol regions and Kalmykia. The region
is washed by the Gulf of Taganrog (the Azov Sea) in the South-West having
a sea border with Ukraine.
2. Highly-developed transport infrastructure
The regional transport infrastructure is a part of the Cretan transport corridor #7 and 9 and transcontinental major way North-South. The region has
three international sea trading ports and two river ports providing access to
the Black, Azov, Baltic, White and Caspian seas.
There are more than 12,000 km of roads and 3,000 km of railways. There
is an international airport in Rostov on Don.
3. Unique agroclimatic resources
The region’s relatively mild climate allows for a longer growing season and its
rich black soil, 65% of its arable, makes it a prime agricultural sector. The
region ranks fourth in Russia for growing grain crops and fifth for cultivating
vegetables. The leading industrial crops are sunflowers, more of which are
grown and processed here than anywhere in the RF
4. Significant natural resources
More than 6.5 billion tons of surveyed commercial coal deposits are concentrated in the Rostov region and there is a reserve of surveyed deposits
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of more than 1.5 billion tons. Rostov anthracite is the best in the world for
caloric content. Deposits of non-metallic raw materials are being developed
for metallurgy and production of construction materials. The developed reserves of gas amount to 56.2 billion cubic meters
5. Well developed industry
100% of Russia’s electric locomotives, 94% of sewing machines and more
than 60% of combine harvesters are manufactured by Rostov companies.
The region is a leader in heavy-lift helicopter construction, production of
navigation systems for vessels, heat exchange and water heating equipment,
oil machinery, tractor cultivators and automotive production. Leading food
industry companies such as Yug Rusi, Baltica-Don and Donskoy Tabak account
for 11-18% share of the country’s consumer market.
6. Local support for investors
Regional officials have initiated a wide range of investment programs and
laws designed to lure potential investors.
7. Positive credit rating and increasing foreign investment
In 2006 Moody’s Interfax Rating Agency awarded the Rostov region with credit
rating Aa2.ru. The growth rate of foreign investment in the Rostov region was
$3.35bn in 2006. During first six months of 2007 investment grew by 21%
to $1.9bn. For comparison: neighboring Stavropol accounted for $1.54bn.

MODERN
TECHNOLOGIES
55 The total value of innovation products is
expected to reach $560m before 2009.
55 More than 230 SME’s work in the
region’s sci-tech sector. This number is
expected to rise by 150% by 2010.
55 Initial investment into the new
Nanotechnologies Center at
South Federal University is over $8m.
55 The region is a key player in biofuels
research and development. There are
several projects currently underway to
create Russia’s first bioethanol factory.

Modern technologies
Аlena Kostyk, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Regional investment plan sets annual growth at 10%
to reach ambitious goal of $8 billion by 2010
The investment goal of the region is to increase funding by 10% each year. Analysts forecast that
by 2010, if this goal is met, investment will reach almost $8b. It’s an ambitious goal, but local
authorities have developed strategic plans to make it happen according to Anna Kostyk.
The policies on promoting, developing and
using the innovative potential of the Rostov region are summarized in the regional law “On Innovative Activity”. There is
also a “Regional Target Program on Developing Innovative Activity in the Rostov Region” for 2007–2008. This will provide
$.05bn for innovative projects by 2009
which amounts to 3% of the gross regional product.

Progressive legislation enacted
Regional authorities are taking a lot of steps
to make the Rostov region an attractive area
for foreign investors: for example, progressive local legislation offers a whole range of
incentives and preferences. The Legislative
Assembly of the Rostov region approved a
new “Strategy of Investment Attraction”
which lays out the competitive advantages of the region as well as its caveats from
an investor’s viewpoint. Some Rostov organizations, like the Agency of Investment
Development and the Rostov International Association of Investors, also help potential investors.
As a result, the Rostov region is becoming one of the most open regions for foreign investment in Russia. It has established close business contacts with many
European countries, for example, Germany and France. The most active investors
are French players: the total investment
volume of such companies as Auchan, Leroy Merlin, Lafarge, Veolia, MLP, which are
involved in big ticket deal projects, will exceed 1billion Euros in the near three-four
years.

Focus on innovation
Authorities realize that the most important field of development of the region is
attracting funds for innovation. The Rostov region plans to increase the number of
SME companies 2.5 times by 2009. There
are about 30,000 small companies here providing about a fifth of all products and services, but only 230 of them are in the scientific field. Local authorities understand
that in order for innovative industries to
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develop rapidly there needs to be more incentives. To facilitate this, the Rostov region is developing the necessary business
infrastructure to help Rostov’s intellectual
products find a niche in both the Russian
and global marketplace. Today the region
is home to a few technoparks, a number of
sector-specific information centers, two innovative-technological centers and several
business incubators.

Business incubators
and technoparks
Like most Russian regions the Rostov has
business incubators and technoparks. The
number of implemented projects, though,
like everywhere, is not large. There is a
real lack of commercial expertise. Entrepreneurs do not know enough about venture
investment algorithms. There are some
exceptions--one of the most successful scitech centers for innovation is the Taganrog
Technopark, which was founded using the
facilities of the Technology University. This
technopark focuses on support for scientific
and innovative activity in computer sciences, radio technology, electronics, hydroacoustics, medical equipment and ecology.
It is one of the largest organizations of tech-

nology commercialization in Russia and has
implemented many projects.

The Technology Transfer Center
at Southern Federal University
Since 2005 the Technology Transfer Center,
now part of the Southern Federal University (SFU), has been promoting the implementation of the most promising innovative projects in Rostov. Currently the Center
deals with:
55 creating a resource bank of innovative
development, research and projects;
55 working with the industrial sector, social
sphere and municipal institutions to
solving the most acute problems using
advanced technologies;
55 selection and appraisal of projects
suitable for investment;
The Rostov Center is a certified member of the Russian Technology Transfer Network and cooperates closely with it. There
are 14 similar centers in Russia , but this is
the only one partnered with a Federal University. Its current projects focus on hi tech,
bio-tech and agriculture.
As for current venturing funds, there are
none in the region, and young clubs of business angels are only just forming.

Venture investment
Venture investment profile of the Rostov region
Location

Rate

Area for incubator projects
Technopark Taganrog

Taganrog

4, 500 sq.m

Novoshakhtinsky area business incubator

Novoshakhtinsk

4, 475 sq.m

Number of employees
Donetzky Municipal Business Incubator

Donetzk

653

Donskoy Technopark under South Russian State Technical University

Novocherkassk

575

Innovation Technology Center In Tech Don

Novocherkassk

21

Business Incubator of the Taganrog Fund for Support of Small Businesses and Competition Development

Taganrog

10

Developed business-plans (1st quarter of 2006)

Number of contracts for servicing innovative companies (1st quarter of 2006)
Technopark Taganrog

Taganrog

40

Donskoy Technopark under South Russian State Technical University

Novocherkassk

12

Business incubators in the Rostov region
Name

Contact information

Business incubator under Agency of Support for SMB in Belaya Kalitva

Of.9, 29 Kalinin St., B.Kalitva, Rostov region; (86313) 2-76-24

Business incubator under Agency of Support for SMB in Salsk

Of.109, 39 Lenin St., Salsk, Rostov region; (86372) 3-26-68

Business incubator under the Municipal Fund for Local Development in Gukovo

3 Burgustinskaya St., Gukovo, Rostov region; (86361) 5-54-55, 5-31-10,
2-24-99

Business Incubator of the Taganrog Fund for Support of Small Businesses and
Competition Development

27 Gogolevsky per., Taganrog, Rostov region; (8634) 39-18-91

Donetzky Municipal Business Incubator

67 Pr.Mira, Donetzk, Rostov region; (86368) 2-12-47, 2-09-34

Non-Profit Partnership South Russian Technoagroservice

166 Pervomayskaya, Novocherkassk, Rostov region; (86352) 4-81-17,
5-56-71, 5-53-59

Novoshakhtinsky Area Business Incubator

38 Sadovaya St., Novoshakhtinsk, Rostov region; (86369) 3-22-54

Technoparks and technology transfer centers
Name

Contact information

Donskoy Technopark under South Russian State Technical University

132 Prosvescheniya St., Novocherkassk, Rostov region; (86352) 556-71

Non-Profit Partnership Technopark Taganrog

81 Petrovskaya, Taganrog, Rostov region; (8634) 31-04-41, 31-11-42

Technology Transfer Center

Of.409, 10 Milchakova St., Rostov on Don; (863) 269-69-93

Innovation technology centers
Name

Contact information

Innovation Technology Center under the Donskoy State University

Persianovsky settlement, Oktyabrsky district, Rostov region

Non-Profit Partnership Innovation Technology Center In Tech Don

39/166 Troitzkaya St., Novocherkassk, Rostov region; (86352)550-46,
255-60

Development agencies
Name
Agency of Innovation Development
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Contact information
www.ipa-don.ru, (863) 291-31-20
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Modern technologies
Valery Korolev, Director of the Rostov Regional Center for Innovation Development

More state support, tax incentives and JV activity
will shift focus from reliance on imported technology
The Rostov region is ranked among the top twenty for investment. “The region’s scientific and
industrial potential is very high”, says Valery Korolev, “the number of small innovation companies in
the region has increased threefold over the last four years and the volume of shipped goods has more
than doubled. What’s needed, he believes, is more state support, tax incentives and joint ventures for
Russian innovation rather than reliance on imported foreign technology.
“Over the last few years the Rostov region
has made a number of breakthroughs in its
innovation activity: federal and regional
programs have really started working, regional authorities have approved a law on
investment activity in the Rostov region,
and we have created a regional technology
transfer center. In addition, the technological center in Taganrog is being expanded,
the technopark at the South State Technical
University in Novocherkask is being developed and new innovation-related structural elements are being created in the South
Federal University. The non-profit partnership InTekhDon has united the resources of
several small businesses engaged in the development and manufacture of hi-tech products and the results have been very positive.
It’s extremely difficult for a small innovative
company to remain in the market if it acts all
by itself. The successful example of InTekhDon shows that by working together it becomes possible to expect real development.
The number of small innovation companies
in the region has increased threefold over
the last four years and the volume of shipped
goods has more than doubled.”
There isn’t a single example in the world
of successful innovation economies that have
not developed rapidly without significant government support, Korolev explained.
About the Rostov Regional Center
for Innovation Development
The Center was created in 1999 with the aim
to develop and integrate restructuring and financial recovery programs for the most important businesses in the region. Since 2003 the
Center’s chief focus has been to help develop and facilitate the region’s innovation policy.
The Center’s specialists helped develop two regional programs and the regional law on investment activity. The Center also draws up business plans for investment projects, focusing on
setting up new production facilities and develops financing models for such projects.
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“It’s pretty obvious that the Russian federal government is now taking important steps
to activate innovation processes here. Among
the measures taken by the federal government is the creation of a network of special
economic zones (SEZ’s), the creation of the
Russian Venture Company, IT technoparks
and nanotechnology centers. All these steps
are sporadic in their nature, but they do form
the basis of a national innovation system.”
In order to speed up innovative transformations in Russia’s regions, Korolev believes
it is necessary to free businesses from paying
taxes when they either run their own R&D
activity, upgrade their equipment or purchase scientific developments from domestic research organizations. “A very important issue is the necessity to create special
centers for training and retraining of innovation managers. In the Rostov region such
programs are taught at the South Federal
University, School of High Technologies and
Institute of Management and Innovations in
the Aircraft Industry. However demand for
innovation managers by far outstrips supply. The resulting deficit hinders the formation of market-oriented companies capable
to turn a scientific development into a commercial product.”
Large and medium businesses continue to rely on adopted foreign technology. Offers from domestic scientists about
commercialization of their inventions are
usually ignored. This is because business
structures always strive to minimize risks.
“Russia has three possible variants for the
development of its innovation business,”
Korolev feels, “the first variant is to import
ready-made modern technology to develop products where we have no scientific or
production foundation. The second variant
is running joint research studies with foreign companies. This variant is very important for Russia if it wants to catch up with
developed countries. This will help us gain
experience in innovation management and
sales as well as learn how to to finance our
own developments. And finally the third

variant which is vital for Russia’s national security: to support the creation of our
own unique technology.”
All breakthrough technologies are based
on fundamental and applied research, they
take a long time to be developed and their
commercialization always entails high expenses. Among advanced technology developed in the Rostov region are superpower
light-emiting-diode lamps created by innovation company NOTIS, piezoceramic materials developed by the R&D Institute of
Physics affiliated with the South Federal
University and surfactants created by NIIPAV to name but a few.

Technology commercialization
Jeff Milanette, President of Innovative Partners, Inc., Westfield, New Jersey.

The ABC’s of moving from concept to commercialization
Many times technology company management teams have the engineering or scientific skills to
develop a successful product, but simply do not possess the business skills and experience to move a
technology from the laboratory to a customer’s shelf.
The basic issue is almost always knowing
and understanding the market. Does the
company have an in-depth understanding
of the competition? Can the CEO tell an
investor precisely what his target market
is, and how he’s going to serve that target market? Does he know who will buy
the product and why they will buy it? This
requires experience in the domain and a
clearly focused business plan that identifies customers and assesses the ability of
the company to make them purchase the
product or service.
Formulating the business plan is no
small task. Nothing should be left to the
reader’s imagination except the most critical proprietary information.

Start with a business plan
Many entrepreneurs make the mistake
of assuming the reader of their business
plan already knows the market, the technology, and what constitutes the state of
the art. This is seldom the case, and it
is in the interest of the entrepreneur to
demonstrate his command of the facts so
there is no doubt as to his technical expertise.
Next most critical is the requirement
for intellectual property. Whether the
technology is to be commercialized in
Russia or overseas, potential investors
or buyers want to know the intellectual
Jeff Milanette has over 25 years of business
experience in management and management
consulting including several technology business startups, a turnaround, and successful transfer of technology. For several years,
Jeff trained Russian technology entrepreneurs
in preparation for participating in the Russian
Venture Fair and Forum, a skill he has developed
as President of the New Jersey Entrepreneurs
Forum, and as a technology incubator manager
for Rutgers University. Jeff serves on the USRussia Innovation Council on High Technology, a
bilateral organization fostering the development
of innovative activities between the two countries. Jeff has an MBA in finance from George
Washington University, and a BS from the US
Naval Academy.

property is protected, and that the investor won’t be facing a lawsuit in the near
term for violation of another’s rights to
the intellectual property. In the West this
is critical to attract financing.
The management team must be diverse and experienced. It has been our
obser vation that management teams
function best when there is one individual in charge, and final decisions are
made by that person. Having a scientific
advisory board is a fine idea, and so is a
Board of Directors, but may be difficult
to organize. Consultants and other service providers who work with technology entrepreneurs should be able to point
the entrepreneur in the right direction.

Business incubators?
Should you seek the services of an incubator? We have seen several incubators in Russia, and they were excellent!
Incubators help entrepreneurs achieve
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success more quickly by providing inexpensive rents, services, and the assistance of an experienced manager who
can help the entrepreneurs make better
business decisions. Having more than
twenty years in starting, managing, and
consulting with incubation programs,
we feel they give technology entrepreneurs a true advantage in the market.
Working with a knowledgeable incubator
manager is like adding another member
to your management team, and it costs
nothing more than the rent. As the company grows it’s good to have advisors you
can depend on to guide you in the management of your venture.
As a service to readers of the Marchmont Investment Guide to Russia, IPI
will gladly review your business plan,
and the first consultation is always without charge. (www.innovativepartners.
com).
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Modern technologies
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Highly diversified economy means more IT opportunities
The highly diversified economy of the region allows IT firms to offer a wide array of support. Although
this tends to fragment services, local players work closely with global providers and have recently
created a trade association to promote themselves. The three largest Rostov businesses, Rostovenergo,
Rostvertol and Rostselmash are major customers of new software and technological solutions as are
the more than 80 banks located here. Competition is keen and larger firms from outside the region
are starting to move in.
According to various estimates, there are
from 80 to 250 computer companies in Rostov-on-Don. In their operational activity
they cover the whole South Federal District
of Russia. Due to its geographic position
Rostov has always played a significant role
in the life of southern Russia. Moreover,
changes in the administrative and territorial
division of Russia resulted in Rostov becoming the capital of the South Federal District.
This has created a new level of business opportunity here. Most Rostov IT companies
offer a wide portfolio, starting from retail
distribution of computer components to assembling servers, writing software, laying
fiber-optic networks and providing warranty maintenance. The distribution and retail
selling market is dominated by local companies that buy equipment from their Moscow partners. According to various estimations the total turnover of computer goods
in the Rostov region is $ 72-75m. However because of the overwhelming presence
of Moscow companies in the market, local
companies and suppliers serving the corporate segment have a very narrow market niche.

Providing multi-sector integrated
software solutions
Mostly IT services are the focused on the
integration of solutions based on popular
Russian business software, automation of
production processes and website development and maintenance. The priority area of
Rostov’s IT sector is developing information
and communication technologies to create
unified information. IT solutions offered by
Rostov businesses impact all sectors: industry, education, science, agriculture, transport and finance. Local market players are
especially strong in the educational market.
They cooperate with leading global IT firms
as well as offer their own solutions and systems. For example, students and professors
from the Taganrog Technological Institute
of the South Federal University are actively using a sophisticated automated system
that includes 15 various subsystems such
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as websites of university departments and a
Marc SQL-based library, to name but a few.
Recently the university created a web portal
uniting its information systems into a sole
information and education environment.

Market leaders
One of the leaders in the Rostov IT market
is Tekhnorium. This company positions itself as a developer and distributor of sophisticated infrastructure-related projects,
e.g. virtual private networks (VPN), data
processing centers. etc. It also provides its
clients with consulting services. It’s worth
mentioning that Tekhnorium cooperates
with large IT companies, particularly IBM
and Cisco. Tekhnorium’s main clients are
middle-size and large businesses.
Another good example of a successful
II company is Creditcard Informatsionniye Tekhnologii (IT) which is a supplier of
comprehensive corporate automation solutions. According to the results of independent ratings carried out by various mass
media. IT has repeatedly won «best in category» for network solutions and business
process automation.
Yuzhnaya Softvernaya Kompaniya
(South Software Company) has been very
successful in developing a document flow
system for local airline Aeroflot-Don. Their
solution, based on Microsoft Windows
SharePoint Services 3.0 platform has more
than doubled the effectiveness of AeroflotDon’s information gathering work. The firm
reportedly now saves 22,500 working hours
searching for necessary data. Established in
2000 Yuzhnaya Softvernaya Kompaniya is
a leading supplier of software in southern
Russia. The company employs around 100
certified specialists specializing in sale, integration and technical maintenance.
Another IT company, IMANGO, is the
only company in the South Federal District that has its own production capacities to manufacture computer equipment.
Among IMANGO’s clients are retail distribution chain Magnit, banks Russky Standart (Russian Standard) and URALSIB as

well as clothes retailer Gloria Jeans. The
company’s production capacity is 11,000
computers and related products per month.
In addition to its established product line,
the company does custom assembly.

Coordinated marketing efforts
Players in the regional IT market are starting to make significant efforts to achieve
effective mutual cooperation. To this end
they have created Club of IT Directors in
Southern Russia. Among the Club’s members are directors of large businesses and IT
firms. The Club recently sponsored an II exhibition, DigIT-2007, a major event in the
south of Russia for manufacturers and users
of telecommunication equipment, means of
communication, IT and safety systems. In
addition to showcasing domestic IT firms,
foreign IT companies also presented their
work.

Biological science
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Rostov firms venture into the hi-tech agro-biotechnology sector
In 2008 the Rostov region will begin a pilot project to produce biofuel using vegetable oil. It’s just one of the
innovative projects under development to commercialize the areas highly-developed agricultural sector.
The Rostov region was the first to call for
the commercial development of biofuel in
Russia. As a major producer of feed grain
and vegetable oil, the raw materials for biofuel, the possibility for Rostov companies
to build the nation’s first bioethanol factories are no longer a dream. In 2008, a pilot
project for the production of biofuel using
vegetable oil will be started. The potential
of biofuel is vast: it expands both domestic
and export sales markets for grain, increases grain production efficiency, and creates
a forage reserve for cattle.
One of the regional companies taking
the lead in agro-biotechnology is Biotekh-

nologiya. The company produces and markets organic manure, biohumus, used to
stimulate the growth of plants. The product, cattle manure processed by earthworm
as well as a water extract from the Donskoj biohumus, contains fulvic acids and a
complex of humic acids. The biohumus produced by Biotekhnologiya has been extensively used by numerous agricultural enterprises in the Leningrad, Moscow, Vladimir
and other regions as well at the Irtysh poultry factory. The results have always shown
an increase in the yield and product quality.
Although there are several hundred small
producers of biohumus, their output is a

fraction of the estimated 1,5 million tons
of biohumus needed each year. Agro-biotechnology is still in its infancy and represents an enormous challenge as well as an
opportunity for regional firms to cooperate
with government and private investors to
realize its potential.
In addition to Biotekhnologiya, other
scientific institutions also include the National Melioration R&D Institute, Potapenko Russian Scientific Research Institute
(viniculture), Azov Scientific Research Institute (fishing industry) as well as the Scientific Research Center of Ecological Resources GORO.

Selected IT companies in the Rostov region
Company

Website

Activity

Ac-Soft

www.ac-soft.ru

Developing software and data bases; web designing; creating websites of any complexity and their promotion through various search engines

BondSoft

bondsoft.ru

Developing and promoting websites

IMANGO

www.imango.biz

Production and sales of computer equipment

MagNet

www.magnet.ru

Technical support and web designing

AVIAOK International

www.aviaok.com

Developing automation systems for various industrial sectors

IT Centr Ribasova

www.it-cr.ru

A complete range of services in management and accounting automation systems
based on 1C software products

Apparatniye I Programmniye Sredstva

www.apsystem.ru

Creating automated management systems; automating business processes; creating
electronic measuring systems; developing customized software; creating computer
simulators and internet technology

Artaban

artaban.ru

Developing and promoting websites; developing software

BIS

www.bisrostov.ru

Developing software, automation systems, electronic document management systems and information safety systems

Gendalf

www.gendalf.ru

Selling and technical support of 1C software products; consulting and training

Incomsoft

incomesoft.ru

Automation of business processes

Institute of New Information Technology

www.init.ru

Telematic services; web designing and technical support

Internet-Fregat

www.ifrigate.ru

Developing software; web designing

KORDON

www.kordon-rnd.ru

Developing and selling comprehensive safety systems

Cosmos-2

www.cosmos2.aaanet.ru

Developing and supporting software; designing and mounting local area networks

Creditcard Informatsionniye Sistemy (IT)

www.ccard.ru

Supplying comprehensive corporate automation solutions

Laboratoriya Electronnaya Meditsina
(Electric Medicine Laboratory)

elmed.ic.ru

Developing and supplying software for medical and insurance institutions as well as
for medical sector supervising authorities

Media-Art

www.mediaart.ru

Web development; internet marketing; multimedia presentations; developing software

Yuzhnaya Softwernaya kompaniya (USK)

www.usk.ru

Business solutions in managing IT structure; accounting automation; computerized
document flow
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Modern technologies
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Partners and investors taking closer look at instrument makers
The region’s well-established high technology sector presents intriguing investment potential. Precision
instrumentation manufacturers based in Rostov-On-Don have continued to consolidate their strong positions in
domestic and international markets. With a diverse customer base and solid product pipeline, multinationals are
starting to line up. What’s lacking is investment to capitalize on R&D and upgrade plant and equipment
It’s no coincidence that Rosoboronzakaz
chose Rostov-on-Don as the location for its
southern branch headquarters. The Rostov
region has the strongest defense production potential in the South Federal District.
Products manufactured by regional instrumentation manufacturers also have a wide
range of applications in gas generation,
food processing and transport.
The market for control and measuring
equipment in Russia, Kazakhstan and the
Ukraine is estimated at around $450m and
this is growing at around 12% per annum.
These manufacturers are also looking to move
into global markets such as the production of
devices to control electrochemical protection
of transfer pipelines, storm warning devices.
One of the largest precision instrumentation manufacturers is Kvant which develops and produces opto-electronic orientation devices for spacecraft. These devices
are manufactured to order for Roskosmos
and Russian Ministry of Defense.
Another significant company in the
control and measuring devices sub sec-

tomers include the Russian Ministry of
Defense, large aircraft builders, agricultural, city government and food processing businesses.
Rostov precision instrumentation manufacturers also maintain a strong foothold
in such sub sectors as communication and
navigation systems, safety systems and devices based on microprocessor controllers
and microelectronics. These include car
alarm systems, house security alarm systems, household appliances and impulse
meters.
For investors, the availability of well-established high technology facilities in the
region are a strong lure. Many local hightech firms are product rich but capital poor.
They need funding not only for increased
R&D and commercialization, but also for
major plant and equipment upgrades. Global players are discovering the opportunity
and some are now cooperating with Rostov firms. These include such well known
multi-nationals as International Rectifier,
Motorola and Epcos.

tor Intor, which was founded in 1993. It
manufactures Radon-branded excessive
pressure sensors for use in oil processing, chemical, power generation, aircraft,
river and sea transport, food processing,
municipal economy and agricultural sectors. The company produces a wide range
of control and measuring devices used to
control different technological parameters such as pressure, force, weight, temperature, humidity and density. It also develops and markets proprietary software
and hardware for studying thermal and
physical properties of various products as
well as to control their content. The company’s also makes automated control systems to manage river canal locks. Over
80% of Intor’s products are supplied to
oil and gas processing businesses but they
also manufacture products for use in industrial and food processing businesses. Control and measuring devices manufactured by Intor are used by Russia’s
leading firms: Gazprom, TNK, Bashneft,
LUKOIL and RAO UES. Other large cus-

Selected instrument makers in the Rostov region
Company

Website

Products

AVEM

www.avem.ru

Automated control systems, industrial measuring devices

Azov Optic & Mechanical Factory

www.aomz.azov.ru

All kinds of parts made from optical glass, crystals and polycrystals; optical ceramics; protective, low reflection, interference metal coatings; printed circuit boards

Ark Group

www.ark-group.ru

Electric equipment; communication systems

Vibrobit

www.vibrobit.ru

Vibration control devices and systems

Vibropribor

www.rosteh.ru

Vibration and noise measuring devices

Inzhenerniye Tekhnologii (Engineer- www.itrostov.ru
ing Technologies)

Control and measuring devices

Intor

www.intor.ru

Control and measuring devices; computer equipment

Iris

www.pkpiris.ru

Components of missile launching control systems; computer equipment for industry and transport

Microcont

www.microcont.ru

Devices on the basis of programmable micro controllers and microelectronics

MicroEM

www.microem.ru

Electric components

PnevmoElectroStil

–

Radio equipment

Piezoelectric

www.piezoelectric.ru Piezoelectric convertors
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Nanotechnology
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Rostov emerging as key player in nanotechnology R&D
Billions of dollars are being spent on nanotechnology R&D globally. Russia has been active in the field since the
1950’s and now ranks in the world top 10. RF annual funding has more than doubled to $200m just since 2005.
Rostov-on-Don’s nanotechnology facility is considered to be one of Russia’s main centers of R&D.
The Russian government has made nanotechnology a prime focus for its R&D funding. Globally, more than 10 billion dollars
have been spent to develop the field. Research is now being actively carried out in
more than 50 countries. Russia occupies
the 8th place in the world for its R&D efforts, but lags behind many countries in the
actual number of patents it has registered.
Russia began investigating nanotechnologies in the 1950’s, but did not commit serious funding until 2004, when the government officially adopted a development
strategy to the year 2010.
This new federal program, “Investigations and researches in the priority fields of
scientific and technological development”,
created a special sector to deal with scientific research and experimental engineering in the sphere of nanotechnologies. In
2005 funding was set at 2.1 billion rubles
($84 million), increasing to 2.8 billion rubles ($112 million) in 2006 and 5 billion
rubles ($200 million) in 2007.

Rostov lab cooperating
with EU and US facilities
Rostov’s nanoelectronics laboratory functions as part of the electronics and instrument making department of the technological institute of South Federal University.
It’s the center of development and adaptation of nanotechnologies in the region.
Over 200 million rubles ($8 million) was
spent to create it. The center conducts experimental research in micro and nanotechnology and designs and constructs
semiconductor micro and nanoelectronic
devices. It also provides personnel training and methodological help in surface
research and nanodimensional systems.
The lab also produces triaxial gyroscopes,
nanomechanical keys, switches and commutators. All of these technologies have

wide industrial application and are much
less expensive in comparison with foreign
analogues. The main users of the center’s
current production are institutes of higher
education, business and scientific organizations of Taganrog, the Rostov region and
the South federal district.
The foci of R&D in Rostov are the synthesis of dielectric and semiconductor nanocrystals and nanodimensional heterostructures using ionic-plasmic and laser
spraying. Physical qualities of nanomaterials are being researched with microsco-

py, x-ray structural analysis and oscillatory
spectroscopy. Scientific research is carried
out in collaboration with RAS Southern
scientific center, Rostov Radio Communication Research Institute, the Vorovich
Mechanics and Applied Mathematics Research Institute of Rostov State University,
the Physics Research Institute of Southern
Federal University and a number of laboratories in Germany, France, Portugal and the
USA. In addition there are 36 full-time students who study at the department.

Organizations that develop nanotechnologies in Rostov-on-Don
Establishment

Website

Activities

Regional interdepartmental center for collective
use “Nanotechnologies”

www2.fep.tsure.ru

Micro- and nanotechnological researches, designing and constructing semiconductor micro and nanoelectronic devices

The nanotechnology department of Southern Federal University

nanotech.phys.rsu.ru

Nanotechnological researches
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Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Digital communications and fiber-optics keep the region humming
Rostov-on-Don has a well-developed communication infrastructure: every fifth Rostov resident has internet access
and the number of mobile communication users will soon be the same as the population of the whole region.
In the Rostov region, like in most regions
of Russia the overwhelming part of services on the telecommunication market is constituted by phone communication (including mobile communication) and provision
of internet services. More often than not
both these types of services are provided
by the same companies.

Range of services is
expanding rapidly
The Rostov region is expanding its current range of communication services and
the integration of new technologies is providing all users, especially internet users,
with increased benefits. Large market players are very quick to react to all the new
technologies appearing in the global market. One of the benefits provided by regional telecommunication companies is the opportunity to receive a portfolio of services
without any registration and the necessity
to visit the provider’s office. The range of
services is constantly expanding.
According to various experts the average
sum of expenditures on internet services
among private consumers in Rostov is 300800 rubles ($12-32) per month. In the corporate sector this indicator fluctuates between 2,000 and 8,000 rubles ($80-320)
per month. According to the data provided by some telecommunication companies,
internet users now constitute 20% of Rostov’s whole population.

Internet providers
For the last few years there have been no significant changes in the structure of internet
providing services in Rostov and the main local players have remained the same. This state
of things is especially true for companies that
provide internet access to end users. Largest
local players in this segment have been operating for a long time here shaping the face
of the regional market of internet services.
The pioneer of Rostov internet providing services is Microelectronica, which was founded
in 1992. The company’s chief specialization
from the very beginning was microelectronics and communication services. In 1996 Microelectronica became the first internet provider in Rostov having also created the first
city terminal of RELCOM e-mail terminal. An-
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other player of the internet services market in
the region is AAA group of companies that occupies a wide market niche due to the provision of various types of services starting from
internet, paging and mobile communication
services and finishing with selling computers
and office equipment. AAA-Internet company
(a part of AAA group of companies) provides
its services to over 3,000 users and is one of
the few companies that protect their customers from hacker attacks by using information
safety technologies.
The number of customers of other internet providers fluctuates from 500 to 2,600.
An interesting example is Electrosvyaz that
has its own modem pools throughout the region. The Institute of New Information Technologies provides its corporate clients with
telematic and data transfer services using its
own wireless network TI-Net.
Widely spread are services granting internet access using the system of pre-paid
cards. With these cards one can gain access
to the internet anywhere in the city via standard phone networks using a multi-channel
phone. Technical support services are underdeveloped in the city. Today only one internet
providing company, INIT, offers its clients 24hour technical support service. On the other
hand the city has numerous internet-based
mass media, including 55 electronic versions
of printed media, 27 internet-based publications, nine TV sites, eight radio stations and
five sites of TV and radio companies.
New market players can enter the market due to the constant appearance of new
technology. As a rule telecommunication is
not the chief business focus of new entrants.
Over the period between 2006 and 2007 the
Rostov market of internet providing services
saw the arrival of trunkline operating company RTComm and wireless broadband internet provider Enfort. Internet access services
to individuals started being provided by such
companies as Korbina, Electro-Com (Spark)
and Stream TV. Another trunkline operating
company Sovintel is expected to enter the local market in the near future.
Hi-speed internet access services are becoming more popular. But the segment of dial-up internet connections is still great. However in Rostov-on-Don the number of dial-up
connection users does not exceed 120,000.

Major consumers of this type of internet connection are individual entrepreneurs and
small businesses as well as residents of regional towns and villages where digital telephony is not so widely spread as dial-up.
In 2006 the segment of wireless internet
access experienced considerable growth.
Rostov is home to six wireless internet access
providers: CTS, UTK-Rostovelectrosvyaz, Enforta, Ultranet, RTComm-Yug, Unitline and
Tsifrovoy Dialog. The latter represents the
interests of the Yandex WiFi project in Rostov. According to Valery Sokolenko, director
of Rostov office of the Rostov telecommunication company Mediaseti, there are now 40
officially registered facilities providing internet access with the use of WiFi technology.
Wireless WiMax networks that are currently
being built by some providers are still operating in beta mode however.
In 2006 Rostov saw the birth and development of in-house networks uniting apartments of multi-story buildings with the unified point of internet access. Such networks
are usually built by apartment owners themselves or by small local internet providers
such as Amberius and Spark.

Fiber-optic trunkline is coming
The role of Rostov in the development of
the telecommunication potential of the
southern Russia is expected to rise in its
significance with the trial launch of a fiberoptic trunk line connecting Moscow, Krasnodar, Novorossiysk and Adler. This project was undertaken by telecommunication
company TransTelecom. The trunkline’s total length is 2,200 kilometers. For Rostov
this trunk line has strategic importance as
its launching will lead to the expansion of
the local communication market, to the appearance of new market players as well as
new high quality internet services. Telephony is one of the most rapidly developing
and most profitable sectors of the communications market. The national 34,000 kilometer fiber-optic communication line runs
through the region connecting Russia, the
Ukraine and Turkey. The capacity of this
line is 15,360 channels. Rostov itself houses an international phone station with the
capacity of 4,000 international channels.
The Rostov region is connected via digital

Connection systems & internet
communication channels with Moscow and
Novorossiysk. Additionally Rostov accommodates interregional and international
telecommunication company Rostelecom.
As of January 1, 2006 communication
services were provided by 330 registered
regional companies and 24,000 new phone
numbers were introduced. Local and long
distance phone communication services
are currently provided by 83 local companies. The current installed capacity of
phone lines is one million and ninety-eight
thousand numbers, including 928,000 city
numbers and, 170,000 rural numbers. The
number of phone numbers per 100 residents of the Rostov region is 31.34 in cities and towns and 11.75 in rural areas.
Between 2002 and 2005 the number of
settlements without phone connection
decreased from 479 to 98. In those areas
where there are no possible ways to introduce the sufficient number of phone lines
it is planned to install payphones and internet-access facilities open for public.
The most important communication company
in the Rostov region is the local office of Yuzhnaya Telecommunikatsionnaya Kompaniya

(UTK)(South Telecommunication Company).

Mobile phone profits are growing
At the end of the first six months of 2006
the intra zone traffic of UTK increased by
157% as compared to the same period of
the previous year. In natural units this
growth only for the company’s Rostov office 200,700 minutes per one line. This
brought about a profit increase of 2,500 rubles per one line. Additionally UTK’s Rostov office showed high quality results of inter-city communication. For example, over
the first six months of 2007 in 54.64% of
cases when long-distance calls were made
these calls turned out to be successful (no
dropped calls were detected). This is the
best result among all regional offices of this
company and it also marked an improvement on the previous year when this indicator came to be 49.05%. In 2007 the company has considerably expanded its network
of payment terminals (from 252 to 658). It
has also added a new payment method so
called SimMP.
Today the Rostov region is actively
switching over to digital communication.

For example, in 2004 one of the regional
districts Volgodonsky saw the launching
of 26 digital stations allowing for providing this district with telephone connection.
Several fiber-optic lines have been built
over the last two years connecting Rostov
with numerous regional cities and towns.
The total length of fiber-optic lines is now
2,994 kilometers.
Mobile communication is the most rapidly developing segment: the number of
mobile communication users in the region
already exceeds 3,167,000. Profits that companies make in this segment constitute 1/3
of profits made by companies of the whole
sector. Mobile communication services in
the Rostov region are provided by five local
companies and one local company provides
CDMA data signal services. The leading mobile communication company in the Rostov
region is the regional branch of MobicomKavkaz (Megafon brand name) with the total number of subscribers being 1,115,000.
Second and third positions are occupied
by Vimpel (Beeline brand name) and Mobilniye Telesistemy (MTS brand name) with
1,008,000 and 876,000 subscribers.

Largest mobile communication companies of the Rostov region
Company

Brand name

Website

Mobilniye Telesistemy (Rostov office)
Mobicom-Kavkaz (Rostov office)
Rostovelectrosvyaz (affiliated with UTK)
Vimpelcom (Rostov office)
Rostovsky Sotovy Telefon (affiliated with Bashkortostan Sotovaya Svyaz)
Rostovskaya Sotovaya Svyaz

MTS
Megafon
UTK
Beeline
“Rostovsky Sotovy Telefon”
TELE-2

www.rnd.mts.ru
www.megafonkavkaz.ru
www.donpac.ru
www.beeline.ru
www.sotel-ccb.ru
www.rostov.tele2.ru

Number of subscribers
(most recent 2006 data)
876,000
1,115,000
45,700
1,008,360
263,000
140,090

Selected internet service providers (ISP) of the Rostov region
Company

Website

JeoComm
AAA-Internet
Amberium Telecom
OneCom
Institute of New Information Technology
Intercable
Infotecs Taganrog Telecom
Microelectronica
Rostovsky Telegraf
SkyTeleCom
Technosat
Ultranet

www.jeo.r
www.aaanet.ru/cts
www.amberium.net
www.1com.ru
www.init.ru
www.intercable.ru
www.infotecstt.ru
www.vdonsk.ru
rnd.rostelemail.ru
www.skytelecom.ru
www.technosat.ru
www.ultra-net.ru

ERTOS

www.rndavia.ru
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Activity
Dial-Up modem internet access; virtual mail servers; content transfer services
IP telephony; internet pre-paid cards
ADSL internet access
Internet and inter-city phone communication services
Internet access services and technical support
International and inter-city VoIP telephony services; dial-up and ADSL internet access
Telecommunication services
Internet access providing; computer and office equipment sales
Internet access providing
Internet services; IP telephony; communication services
Satellite internet access
Wireless data transfer and internet access networks; integrated services in hi-speed
internet access
Internet providing
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Modern technologies
Yuri Osipenko, Managing Principal, Notis Holding Company

Innovation's dark side: corporate raiders and black PR
Innovation is more than just managing successful invention to commercial success. For many
entrepreneurs, the focus is on financing; for others it’s how to get the product out the door. But
sometimes the biggest challenge is fending off legal challenges, «black PR» or even outright theft
of intellectual property. Yuri Osipenko, managing principal, Notis holding company, inventors
and manufactures of unique LED street lighting systems, talks about how he overcame the dark
side of innovation.
Till the mid-nineties I’d been in various
businesses in Russia and the Ukraine,
among them pharmaceuticals, financial operations and others. I set up Notis in 2001,
intending to make it a link between the financial market and industry. I’d always believed in the revival of industry.
At first our company dealt in show business equipment. We produced lamps and
lighting fittings, and then we tacked on
acoustical equipment. Turn-key projects
came next. Later we found partners in China and started importing equipment made
according to our templates.

Success leads to an
attempted takeover
In just one year, our turnover grew from
nothing to an annual 140 million rubles
(4.7 million USD). It was then that I stepped
forward with an idea of focusing on R&D
and pilot production. We were successfully developing a number of ideas when we
were hit with an unwelcome takeover of
our company. It was a case of becoming noticed. Simply put our business ‘was growing too fast’ for Novocherkassk (Rostov Region – ed.). We spent the next two years
in bitter competition, trying to counteract
black PR. We managed to hold the offensive and stay an independent company, but
our growth was stalled. We had to diversify the company, to split it into a number of
smaller businesses. We beat back the attack
using this strategy, but were left with zero
assets. Only human capital remained; our
Yuri Osipenko, Managing Principal, Notis
Holding Company
Graduated from Lugansk East-Ukrainian Technical University in 1997; a businessman since
1993 (dealt in medical equipment, sporting
goods etc.); set up Notis in 2001. Notis Holding Company is involved in manufacturing, engineering and delivering energy-saving equipment,
special-purpose lighting technologies, solutions
for entertainment complexes and cinemas.
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most important asset.

Re-group and re-focus on R&D
We knew that our future was in R &
D. It was the only positive experience we
got from two years of fighting off attacks.
Those who tried to take us over were really after our intellectual capital. And we realized was our impregnable fortress. So we
stopped developing show business equipment and focused on break-through technologies. An outsider would think we had
stopped or had gone to sleep. But we were
busy working on the future. On long-term
ideas. We tried, tested and studied existing products to develop something of our
own.
Our group of trading companies provided finance for these initiatives. Naturally, we could have made money from
commerce, but in this case we would have
ended up as an ordinary company only to
be taken over in the long run. So I took
pains to bring this home to my managers
who often did not appear overenthusiastic about my determination to keep pouring money into one particular direction that
didn’t have a visible outcome.

Patience pays off
It was this strategy that made our company competitive on the world market. When
Philips and Osram representatives visited
us – these two global giants are household names in lighting and manufacture
products similar to ours – they acknowledged that our company, though a relatively small player on the international scale,
was their sole competitor. We demonstrated our products at the world exhibition in
the United Arab Emirates all of our foreign
counterparts were floored – nobody could
believe that we came from Russia! It became clear to us: we were on the winning
track.
Architectural lighting was our first development. It is both hi-tech and very profitable. As a result, Notis Architectural Design
Division became one of the major players

in this market in Russia. For instance, we
installed a system of illumination for Novocherkassk Army Cathedral, and though
we no longer consider this project relevant,
not a single Russian company working in
this direction managed to come up with an
equally ambitious solution.

Protecting intellectual property
However attractive, the architectural illumination market is very limited. Light
emitting diode street lamps present a very
different situation, making up a really sizeable market. When actively developing this
product we faced a good deal of misunderstanding on the part of our business counterparts. Everyone told us that payback
would take at least five years. Notis proved
otherwise, which stirred our competitors’
activity. The sector appeared so attractive
that today we are filing a suit for violation
of our patent rights. While I think our future is bright, the road to success is never
easy and to protect their dreams, all entrepreneurs need to protect their ideas.

Technology commercialization

Rostov company develops unique LED street lamps that use
70% less energy than conventional bulbs and last 11 years
In October 2006 the Rostov firm Notis equipped two streets of Azov in the Rostov region with light emitting diode
street lamps (LED). This is a unique project in Russia and the CIS. At the moment first production units of this new
street lighting are being tested in other regions of Russia and in Asian countries.
High capacity light emitting diodes with
light efficiency of 100 lm/W and a life cycle up to 100,000 hours (11 years of nonstop work) will save even more energy than
highly efficient gas discharge lamps, according to Yury Osipenko, general director of Notis:
“Light-emitting diode street lamps have a
promising future, first of all because of the
market they address and secondly this new
technology can give a rise to a whole system
of businesses. There are a great number of
companies marketing to the public lighting
sector, for example, Phillips. This market is
characterized not only by its enormous size
but also by the propensity of buyers to purchase a long term contract (ten-years is not
uncommon). This makes it almost impossible for competitors to step into the market.”
The advantages of installing light emitting
diode technology are numerous, Osipenko
says. Conventional-type lamps require large
funds for setting up maintenance infrastructure: transportation, manufacturing facilities,
warehouses, spare parts and hundreds of electricians. Light-emitting-diode street lamps, in
spite of high initial cost, do not have to be serviced throughout their entire life cycle. “For
example Rostov on Don needs only twenty
equipment inspectors and a unified engineering center. To replace an LED lamp you can
have an agreement with a subcontractor, or

use your own team of experts whom you can
lend to other companies when they are not
needed. Not to mention such macroeconomic effects as the reduction of electricity load
and recycling expenses, environmental friendliness and the export opportunity.”
How bright is the future for the LED
bulb? “First, take into account that there
are about six-eight million obsolete street
lamps (75% of the total number). Now if
one lamp spot costs $3-4,000 (depending
on the region and mounting conditions) the
market can be estimated at $22bn. That’s
a lot and not only for one company, which
makes this a very interesting market.”
The RF has adopted a Program of Energy
Saving Development, Osipenko adds, “Russia is one of the most energy efficient countries of the world. It is possible that there
will be budget funds to replace obsolete
power supply networks but, in my opinion,
it is more effective to involve private companies: they are better at solving such problems as they receive their funds only after
executing their obligations, unlike state organizations.” Moreover, Osipenko feels, by
steering private funds to this market, the
state encourages its development. “Science
intensive technologies are profitable not just
because they solve problems more efficiently, but the value added cost of such a network is much higher than its net cost.”

Light- emitting- diode lamps ZERS
Life cycle is 80‑100,000 hours (the equivalent of 11 years of non-stop use) due to the
absence of a filament and the non-heating
nature of light emission.
55 High energy saving. 70% reduction of energy
costs compared to conventional lamps.
55 Environmental safety and no need of recycling: LED’s do not contain mercury or other
poisonous elements.
55 High mechanical endurance and reliability
(there is no glass bulb and filament)
55 Light contrast of diodes is 400 times more
than that of gas discharge lamps.
55 The rate of usable light flux is 100% while
the efficiency of conventional street lights is

only 60-75%. High capacity light diodes are
ideal point of light sources and have built-in
corrective optics.
LED’s have no harmful low frequency pulses
which luminescent and gas discharge light
sources have.
There is no threat of overloading electric
power supply lines when LED’s are switched
on. The current consumed by light emitting
diode lamps is 0.6-0.9 A while gas discharge
lamps consume 2.2A.
Light emitting diode lamps can also regulate
brightness which saves electricity.
LED performance is not affected by low air
temperature.

55

55

55

55
55
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Modern technologies
SWOT
Strengths
The regional instrumentation businesses chiefly serve the needs of the
defense sector of the national economy. Products are high quality and
are also in demand among a wide range of civil consumers. Precision instrumentation manufacturers based in Rostov-On-Don have consolidated
their strong position in domestic and CIS markets.
55 There are around 250 IT companies in the Rostov region that cooperate
with businesses throughout the South Federal District. For the most part
they satisfy the demand of local corporate clients for IT products. The
level of automation and computerization of large regional enterprises is
quite high. The distribution and retail market here are largely dominated
by local companies.
55 The Rostov region boasts a well-developed communication infrastructure:
every fifth Rostov dweller has internet access and the number of mobile
communication users is expected to soon be the same as the population
of the whole region. In Rostov now there are 40 officially registered
facilities providing internet access with the use of WiFi technology. The
region is also home to all leading Russian mobile communication network
operators.
55 Regional authorities make considerable efforts to activate the innovation
technology development process. The economy is unusually well-diversified. Some venture investment infrastructure elements are in place. Financial and insurance infrastructure is well-developed in the region. The
Federal Southern University, one of only two in Russia, is already showing
significant positive results. The region’s higher education and R&D institutes have good scientific and technical potential and a highly qualified
staff of teachers. The region enjoys stable social and politic situation as
well as favorable climatic conditions.

cally for its commerce, the Rostov region is located far from the major
sources of Russian venture capital.

55

Weaknesses
Regional instrumentation enterprises need capital for reinvestment in
new plant and equipment.
55 IT sector development in the Rostov region lags behind leading regions of
Russia. Fragmentation of local IT firms coupled with a lack of capital for
reinvestment weakens their position as compared to Moscow or foreign
IT market players.
55 Despite the availability of modern internet access technologies in the
region the majority of internet users still use dial-up technology. Local
mobile communication network operators are failing to keep pace with
large national market players.
55 The Rostov region lacks qualified venture investment managers. The region lacks a network of business angels. The innovation infrastructure is
underdeveloped. Local scientists and entrepreneurs have little experience
or skills in intellectual property issues. Although well located geographi55
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Opportunities
55 Rostov manufacturers of control and measuring devices are acknowledged
leaders in Russia and in CIS countries. Moreover products manufactured
at regional enterprises are considerably cheaper their foreign equivalents.
Investment attraction in developing new technology, merging of leading
regional enterprises into large holdings as well as consolidation of their
efforts and sales networks may give an additional impetus to the sector’s development.
55 The regional market of potential consumers for corporate information
systems and IT solutions is very wide. For example, demand in such subsectors as consulting and technical support services is particularly strong.
The fragmentation may cause more local IT firms to consolidate their efforts. For example, Rostov has seen the creation of a Club of IT Directors in Southern Russia that unites directors of major IT companies in
the region. Local IT firms are constantly looking for new solutions. Some
results of their collaboration work were presented at the first IT exhibition in Rostov, DigIT-2007 and held in September 2007.
55 Development of wireless WiMax technology looks very promising. But the
development of local mobile communications is dependent on the ability of
local operators to start providing customers with new services.
55 The region’s scientific community has consolidated a significant pool of
innovation developments whose commercial value has not been seriously
evaluated. Regional authorities are actively courting foreign venture capital into the region. According to expert evaluations the Rostov region also
has high consumer potential.
Threats
Foreign competition is fierce; a lower price advantage is not always
enough to win the contract. The sector has an ageing workforce and
suffers from the deficit of younger, qualified professionals.
55 The main threat for the local IT market is the increasing strength of large
IT companies and holdings from other regions and from abroad. The Rostov
region cannot yet compete with large institutions supplying qualified IT
specialists to such cities as Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod or Novosibirsk.
55 Large Moscow-based internet providing companies are gradually penetrating the Rostov regional telecommunication market. The regional mobile
communication market is very close to its saturation point.
55 Among major threats are an imperfect taxation system, red tape barriers and lack of business acumen on the part of inventors and scientists
and limited ability for foreign venture investment in projects determined
to be “defense/strategic economic sectors.”
55

SCIENCE
AND EDUCATION
55 The region has unusually close working
relationships between science-related
businesses and higher education.
55 There are more than
100 sci-tech businesses,
54 R&D institutes, 15 design bureaus,
14 institutions of higher education
and 12 scientific and engineering
divisions located in the region.
55 South Federal University, one of only two
federal universities in Russia,
is the successful result of four different
universities merging into a single entity.
The annual turnover of SFU is now
around $81.6m
55 Every fifth resident of the Rostov region
is either a student or a lecturer in the
higher education system.
55 There are more than 75,000 teachers and
professors (7,000 Ph.D’s.) working at 11
institutions of higher education and 17
branches.

Science & education
Olga Pokrovskaya, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Cutting edge med-tech and neurocomputing lead the way
According to the State Statistic Committee of Russia, the Rostov region ranks only 21st in the number of advanced
technology innovations, but there are a number of projects here in medical technology, neurocomputing and other
fields with exciting cutting-edge global potential.
The scientific complex of the Rostov region comprises 54 scientific research and
15 R&D organizations, 14 higher education
establishments and 12 research-technical
departments at industrial companies. The
major fields are power industry, chemical
and biological sectors, medicine and nanotechnologies. The scientific and higher educational sectors are closely linked: a large
number of scientific research institutes are
university divisions.

crease time between overhauls to maximize production output.
The manufacturing sector is well-represented by the Innovative Scientific Center,
a division of the South Russian State Technical University. This center deals with the
implementation of advance manufacturing
technologies and uses the facilities of university departments to develop technical solutions to improve the performance of power equipment and reduce energy costs.

Med-tech and neurocomputing
innovators

Laser discs, neurocybernetics
and nanotechnology

A regional leader in the field of scientific
research is the Research Institute of Physics, part of Rostov State University. A new
lithotriptor, a medical device for breaking
up calculus in kidneys used worldwide,
has been developed here. The market cost
of its foreign counterparts is $300,000–
1,500,000. The Rostov product is far more
cost-effective and is ready to launch.
Another SMB representative in this sector is Taganrog-based Medikom MTD. This
firm not only develops and manufactures
scientific products, but now controls 15% of
the market of functional diagnostics medical equipment in Russia.
Scientific Research Center of Ecological Resources GORO is the only scientific
company in Russia and CIS that has developed supercritical technologies which
are applied in pharmaceutics, cosmetics,
dietary supplements, food, biofuel, construction materials, radio electronics and
nanotechnologies.
In the field of neurocomputer technologies, the Scientific-Research Institute of Multiprocessor Computing Systems of the South Federal University is
a standout. It conducts large scale research in the field. A large part of its development is implemented and applied
in companies all over Russia. At the moment the Institutes’ employees are busy
with R&D of how to apply neuro-networks
to create efficient intellectual systems of
support for decision making in managing
manufacturing processes in gas and oil industry. These systems allow companies to
decrease equipment down-time and in-

Other regional players of significance include the Institute of Physical and Organic Chemistry, which is developing materials for 3D laser disk with memory space
much exceeding that of a CD. Students at
the Research Institute for Neurocybernetics have developed an ID system against
non-authorized access. Nanotechnologies have been rapidly developing recently, encouraged by a grant of 80 million rubles ($3.2m) which this research institute
won together with the South Federal University and South Russian State Technical
University as a part of national program
R&D of Science and Technology Prioritized Fields.
Some other fields of scientific research
are studying safety and productivity of
mining (The Schakhty Research Center
of Eastern Research Institute on Safety of
Mining), agricultural irrigation (Russian
Scientific Research Institute of Melioration) and protection and multiplication of
biological resources (Scientific Research
Institute under the Russia Agricultural
Academy, Azov Scientific Research Institute of Fishing Industry). Power supply
problems (Scientific Research Institute of
Power Industry, Rosteploelectroproyekt)
and projects for aviation and machine
building (Rostov Scientific Research Institute of Machine Building Technology,
Scientific-research Institute of Multiprocessor Computing Systems of the South
Federal University) are also underway.
Scientific Research Center of Ecological Resources GORO is the only scientific
company in Russia and CIS famous for its
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development of supercritical technologies
which are applied in pharmaceutics, cosmetics, dietary supplements, food industry,
biofuel, construction materials, radio electronics and nanotechnologies.

Fundamental research
Major scientific research companies in the Rostov region
Scientific Research Institute

Website

Field of development

Azov Scientific Research Institute of Fishing Industry
ARK, Research-Scientific Implementing Center

http://azniirkh.ru
–

Russian Locomotive Building Scientific Research and
Design Institute
Potapenko Russian Scientific Research Institute of
Wine Growing
Russian Scientific Research Institute of Economy and
Established Standards
Innovative Scientific Center

www.velnii.ru

Ecology issues and environment protection measures
Radio communications, radar location navigation equipment, electronic navigation for vessels
Locomotives

www.rusvine.ru

Wine growing and production

www.agroec.ru

Economics, software for agricultural complexes

www.inn-novoch.narod.ru

Magnitotron
Gradient

–
www.gradient.aaanet.ru

Scientific Research Institute of Mechanics and Applied
Mathematics
Scientific Research Institute of Microbiology and
Parasitology
Scientific-research Institute of Multiprocessor Computing Systems of the South Federal University
A.B. Kogan Research Institute for Neurocybernetics
(KRINC)
Scientific Research Institute of Road Transport
Complex
Scientific Research Institute of Hydrocarbon Material
South Federal University
Research Institute of Physics under the Rostov State
University

www.math.rsu.ru

Technical solutions on improving the performance of power equipment
and reducing energy costs
Medical equipment, machinery and instruments
Radio and television systems, energy and resource saving technology,
medical products
Analysis of the resources of the Azov sea, recycling of solid fuel
wastes
Vaccines and test systems

Institute of Physical and Organic Chemistry under the
Rostov State University
Scientific Research Institute of Ecologic Problems of
Power
Scientific Research Institute of the South Russian
State Technical University
НИЦ экологических ресурсов ГОРОНачало формы
Scientific Research Center of Ecological Resources
GORO
Rostov on Don Branch of Hydrology and Fish Industry
Institute
Rostov Scientific Research Oncology Institute
The North Caucasus Research Institute of Construction Materials and Technologies, Stromtechnika
The North Caucasus Research Institute of Economic
and Social Problems
Taganrog Scientific Research Institute of Communication
Scientific Research Institute of Valeology under the
Rostov State University
The Schakhty Research Center of Eastern Research
Institute on Safety of Mining
ELECTROMOTOR Research Lab

www.rrimp.aaanet.ru
www.mvs.tsure.ru
www.krinc.rnd.runnet.ru

Multiprocessor computing and intellectual information-management
systems, neurocomputer systems
Neurocybernetics

http://dortransnii.ru

Design, construction and maintenance of motorways

http://sfedu.ru

Geology, ecology, hydrology, geoinformatics and model engineering

www.ip.rsu.ru

http://www.ipoc.rsu.ru

Materials of special electric properties, X-ray and electron spectroscopy, cosmology, surface physics, phase transitions physics,
investigations of solid systems, radiophysics, astrophysics and other
Physical and organic chemistry

http://iseu.kingston.ac.uk

Environmental issues

http://niieng.ru

Systems and devices for electric power

www.extract.ru

Supercritical fluid-based technologies

_

Hydrology, geology and fish farming

www.rnioi.ru
www.strom.aaanet.ru

Oncology
Construction technologies

http://mmedia0.cc.rsu.ru

www.valeo.rsu.ru

Theory of economic systems and systems analysis in economy and
sociology
Information systems and equipment for light industry, agriculture and
medicine
Systems of physiology and valeology

vostnii.must.ru

Safety problems in all sectors

electricdrive.narod.ru

Switched reluctance machines

www.tniis.ttn.ru
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Science & education
Аlena Kostyk, analyst, FiBr (Tomsk) in partnership with MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Education needs more support to meet market reality
Rostov’s regional educational complex is one of Russia’s major educational systems, like those in
Moscow and St Petersburg. Every fifth resident of the Rostov region is either a student or a lecturer
in the system. Although the region now hosts one of only two federal universities, more funding is
needed to create MBA and other professional management programs required to meet today’s market
economy demands.
The first non-state higher education establishment, the Institute of Management,
Business and Law, was founded in Rostovon-Don in 1991. Today there are 21 state
higher education establishments and 51
branches of state higher education establishments, as well as 11 non-state higher
education establishments and 17 branches of non-state higher education establishments. The number of teachers and professors working at regional higher education
institutions is more than 75,000, including
7,000 PhDs, professors, candidates of science and assistant professors.
In 2006, prompted by President Putin’s call for the establishment of Federal universities, four universities in Rostov
merged to become the South Federal University. SFU merges the faculty and students of the Rostov State Pedagogic In-

stitute, the Institute for Architecture and
Arts, the Taganrog State Radiotechnical
University and the Rostov State University. Such an integration of the most advanced higher education establishments
gives SFU a large number of competitive
advantages. It now attracts considerable
funds from both local and national sources and officials hope that eventually SFU
will obtain a “special status” enabling it
to count on a separate allocation from the
federal budget.
The region’s strongest schools include
the School of Mechanics and Mathematics and the School of Chemistry and Physics of the Rostov State University. Rostov’s
State University of Economics has separate
faculties focusing on statistics, economics
and finances and there is also the Rostov
State University of Railway Communica-

tion and the Rostov State University of
Architecture. This latter university has a
School of Industrial Civil Engineering that
is very popular and it has also launched a
new educational program to prepare specialists to work in China on the construction of a new gas pipeline.
Many institutions have begun to develop new programs to meet the requirement
of the market economy but these reforms
are only their embryonic state and are far
from completion. For example, the region
obviously lacks MBA programs and qualified personnel trained in management,
particularly in investment management
and innovation commercialization. The
problems to be solved also include insufficient financing and as the consequence,
corruption and a deficit of young lecturers and professors.

Largest institutions of higher education in the Rostov region
Name

Website

The Don State Technical University

www.dstu.edu.ru

The Don State University of Law

http://dui.ru

The Institute of Management, Business and Law

www.iubip.ru

The Rostov State Conservatory named after Rakhmaninov

www.rostcons.ru

The Rostof State University of Economy

www.rseu.ru

The Rostov Customs Academy

www.donrta.ru

The Rostov-on-Don State Academy of Agriculture and Machine Industry

www.rgashm.ru

The Rostov Military Rocket Forces Institute

www.rostovskiivoennyiinstitutraketnyhvoisk.webrostov.ru

The Rostov State Medical University

www.rsmu.ru

The Rostov State Architecture University

www.rgsu.ru

The Rostov State University of Railway Communication (Transportation)

www.rgups.ru

The Rostov Social and Economic Institute

www.rsei.ru

The Rostov Institute of Law RMI

www.rui.rsd.ru

North Caucasian Academy of Public Administration

www.skags.ru

South Federal University

www.sfedu.ru
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Higher education establishments

How university-based R&D can grow into commercial success
Evgeny Aydarkin,
candidate of biological
sciencies, professor,
vice-president of the South
Federal University

In 2005 President Putin suggested the creation of two “federal” universities—
one in Siberia and the other in Southern Russia. The South Federal University is
the result of merging four different Rostov universities into this new single entity.
Seeded with a federal grant of less than $2m, it currently generates profits of
$80m. In his interview, Evgeny Aydarkin, Vice-President for Scientific Work of
the South Federal University, speaks about the key role the university plays in
developing and commercializing scientific innovation in southern Russia.

The South Federal District includes the Rostov State University,
the Taganrog State Radiotechnical University, the Rostov State
Academy of Architecture and Art and the Rostov State Pedagogic University. “Our main achievement is that after this unification
our team of teachers and students received an additional impetus
to develop interdisciplinary research studies,” Mr Aydarkin says,
“this unification of mutually complementing establishments has
led to good results”.
What are the financial sources for your South Federal University project?
– We have three main sources of finance. The first source is subsidies from the federal budget and the financing schedule here is
as follows: 3 bn rubles in 2007, 2,35 bn rubles in 2008, 2,4 bn rubles in 2009 and 2,3 bn rubles in 2010. Then we get financial support from regional authorities: we have received 900 m rubles from
regional authorities in the form of real estate, stadiums, etc. Our
third source is the university’s own funds. After merging our annual revenue has reached two billion rubles. Now we focus on cooperation with business structures and industrial enterprises in a bid
to make them our strategic partners who place orders for scientific and research developments and who also participate in creating
the necessary educational environment. This makes our graduates
competitive both in domestic and international labor markets. The
necessary condition for further development of the South Federal
University is the formation of innovation programs targeted to the
South Federal District and the Rostov region in particular.
What kind of R&D do you do and what projects have been successfully commercialized?
– Let’s start with our well-developed chemistry school. The employees of the Physics and Organic Chemistry R&D Institute have
concentrated their efforts on creating a molecular computer. They
have generated chemical substances that can change their properties if influenced by flows of light. This new technology can be
used in creating 3-D disks and in breaking transistors down into
separate molecules. The efficiency of a computer is expected to sigEvgeny Aydarkin, Candidate of Biological Sciences, Professor
Since February 2004 Mr Aydarkin has been Vice-President of the Rostov
State University responsible for scientific work. Mr Aydarkin also holds
the position of director in the Wellness Institute affiliated with the Rostov State University where he supervises the School of Human and Animal
Physiology. Mr Aydarkin is also Chief Editor of scientific magazine Wellness,
and a member of the regional Expert Council. His scientific interests are:
cognitive psychophysiology and functional status management. Mr Aydarkin
is the author of over 100 scientific papers.
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nificantly increase due to this technology. In parallel to this, scientists and researchers from our university are also working on
projects relating to the creation of a biodiesel generator and molecular design, i.e. forming molecules of a specific configuration
with specific properties.
R&D Institute of Physics is working on creating electrically active substances so called ferroelectric materials used in modern
semiconductor devices. There are also other interesting developments. For example, we make Moessbauer spectrometers that
are capable of identifying all the elements in the Periodic table
using an infinitely small amount of substance. We sell this highly accurate device in Russia, in the USA and in European countries. Another interesting invention of this R&D institute is an ultrasonic scanner developed in cooperation with scientists from
the Baltic states. This scanner has no equivalent in Russia. In the
Scientific and Educational Center for System-Based Technologies
and Designing our colleagues have developed and put into serial production around 50 different types of multi-layer printedcircuit boards to be used in various devices. A radar-type gauge
for measuring statistical performance of sea disturbances under
the RIV-200 brand was developed by scientific and design bureau MIUS and is now used as part of the on-board avionics of
the Be-200 seaplane.
How does the university work with technoparks?
– Apart from a developed system of design bureaus we have two
technoparks - in Rostov and in Taganrog. These technoparks jointly accommodate around sixty small businesses. While the federal
government annually earmarks only 42 million rubles ($1.68m),
the total turnover of all universities united under the South Federal University in 2006 amounted to around 450 million rubles
($16.7m). Small businesses working in the technopark generate
another 1.5 billion rubles ($60m). Thus the invested 42 million rubles ($1.68m) generated a profit equal of two billion rubles ($80m)
by producing hi-tech products which are always in high demand.
Such a pyramid turned upside down is one of the basic principles
that drive the university’s further development.
Do you attract students for this work?
– We give grants to those of our students who to turn their
idea into a competitive product and then create a small business.
We work in close cooperation with the Federal Fund for Support
of Small and Medium Hi-Tech Businesses. Winners of the federal
Start program can also get favorable terms in our technoparks. In
this way we become better-positioned to solve the chief problem,
namely to promote new ideas in the market, provide students and
teachers with additional income sources and create an innovation
environment in Rostov and in the Rostov region.
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Science & education
Imran Akperov, President of the Institute of management, business and law (IMBL)

Private higher education’s key competitive advantage:
preparing professionals for what the market demands
Following Russia’s reformation period in the 1990s a non-governmental Institute of Management,
Business and Law (IMBL) was established. It was the first organization of this kind in the South
of Russia. During 16 years of successful work, the IMBL developed a branch network in the Rostov
region. Today IMBL serves more than 5,000 students and 500 lecturers . As a private educational
organization, Imran Akperov, its president, feels that IMBL represents a strong competitor to state
funded higher education.
I decided to establish a non-governmental
higher education establishment because it
appeared impossible to implement in practice all ideas I had in a state higher education establishment. At that time I worked in
the Railway Engineering Institute of Russia
and tried to introduce innovations in education. The head of my institute didn’t approve my actions and intentions. As a result
the IMBL was established in order to prepare not only standard specialists skilled in
Imran Akperov, the President of the IMBL,
Doctor of Economic Science, Professor
Mr. Akperov graduated from the Rostov Railway Engineering Institute in 1980. From 1980
till 1987 he was occupied in the railway power
economy. Mr. Akperov has been the President
of the IMBL from the date of its establishment
in 1991. Imran Akperov is the author of more
than 60 scientific publications.

a concrete spheres, but highly qualified professionals.
In comparison with the market situation of the 90’s today the market abounds
in educational services. It is obvious that
if an educational establishment is not developing and changing fast it will soon be
replaced by a competitor. From my point
of view our competitive advantage is that
we have a flexible approach towards professional preparation according to changes
in market demand, while other educational establishments prepare specialists taking
into account only state standards.
The main distinguishing feature of IMBL
is that we develop programs for what the
market demands. This is why we have created, for example, the Centre of Innovation
Technologies Transfer which teaches students how to develop technologies and then
market them. We base our activity on the
local implementation of technologies and

provide our students not only with theoretical knowledge but also with practical skills
by working at local hi-tech companies while
studying at the IMBL. We also have a wide
range of programs with European higher
education establishments which our partners and our students can participate in.
Non-governmental educational establishments in Russia must still face the system’s problems. There are a lot of gaps in
the legislation that governs private educational organizations. For example, the new
Internal Revenue Code of Russia doesn’t
provide for tax remissions to non-governmental educational establishments. I believe that the non-governmental education
system is underestimated in Russia. But it’s
the system that helps to develop fair competition and increase the quality of educational services. While state funded higher
education establishments spend tax dollars,
we have found ways to earn them.

Marina Kosheleva, Director of Young Researchers Lyceum

High quality educational continuity is the path to success
Specialized schools and lyceums are very successful today because they prepare schoolchildren for
their future education in their chosen field, as well as for their future employment, says Marina
Kosheleva, the director of young researchers Lyceum says.
There are a lot of specialized schools in Rostov, including schools
with advanced language preparation and schools that have acquired the status of lyceums or gymnasiums. I think that this is a
very positive tendency as children receive exactly the kind of education that will be useful for them in future. If a child has already
defined where he wants to study and work he/she gets the necessary kind of education and skills from the very beginning.
Despite the fact the Rostov State University is no longer included
in the list of the founders of our lyceum our cooperation with this
educational establishment is very close. Its teachers supervise the
scientific activity of our pupils and the University’s students work
as intern teachers in our lyceum.
We cooperate with liberal arts schools, as our lyceum specializes
in philology, linguistics, history and social sciences. Most of our graduates continue their education at the South Federal University (for-
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mer Rostov State University) because it offers such a wide range of
programs. Rostov is on the threshold of adopting the Bologna education system. This means that a student studying at a university has the opportunity to successively receive a bachelor’s degree,
then Master’s degree and after that a Doctoral degree. For this opportunity to become reality it is necessary to have a good preparatory base in theoretical knowledge and practical experience. We
have also become participants in the international ecological program Ecobridge. During the five years that this program was run
at our lyceum we were cooperating with American schools from
New York state and with a school in Aachen (Germany). All in all
the results of this international cooperation have been outstanding. We got acquainted with the ecological situation and education system in foreign countries while our students had a unique
opportunity to practice foreign languages.

International programs
Ambassador John O’Keefe, Executive Director, Open World program

Open World brings tomorrow’s Eurasian leaders to the US today;
more than 200 Rostov leaders have participated in the program
The Open World Program enables emerging leaders from Russia and other Eurasian countries to
experience American democracy and civil society in action. It is the first and only exchange program
in the U.S. legislative branch. Congress established the program in 1999 following discussions among
Librarian of Congress James H. Billington and members of Congress, on ways to increase U.S.-Russian
understanding and to expose Russian leaders to American democratic and economic institutions.
As a result of Open World, there are
more than 200 leaders in Rostov today
who have a unique understanding of
the American way of life and who maintain ties with American counterparts.
What is more, several of these individuals are interested in pursuing collaborative projects and partnerships with
Americans they have met. One of the
reasons for this is that Open World
dif fers from ot her U.S. gover nment
exchange programs with Russia in its
size and geographical scope (participants have come from all 85 Russian regions), its focus on young, up-and-coming political and civic leaders from all
levels of government, its recruitment
of non-English speaking, first-time visitors, and its emphasis on hands-on, and
community-based programming.
Each U.S. visit focuses on a set theme
that relates to the delegates’ professional or civic work, exposing them to ideas
and practices they can adapt to their
own situations. Typical activities include
watching jury selection, sitting in on
newspaper editorial meetings, and observing political candidates on the camAmb. O’Keefe Biography: Amb. O’Keefe was
appointed Open World’s executive director effective August 5, 2007. The former ambassador to the Kyrgyz Republic (August 2000-July
2003), Amb. O’Keefe has twice served in the
U.S. diplomatic mission in Moscow and once in
Central Asia, as well as two tours in the Bureau
of European and Eurasian Affairs in Washington,
D.C. Amb. O’Keefe has won numerous awards,
including the Distinguished Honor Award of the
Department of State and the Presidential Performance Award. He earned a Master of Public
Administration degree from Harvard University
and was granted the honorary degree of Doctor
of Humane Letters from the American University – Central Asia. He is married and has three
delightful children.

paign trail. Most participants stay in private homes. Home stays allow the Open
World delegates to experience American
family life, an experience unique to Open
World delegations, and one they seldom
forget.
Open World alumni positively impact
their region’s healthy business climate,
including Rostov – the region has benefited from the long and fruitful relationship with Open World. 200 leaders from
Rostov have traveled on the program. To
get a sense of the kinds of leaders Open
World works with, the following professionals from Rostov have successfully completed the Open World program:
judges, educators, doctors, media professionals, publishers, members of ‘Women from the Don’, an umbrella organization of nonprofit groups dedicated to
helping families and resolving conflicts
in Southern Russia. Other Rostov participants have included state and city Duma
deputies, many state and city administration directors, economists, governmental press secretaries, environmental
organizers, and other important emerging leaders.
The Rule of Law Program is particularly robust in the Rostov region. Twenty three legal professionals from the Rostov region have experienced America at
the highest professional levels with their
peers in U.S courts. Through their work
with the Russian American Rule of Law
Consortium (www.rarolc.net), Rostov
has been at the forefront of developing
a system for juvenile justice in the region, which has served as a model for
similar programs.
But Open World’s relationship with
Russians, including residents of the Rostov-on-Don area, does not necessarily
peak with the visit to the U.S.
The Open World program encourages and helps facilitate reciprocal visits of
U.S. hosts to Russia. In October 2005,
Open World host and Federal Judge
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Charles R. Simpson III, of the Western
District of Kentucky, along with two
Open World staff members spent a productive period of time in the Rostov region. Judge Simpson met with many
Rule of Law alumni and had the opportunity to engage with Rostov alumni
from Open World’s other themes. Judge
Simpson came away from the trip to Rostov with many positive impressions, but
most of all he witnessed the eagerness
by which Open World’s Russian partners
view participation in the program, and
the importance they place on continuing the ties that were established for the
benefit of all.
Rostov’s 200 Open World leaders belong to an alumni group of 10,000 in
Russia alone. Each of these current
and future Russian decision makers
have seen firsthand American political
and civic life, and seen how their American counterparts do their jobs. This is
consistent with the vision of Academician Dmitriy Sergeevich Likhachev who
served as the honorary co-chair of the
program in its inception and in whose
memory the program is dedicated. In
addition to Russia, Open World also operates a vigorous program in Ukraine
and has expanded to Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova and Tajikistan. As Executive Director of the Open
World Leadership Center, I am excited
to see these ties formed and relationships developed over time.
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Natural resources,
extraction
and processing
55 High quality anthracite deposits account
for 90% of the Rostov region's total coal.
55 The region's share of the Russian market
for metallurgical products is significant:
20% of Russia's rolled aluminium,
15% of its steel pipes and 16.5%
of its ferrous metallurgy.
55 The region is a Russian leader in
the manufacture of paints, enamel
and varnishes.
55 Rich in raw materials, the high
demand for construction materials has
encouraged a wave of new investment
for plant and equipment.

Natural resources, extraction and processing
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Despite rich deposits of high quality coal, production still lags
Rostov’s coal industry represents the chief source of energy in the region. Its immense reserves are of mainly
high quality anthracites but with only 20% of the mines in the once booming East Donetsk Basin currently in
operation, production fails to meet demand. New mines are being developed to increase output but in the meantime
competition from cheap, lower quality Kuznetsk and Polish crude coal continue to create intense pressure on local
coking suppliers.
A federal government initiative brought
about a comprehensive restructuring program of the sector a decade ago. The aim
was to preserve profitable mines, build new
hi-tech mines and plants for advanced coal
processing as well as to increase production
of anthracites. Fifty money-losing mines in
the region are now being closed down. The
struggling Rostovugol mining company has
now been split to form several smaller mining operations. Estimates put coal reserves
in the region at around 6.5 billion tons, 600
million tons of which have been identified
as economically viable for extraction. New
mines are being built in the region and new
sites are being developed. The fact that all
existing and potential coal extraction sites
are situated quite close to end consumers
makes this sector profitable.
Among coal mines situated in the Rostov region there are 14 existing mines,
50 liquidated mines and three mines
that are under construction. These are
run by eight different mining companies
and are situated in seven different regional towns: Gukovugol operates seven mines and two concentrating mills,
Obukhovskaya one mine and one concentrating mill, Yuzhnaya Ugolnaya
Kompaniya (South Coal Company) two
mines and one concentrating mill, Sulinantracite one mine, Ugol-ZUMK one
mine and one concentrating mill, Grushevskoye Ugolnoye Obshestvo (Coal Community) one mine and Chikh Mine one
mine and one concentrating mill. The
Donskoy Ugol (Don Coal) mining firm
has recently commenced production at
a new mine named Sherlovskaya-Obukhovskaya and is currently building an-

other mine called Obukhovskaya-1. The
total number of employees working at regional coal mining enterprises exceeds
20,000.

Despite fewer operating mines
production levels have increased
Since 2000 the number of active mines
has fallen from 24 to 14, consequently the
amount of extracted coal has decreased
from 9.8 million tons extracted in 2000 to
6.4 million tons in 2004. 2004 also saw the
end of the regional coal mining privatization process. The region’s administration
is working closely with municipal authorities to improve output. The decline in coal
extraction has now been reversed. In 2005
regional mining businesses extracted 7.6
million tons of coal, 1.2 million tons more
than in 2004. Between January and June
2007 regional mining enterprises extracted 3.756 million tons of coal, up 6% on the
similar period in 2006 (3.553 million tons).
Average daily per face output between January and February 2007 increased by 8.6%
as compared to the same period in 2006
(from 1,101 to 1,195 tons/day) whereas
performance of one worker increased by
12.1% (from 46.7 to 52.3 tons/month).

The region’s wealth is
high value anthracite
Anthracites have the highest calorific value of all coals. The share of anthracites in
the total coal reserves of the region exceeds 90%. Rostov anthracites feature some
unique quality characteristics. With regards
to their main characteristic, namely metamorphism intensity, Rostov anthracites are
classified under a special category named

Performance indicators

Years
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Working mines

20

18

18

14

14

Extraction rates, thousand tons of coal

9551.2

8321.6

6931.1

6365.3

7653.0

Average daily per face output, tons/day

773

832

775

1,006

1,088

Performance of one worker, tons/month

34.8

37.3

35.1

48.4

51.4
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super anthracites. The metamorphism intensity in such anthracites reaches 1.76 g/
cubic meters, which is 20-30% higher than
the usual concentration. Advanced processing of anthracites allows for the manufacture of such highly demanded products in
the global market as silicon carbide, hi-tech
filters, calcium carbide, thermo anthracites,
absorbents and many other products. Aside
from anthracite the region boasts considerable deposits of coking coal (5% of total
coal balance reserves in the region). Currently the Gukovugol mining company is
the only business in the region extracting
coking coal at its Zapadnaya mine.

Coal industry
Largest mining companies in the region
Name

Website

Activity

All-Russia R&D geological institute specializing in coal
deposits (VNIIGRIugol)

–

Scientific and research work

Grushevskoye Ugolnoye Obshestvo (Coal Community)

–

Extraction and sale of coal

Gukovugol

www.russian-coal.ru/
rus_rostov/gukov.html
www.gukovo.h1.ru/

Extraction, processing and sale of coal

Donskoy Ugol (Don Coal)

–

Construction and exploitation of mines

Obukhovskaya

www.russian-coal.ru/rus_rostov/obuh.html

Extraction, processing and sale of coal

Rostovshakhtostroy

www.rshs.ru

Construction of mines

Sulinantracite

–

Extraction and sale of coal

Sulinugol

–

Extraction and sale of coal

Ugol - ZUM

–

Extraction, processing and sale of coal

Gukovskaya concentrating mill

–

Concentration of coal

Chikh Mine

–

Extraction, processing and sale of coal

Shakhtinsk R&D coal institute

–

Scientific and research work

Yuzhnaya Ugolnaya Kompaniya (South Coal Company)

–

Extraction of coal

Coal reserves of the Rostov region

Porter’s five forces analysis
Supplier power
Rich resource base and favorable geographic position of the region, its proximity to the ports of the
Black and Azov seas as well as its tight links with
other regions of Russia build the basis for this region becoming one of the key energy sources for
the whole South Federal District.

55 inferred reserves –
2,989,000,000 tons (12%)
55 reasonably assured reserves
– 6,533,000,000 tons (27%)
55 forecast reserves
14,711,000,000 tons (61%)

Total: 24,234,000,000 tons of coal reserves

Buyer power
Buyer power is strong. The present growth in
prices for major power generating sources makes
the demand for coal rise as well. This demand is
expected to be boosted even further due to the
implementation of advanced coal processing technologies.
Substitutes
Substituting coal for natural gas would allow for
cutting down on emissions of poisonous solid substances into the atmosphere. Reasonably assured
resources of natural gas in the region are estimated to be 36.02 billion cubic meters whereas
inferred reserves are estimated to be 22.37 billion cubic meters. However today the gas extrac-
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tion volume in the region is around 8.5% of the
total regional gas consumption.
Threat of new entrants
New mining companies struggle to get a foothold
in the market as existing coal mining companies
tend to merge into larger holdings. At the same
time the region’s known coal resources are considerable. Recently the discovery of ten new deposits increased reserves by a further 545 million tons of coal
Rivalry
The largest regional coal mining companies are
merging under the common management of the
Russky Ugol (Russian Coal) holding that has already purchased major mines in the region previously owned by such companies as Rostovugol and
Obukhovskaya. This same holding is also the chief
shareholder of another coal extracting company
Gukovugol. Such amalgamation of companies under one holding may lead to the appearance of a
powerful coal monopoly in the region, which will
affect consumers.
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Natural resources, extraction and processing
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Russia’s leading region for paints, coatings, household chemicals
Chemical based manufacturing plants within the Rostov region produce more than 300 different products. The
region is the leader in Russia for the production of paints, enamels, varnishes and household chemical goods.
The chemical industry forms a major part of
the total manufacturing output within the
region. According to the January-October
2007 index of chemical production, the sector was at 100.6% as contrasted to 85.9%
in January-February of 2006. Distribution
volume rose by 5.9% over the previous year.
Production of rubber, fiberglass and plastic products rose by 6.6% while the volume
of finished goods rose by a healthy 28.7%
in the same period. Major companies such
as Novocherkassky Synthetic Products, Empils, Kamenskvolokno, Darus and Industrial Rubber Plant are all represented in the
region.

Don, Azov and Taganrog. Its strategic location provides the company with a good distribution network for its raw material supplies and finished goods. The plant produces
methanol and 80 types of organic synthetic products.
Empils is the largest Russian manufacturer of high quality coating materials and oxides for retail and industrial markets. Output from their plants accounts for 13% of the
total manufacturing volume of all the Russian companies in this sector. The company develops and distributes consumer products for Eastern Europe, Transcaucasia and
Central Asia. Empils has three manufacturing companies in Russia and Ukraine and
offices in Moscow, St Petersburg, Samara,
Novosibirsk, Khabarovsk, Chelyabinsk and
Almaty. Empils’ share of the Russian market
in decorative coatings is 16% whilst its share
of the zinc oxides market in Russia and CIS
is around 50%. Empils’s strategic investor is
Novoye Sodruzhestvo (Moscow).
Kamenskvolokno is the only company in
Russia manufacturing synthetic high modu-

Major firms
Novocherkassky Synthetic Products was
founded in 1952. Today it is one of the largest chemical companies of the South of Russia located on 260 hectares and employing
more than 3,000 people. The plant is in Novocherkassk where the railway and MoscowVoronezh-Rostov motorway intersect. Nearby are the river and sea ports of Rostov on

lus yarns and aramid fibers which have high
tensile strength as well as being elastic, light,
durable and noncombustible. The company
also makes polypropylene products: industrial threads, sacks and sack cloth, fibrillated
and textured threads, packing band, non-woven fibrous materials, filtering elements for
purifying oil-contaminated water, filtering
half-masks and consumer plastic goods.
Darus is a manufacturer of varnish and
retro-reflective products for road maintenance. It focuses on environmentally friendly water dispersive products such as paints,
couch, fillers, adhesives, dry mixtures, waterproof compounds and alkyd enamels.
Rubber plants in the region produce industrial rubber products for trade and retail
use which are widely in demand in domestic
and foreign markets. The product range includes rubber shoes, safety equipment, medical oxygen and automotive mats. In 2006
the Industrial Rubber Plant concluded several contracts with foreign partners which
further reinforced its positions in the international market.

Chemical sector companies
Company

Website

Activity

Bik-prof

www.bikprof.ru

PVC sealing strips

Volgodonsky Chemical Plant Crystal

–

Air deodorization products; polishers, cleansers and waxes

Darus

www.darus.ru

Manufacturing of paint and varnish materials, road maintenance materials

Industrial Rubber Plant

www.rti-rostov.ru

Industrial rubber products and consumer goods

Plant of Detergents

–

Synthetic detergents

Istomino-M

–

Varnish and paint products of a special purpose

Kamenskvolokno

www.aramid.ru

Synthetic fibers and yarns

Kamensky Plant FKP

–

Semi-finished chemical raw materials and varnish and paint products

Liter

www.literdon.narod.ru

Plastic and industrial rubber products

LKM-Yug

–

Paint, enamel, soil

NMG-Polycom, Southern Branch

–

Polymeric materials

Novocherkassky Plant of Synthetic Products

www.nzsp.ru

Methanol, formalin, electroinsulating materials, foam generators

Plast-Factor

–

Soles of из thermoplastic elastomer and vinyl blend

Rostkhimsnab

–

Varnish and paint using polymers

Spektr

www.neospektr.ru

Special and fire retardant paint

Carbondioxide plant

–

Industrial gases

Khimpostavschik

www.himpost.com

High quality additives for the varnish and paint industry, manufacturing and
processing of plastic and elastomers

Empils

www.empils.ru

Varnish and paint materials
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Construction materials production
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Steep price increases and serious shortages lure new foreign
competitors forcing the industry to re-invest or consolidate
The construction industry is the most rapidly developing sector of the Rostov regional economy. Although the
Rostov region is rich in minerals and raw materials, the industry has failed to re-invest and keep pace with
demand. The shortages of cement and facing brick are particularly serious, which have caused sharp price
increases. Imports are on the rise. Foreign firms are planning major investments to take advantage of the
imbalance that could have a major impact on local producers.
There are 200 regional businesses currently engaged in the production of construction
materials including building brick, mineral
wool, tile, cement, limestone, concrete mixtures, ceramic tile and paving slab. The region has enormous deposits of raw materials,
from limestone and mortar sand to fire clay.

Rich deposits of high quality
raw materials
The Tacinsky district of the Rostov region
has one of the largest deposits of limestone
in Russia, the Zhirnovsky deposit. The reserves of limestone at this deposit are estimated to be 200 million tons. Limestone is
a high quality non-ore raw material that has
a consistent elemental composition. Limestone from Zhirnovsky deposit is used in
metallurgy as well as in steelmaking and
blast-furnace industries. Up to 70 % of the
extracted limestone can be used in converter processes. Limestone is also used to produce Portland cement, A-class construction
limestone and rubble for all sorts of construction works.
The Rostov region also has numerous deposits of mortar sand. However presently out
of 60 deposits available in the region only 27
are actually in operation. Reasonably assured
sand reserves in the region amount to 162
million cubic meters. The largest sand deposits are Vladimirskoye and Kalyansloye. The
available mortar sand reserves can satisfy the

region’s industrial needs and very often Rostov sand is exported to neighboring regions.
Sand is used in construction mixtures, in the
production of concrete, limestone and silicate
containing blocks as well as in the production
of silicon bricks.
Currently there are 87 explored sites of
building stone, out of which only 65 are in
industrial operation. Most of these deposits
are sandstone and Carbonic limestone. Less
frequent are Palaeogene silica stone and Miocene limestone. The argest deposits are the
following: Obukhovskoye (122 million cubic meters), Svetlovskoye (121.9 million cubic meters), Zhirnovskoye (11.5 million cubic meters), Federovskoye (79 million cubic
meters) and Malognilushanskoye (71 million
cubic meters). The Rostov region is one of the
major suppliers of construction rubble in the
European part of Russia.
The Rostov region hosts 230 deposits of
brick earth with the total amount of reserves
amounting to 225 million cubic meters. There
are also large deposits (approximately 26 million tons) of carbonate rock (chalk and limestone). There are ten such deposits but only
three are in operation with annual output of
24,000 tons. Carbonate rock is used to produce building limestone, which in its turn is
used in construction and production of silicon-contained products. Six deposits of molding sand have been discovered in the region.
The total amount of molding sand reserves is

calculated to be 82.3 million tons The annual
extraction is 200,000‑250,000 tons. Molding
sand is used in iron casting and in the production of parting material and fireclay powder.
Deposits of fireclay and high-melting clay
are situated in the central part of the Rostov region. The total amount of clay reserves
is estimated to be 15.9 million tons, 75% of
which are concentrated in Vladimirsky deposit. Clays are used to produce coarse ceramics such as ceramic pipes, clay tile, facing tile and high-melting brick.

Portland cement resources
are immense
The region’s resources for the production
of Portland cement are immense and they
are largely concentrated in the Millerovsky
and Tarasovsky districts. Cement-containing resources are also found in the Rogaliks deposit (around 12 billion tons) and in
Yuzhno-Rogaliks deposit (around 20 million tons). The concentration of limestone
in these raw materials exceeds 50 %, a fact
which allows for the production of the highest quality cement. Fluxing limestone from
the Zhirnovsky deposit is also used to produce cement.

Inability to keep up with demand
encourages new market entrants
Despite the high quality and local availability of raw materials, regional producers

Porter’s five forces analysis
Supplier power:
The region is rich in raw materials. However regional businesses do not have
the necessary production capacities, The current production scale cannot
satisfy the region’s needs.

Threat of new entrants:
The sector is grossly under-performing. New players are inevitable.
Global giant Lafarge is the tip of the iceberg. The impact on local producers by better-financed newcomers will be significant.

Buyer power:
Demand for almost all types of construction materials is intense.

Rivalry:
With such intense demand and skyrocketing prices, rivalry among local companies is very low.

Substitutes:
The basic building materials in the construction industry have not
changed for decades. Although new technology is being used in the industry, the dependence on basic raw materials is great.
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Natural resources, extraction and processing
have not been able to keep up with strong
demand from residential and commercial
builders. The deficits are so large that the
region is forced to import materials from
other areas. New market entrants, seeing
the opportunity, have set up manufacturing plants producing everything from foam
concrete, three-ply laminated veneer lumber, cement-sand tile, wall panels, brick,
ceramic tile, polymeric pipes and fittings,
asbestos sheeting to millwork.
In the regional town of Shakty there is a
large manufacturer of facing tile, Stroyfarfor, that operates under the Shakhtinskaya
Plitka trademark. It has a 10 – 11 % share of
the tile market in Russia. In 2006 it started construction of a brick producing factory with a capacity of 60 million facing bricks
per year, which will be completed in 2008.
Because of its high price $ 0.3 – 0.6 per
unit, facing brick is used primarily to construct expensive monolithic apartment
blocks. The demand for facing brick in the
region outstrips supply by 15 %, so Stroy-

farfor’s plan is to increase its production capacity to 78 million bricks per year, as well
as to build a clinker producing factory. The
company’s target is to have a 37.5 % share
of the regional facing brick market.

New cement block technology
The demand for small celled cement blocks
increases by 30% each year. This has prompted a number of new production facilities to
be built to manufacture these and related
products using new imported technology.
For instance, Regional Construction Materials Producing Factory #14 has decided to
use Belorussian monolithic slab construction,
named Arkoss, and Noviye Stroitelniye Tekhnologii (New Construction Technologies) is
building a gas-concrete block with a capacity of 150,000 cubic meters of such blocks per
year. Celled foam blocks, cement sand bricks
and gypsum partition blocks are also being
produced using new technology.
The Rostov-based company Kombinat
Krupnopanelnogo Domostroyeniya (Large-

Panel Building Construction Factory) plans
to start producing a new series of panels
to be used to construct high-rise buildings.
This new technology will allow building
companies to construct residential apartment buildings whose architecture can be
far more innovative and variable than the
standard “apartment block”.

Cement deficit lures LaFarge
In 2006 the price for cement doubled. The
main reason is that regional companies currently produce just 50,000 tons of cement
per year, but the demand is approximately
1 million tons per year and the forecast for
2008 says that this rate will double. One of
the world’s leading cement firms, French
manufacturer Lafarge, first looked to buy,
but now plans to build its own factory by
2010. Its capacity will be 1.8 million tons
of cement per year. If achieved, this level
of production could have a significant impact on the market and on prices.

Major construction sector businesses
Name

Website

ZBK Factory (Reinforced Concrete Section Factory)
Kombinat Krupnopanelnogo Domostroyeniya
(Large-Panel Building Construction Factory)
Donskoy Kirpich (Don Brick)
KOMAT
KSM-1
KSM-10
Don-Gips
Rezmetkon
komplexjilstroy
KPD Factory
Stroymetkon
Tekhnologiya I Materialy (Technology and Materials)
Kirpichny Zavod (Brick Factory)
Stroyfarfor
Chaltyrskoye Production and Commercial Entity

–
www.don-gips.aaanet.ru
www.rmkdon.ru
www.kjs.aaanet.ru
–
–
www.tim.aaanet.ru
–
www.stroyfarfor.ru
–

Salsky Brick Factory

Key products

zavodzhbk.webrostov.ru

Reinforced concrete sections

–

Concrete and reinforced concrete sections

–
–
–

–

Brick, tile and other construction materials
Wall panels, insulating materials and mineral wool products
Concrete, reinforced concrete and millwork as well as paving slab, mixed
concrete and water mortar
Reinforced concrete products
Gypsum and other construction mixtures
Construction and metal products
Mineral additives, foam concrete, insulants and various wall materials
Mixed concrete and concrete products
Metal sections
Dry construction mixtures
Brick, tile and other construction products made from baked clay
Facing tile, ceramic granite, dry construction mixtures
Ceramic and clinker brick, ceramic and clinker tile as well as enameled
tile for floors and walls
Production and sale of ceramic brick

EMS

www.ems-don.ru

Foam concrete

Karbonat

–

Carbonate rock

Volgodon

–

Extraction of building stone

Mariya-Plus

–

Hyper-press brick and facing tile

KSM-14

www.ksm-14.ru

Construction mixtures, including mixed concrete, hydraulic concrete and
foundation blocks
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Construction materials production
Alexander Kopilov, Director of Uglegorsk-Cement

The answer to the cement deficit is investment capital
Russia’s national cement deficit is linked not only with the current construction boom. There are not
enough cement producing factories in Russia and Alexander Kopilov, director of Uglegorsk Cement,
feels we need to build more of them. The real challenge for private businesses is how to attract
sufficient investment to build new production capacity
Today’s demand for cement in the region is
enormous. Everybody asks for cement but
there is not enough to supply even permanent large clients. You can make the calculations yourself: the Rostov region consumes 1.5 million tons of cement a year
whereas our factory produces just 50,000
tons per year. With this said we receive orders from other regions, including the Volgograd, Bryansk, Belgorod, Vladikavkaz,
Kalmikiya and Stavropol regions.
At some point in the past French cement
producer Lafarge wanted to buy our factory and use it as a basis for their new production facility. However our negotiations
Uglegorsk-Cement was founded in February
2001 as part of construction materials producer Selkhozstroymaterialy. In Summer of 2005
the factory was restructured and it started
producing cement with the annual output of
5,000 tons. The factory also produces concrete mixtures (50 cubic meters per day).

came to a dead end. Lafarge was not happy
to learn that the raw materials we use lie
too deep in the ground and it’s hard to extract them. Foreign corporations prefer to
build their production facilities near easily accessible deposits of raw materials. But
even if a new factory with the output of
one or two million tons of cement appears
in the region, it will not solve the problem.
For example, the Belgorodsk region hosts
two gigantic cement producing factories,
namely Oskolcement and Belgorodcement
and still Belgorodsk builders make can’t get
enough.
Such huge demand forces cement producers to increase their production output
and upgrade their production facilities. Uglegorsk-Cement plans to increase its production output elevenfold, from current
50,000 tons to 550,000 tons of cement.
Our existing production lines have been reconstructed and they work without breaks.
However in order to increase the produc-

tion output our factory will have to build a
new production line.
At the moment we are considering proposals from different equipment manufacturers, from China, India and Europe.
My forecast is that the construction of a
new factory will evaluate in the region of
$90m. The project will be financed both
from our own funds and from attracted
funds.
But getting equipment is not the end of
the story. In the former USSR there were
three design bureaus in Leningrad, Kharkov and Novosibirsk specializing in projecting cement factories. Now it’s absolutely
impossible to place an order with them
because of long queues. Another option
is partners from former Soviet republics,
such as Czechia and Slovenia. There design firms are not that busy. The situation demands that we need to evaluating
different options.

Evgeny Ivakin, Chairman of the Don's Association of Builders

Good times in the construction business can't last forever
At present the Rostov region can cope with the current deficit of construction materials. However in
the opinion of Evgeny Ivakin, in the next several years the situation may become severe.
Taking into consideration the speed and
scale of construction works in the region
it is absolutely certain that by 2010, a year
when developers are supposed to hit the level of 2.5 million square meters of residential
housing, builders will face a severe deficit of
basic construction materials. Most acute will
Evgeny Ivakin, Chairman of the Don’s Association of Builders
Mr Ivakin graduated fro the Rostov Agricultural Machine-Building Institute and the Rostov
Engineering & Construction Institute. Mr Ivakin
has 40-years work experience in the construction
sector. Mr Ivakin is also Chairman of the Board
of mobile scientific and production company Rosspetspromstroy.

be the cement deficit, although already today there are several projects in the region
related to the construction of cement production facilities. It’s very important for the
consumers of construction materials that the
market should be dominated by strong players and feature intense competition. Without
such competition the price for construction
materials may become unreasonably high.
The Rostov region can satisfy the local need
for brick and so there is no need to import it
from other regions. As for road rubble there
is a large deposit of this material near the
town of Shakhty. The capacities of local businesses allow for increasing the extraction
volume of road rubble. However road ruble
extracted in the Rostov region is not very durable and under heavy loads it wears off to
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the state of powder. That’s why this rubble is
usable neither for the production of concrete
nor in road construction. High-grade rubble
is used for these purposes and this the region
has to import. There are also certain difficulties in the region with the sand extraction--dredging from the banks of the Don
River damages the environment. If competition in the construction materials market
remains high we will probably witness some
price stabilization, but there are no grounds
for prices to go down. As a rule, an increase
in the price for some particular basic construction material often leads to an unjustified price increase. Today, for example, the
price for cement influences prices for other construction materials. But even cement
doesn’t lasts forever.
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Natural resources, extraction and processing
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Global pressure for more natural resources keeps sector strong
Global demand for steel pipe, aluminum and allied products is creating double-digit growth for regional
metallurgy firms. The Rostov area already accounts for 20% of Russia’s rolled aluminum, 15% of all
steel pipe production and 16.5% of the country’s ferrous metal production. Aluminum companies are
doing especially well manufacturing ingots, rolled and flat products. In 2006, investment into plant and
equipment amounted to $193.9m. To keep the sector strong more investment is needed.
In 2006 the Rostov region’s metallurgy production output increased by 19.5%. The
product mix is extremely diverse: from construction and mounting mechanical tools,
boilers, welding electrodes, steel crockery
and iron powder to steel pipes, forged ingots, anode carbon loam and more than
40 different kinds of aluminum alloys.
The volume of shipped goods in the metal processing sector grew by 129.9% in
2006 compared to 2005. For the first five
months of 2007, production output rose by
6.3%. (Source: Government of the Rostov
Region)

Joint venture with America’s
Alcoa helps Belokalitvinsky plant
The production of the Belokalitvinsky Metallurgic Manufacturing Company accounts
for 20% of the entire Russian rolled aluminum market. It is one of the largest companies of non-ferrous metallurgy in the country and exports one third of their products.
Its production capacity is 200,000 tons a
year. The company manufactures products of more than 40 different aluminum
alloys: ingots, standard, long and large
plates, more than 3,000 standard sizes
plates and custom orders,1,000 standard
types of pipes and 7,000 types of forged
products (wheel rims and other consumer goods). In January 2005 Belokalitvinsky Metallurgic Manufacturing Company
formed a JV with the well-known American company Alcoa (Aluminum Company
of America), a world leader in aluminum
manufacturing.
According to the venture, Alcoa will invest $47.7m into modernizing the plant’s
production facilities up to world-class standards. The company has already begun implementing development of manufacturing
flat-rolled products for aircraft plants Boeing and Airbus, restructuring a hot rolling
mill, building a modern melting-casting
unit, development of manufacturing cargo vehicle wheels (for domestic and export
markets) and aircraft stamping manufacturing expansion.
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Another export leader is the Taganrog
Metallurgic Plant, which supplies pipes
for oil and gas wells to more than 40 countries of CIS, Europe, Asia, the Near East and
America.
One of the largest companies of the sector is Novocherkassky Electrode Plant, a

metals, and the only producer of chemical
equipment using graphite in Russia. The
company exports 30% of its products and
competes with German company SGL and
American company UCAR on the world
market.

Major metallurgic companies
Name

Website

Manufactured products

Belokalitvinsky Metallurgic –
Manufacturing Company

Rolled aluminum, forged rims, aluminum enameled
crockery

Vtormet

–

Processing of ferrous metals

Novocherkassk Electrode
Plant

www.nez.
novoch.ru

Graphite electrodes, anode blocks, electrode and
anode paste

The Rostov Foundry

www.rostlit.ru

Ferrous and non-ferrous metal casting

Rostov Metal

www.s-met.ru

Pipes

Sulinsky Metallurgy
Plant Staks

–

Cast section, iron powder, wire, electrodes, rolled
metal products, thermo anthracite

TMK (The Taganrog
Metallurgy Plant)

www.tagmet.ru

Weldless, drilling and oil pipes, pipes for water and
gas pipes

Shakhtmetal

–

Metal goods

Electrosvet

–

Cable products

manufactrer
ff electrodes
non-ferrous
Porter’s five
forces and
analysis
Supplier Power
Supplier power is medium to high. Manufacturing of different types of metal products requires
raw materials of different quality. High-quality
raw materials are often hard to find in sufficient
amounts and at a reasonable price.
Buyer Power
Buyer power is becoming increasingly less as demand for Rostov metallurgic products is growing
in Russia as well as abroad.
Threat of New Entrants
The threat of new entrants is not significant due

to the high start-up and production costs. It is
more likely that owners of regional companies
will consider mergers and acquisitions.
Substitutes
Sometimes high tensile plastics are used as a
substitute for metals but in most cases metal
is the only possible raw material for manufacturing.
Rivalry
The competition is high both in the domestic and
world markets.

Power generation and distribution
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Regional power suppliers keep pace with increasing demand
Throughout Russia there are acute shortages of power, but not in the Rostov region. Its major providers use
nuclear, hydro and coal-fired plants allowing the region to keep pace with demand. In 2009, a second nuclear
facility is expected to go on line.
Rostovenergo is a region’s main power supplier. It is part of the national UES power
grid (Unified Energy Systems). It’s connected to the Krasnodarskaya and Kalmytzkaya
electronic systems divisions of North Caucasus and central electronic system divisions of Voronezh and Volgograd. Its eight
power stations put out a combined capacity of about 4,000 MW in the region.
Other major power manufacturers in
the region are OGK-6 (Novocherkassk
State District Power Plant), Rosenergoatom (Volgodonsk nuclear power station)
and Southern Generating Company TGK-8
(Volgodonsk thermal power plant 1 and 2,
Tzimlyansk hydroelectric station and Rostov thermal power plant-2). *
The companies included in the Federal Wholesale Market for Electric Power
(Capacity) generated 3.8% more electrical power more than in the previous year
(in 2005 this rate was 19.3 billion kWh,
in 2006, 20 billion kWh). In the first seven months of 2007 the Rostov companies
produced 8 % less power than in the same
period in 2006, 10.4 billion kWh compared
to 11.3 billion kWh, as high winter temperatures caused energy consumption to
fall.
The largest coal fired power station in
the South of Russia, Novocherkassk State
District Power Plant (SDPP) generates 70%
of the region’s electrical power. It recorded
the largest year on year increase in power
production, up from 7.5 billion kWh in 2005

to 9.2 billion kWh in 2006, a rise of 22.7%.
However, In the first quarter of 2007 it reduced production by 19% due to a decrease
in energy consumption. Under these conditions it is more profitable to generate electricity from an existing nuclear power station as the net cost of one kWh generated
by nuclear fusion is less than what it costs
to produce at thermal plants.
Due to the growth of industrial manufacturing and the competitiveness of coal-fired
power stations, energy consumption on the
whole rose to 14.2billion kWh in 2006, up
4.6% from 2005
Abnormally mild weather in Rostov in
July and August of 2007 saw an increase in
watering, irrigation and usage of air conditioners. Average daily power consumption
rose by 11% (household consumption by
30%). Rostovenergo enhanced load control and implemented extra examination
of equipment and aerial lines.
The first power unit of the Volgodonsk
Nuclear Power Station was launched in
2001. The electric capacity of this unit
(1,000 MW) is provided by VVER-1000
(Pressurized Water Reactor). The nuclear
station presently generates in excess of 24
million kWh per day, over 7.58 billion kWh
per annum, providing electric power to consumers of the Rostov, Volgograd, Krasnodar
and Stavropol regions. In 2009 it is planned
to commission a second power unit with a
capacity of 1,000 MW.

Average power consumption in 2006

55 Population – 2.8 billion kW•h
55 Industrial users – about 4.3 billion kW•h
55 Railway transport – 1 billion kW•h
55 Agricultural companies – 350 million kW•h
55 Water supply companies –
about 380 million kW•h
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Rosenergatom was set up in 1992. Today
it comprises all ten Russian nuclear power
stations with a combined capacity of 23,242
MW. Nuclear stations are branches and supplying companies are subsidiaries of the generating company.
Southern Generating Company TGK-8 is the
largest thermal manufacturer in the South
Federal District. The branch network of the
company covers the Astrakhan, Volgograd,
Rostov, Krasnodar and Stavropol regions
and the Republic of Dagestan. The share of
TGK-8 in the electric power sector amounts
to about 17%, in the thermal power sector
– about 60%.
Companies: Power stations
Volgodonsk Thermal Power Station-1
Volgodonsk Thermal Power Station -2
Volgodonsk Nuclear Power Station
Kamensk Thermal Power Station
Novocherkassk State District Power Plant
Rostov Thermal Power Station-2
Tzimlyansk Hydroelectric Station
Shakhty Thermal Power Station
Experimental Thermal Power Station
*OGK-6 was founded in 2005 by RAO Unified
Energy Systems (UES) of Russia. It includes
Novocherkassk SDPP, Kirishi SDPP, Ryazan SDPP, Krasnoyarsk SDPP-2 and Cherepovets SDPP.
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Natural resources, extraction and processing
SWOT
Strengths
The regional coal reserves are mainly high-quality and unique anthracites.
Demand far outstrips supply. The sector provides many jobs, an increasing amount of tax revenue and there are a number of new mines being
developed to meet demand. All mines in the region are located near end
users, making domestic sales very profitable.
55 In 2006 metallurgic production growth increased by 19.5% as compared
to the previous year. The Rostov region is the sole manufacturer of key
metal products in Russia. Its well developed transport infrastructure
allows regional businesses to supply local markets as well as to export
easily, often at less cost.
55 The region is a major producer of paints, enamels, vanishes and household
chemical products, which play an important role in the national economy.
During the period between January and October 2006 the chemical production index was 100.6% against 85.9% in January-February of the
same year.
55 Residential housing construction is developing very rapidly, encouraging
regional materials construction producers to upgrade their equipment and
set up new production facilities to meet demand. But demand is still far
ahead of supply. These businesses are also developing new construction
technologies to improve the configuration of typical apartment blocks.
55

Weaknesses
Out of 64 mines of the once booming East Donbass Basin only 14 are
currently in operation; production fails to meet demand. There is an acute
deficit of coking coal. Competition from cheap, lower quality Kuznetsk
and Polish crude coal continuesto create intense pressure on local coking coal suppliers.
55 The production capacities of regional metal producing businesses are not
fully utilized. There is a deficit of technical specialists. Most raw materials for the region’s metallurgic industry are imported from other regions.
A lot of factories need new equipment and general upgrading of existing
production facilities, but finding financial resources for such projects is a
great problem for a majority of companies.
55 Similar problems can be observed in the chemical industry too. Obsolete
equipment and high manufacturing costs hinder the development of this
important industrial sector.
5 5 Regional construction materials producers have failed to catch up with
the speed at which new apartment blocks are currently being built.
There is an obvious deficit of construction materials in the region and
some of the needed materials are not produced in the region at all.
Businesses in this sector need to continue to upgrade their equipment. Despite the rich base of raw materials available in the region
that can potentially satisfy the needs of the sector, some raw ma55
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terials are still imported from other regions, adding to the already
inflated prices.
Regional coal mining companies cannot meet the demand for the largest
thermal power plant in the region. Developing new mines has not yet resolved this issue and the region still has to import coal from Kuzbass.

Opportunities
The Rostov region is rich in coals. New mines are being built and new deposits are being developed. It is necessary to create advanced processing
factories in the region in order to process high demand products such as
silicon carbide, calcium carbide, thermo and hydro anthracites.
55 Export volumes of metal products are on the rise. Global demand for many
basic metals (especially from China) is intense. The region has a large
potential for realizing new investment projects here. Regional businesses
however need significant technical upgrading and refurbishment, which
will require considerable capital.
55 Regional chemical businesses have access to local raw materials for their
production processes, which means they don’t have to import, but their
plant and equipment needs upgrading.
55 Regional construction materials firms are not producing such important
products as building glass, ceramic sanitary ware, linoleum, soft furniture, asbestos-cement pipes, cement and mineral insulants. However the
region has all the necessary resources to organize cost-effective production of all these materials.
55 Regional authorities are looking to attract investors for projects relating
to the construction of highly efficient steam gas power stations using
local natural gas.
55

Threats
Considerable investment is needed to upgrade metallurgic businesses.
Imported metal products are gaining market share as their price/quality
betters their Russian equivalents despite increased shipping costs.
55 Aging regional chemical businesses who cannot upgrade their plants may
soon face problems related to ecological safety as requirements become
more strict.
55 Construction materials produced and sold in the Rostov region are becoming unreasonably overpriced. Local building companies may shift their
preferences from local manufacturers to suppliers from neighboring regions.
55 The local climate puts stress on power supplies which industrial power
users need to consider. In winter, because of mild weather, energy consumption may drop dramatically. The summer heat causes huge demand
as air-conditioners, fans and water sprinkling systems overload power
lines as well as supplies.
55

INDUSTRY &
MANUFACTURING
55 Manufacturing generates 22% of GRP.
55 The Rostov region is a leader in
manufacturing agricultural machines.
Rostselmash has an 80% of the Russian
market and 17% of the global market for
combines and other machines.
55 The region produces 100% of Russia's
electric locomotives and steam boilers
and 94% of its sewing machines.
55 Helicopters manufactured by Rostvertol
are exported to more than 30 countries.
55 Rostov's $280m port project will
quadruple cargo capacity by 2010.
55 TagAZ is set to produce 120,000
Hyundai cars and SUV's.

Industry and manufacturing
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Large cap machine builders continue record exports
but second tier firms need reinvestment to catch up
Although the region enjoys its status as the sole producer of a dozen different types of heavy equipment,
parts of the sector are under pressure from foreign suppliers that offer the same quality for less cost.
The lack of local raw materials for the sector is a minus. Second tier and state-run enterprises lack the
capital and management infrastructure to keep pace, train and promote talented workers.
The regional heavy machine building
sector is dominated by some of Russia’s
most well-known industrial firms: Taganrog Automotive Works (TagAZ), which
makes minibuses and Hyundai vehicles;
Novocherkask’s electric locomotive factory and Rostselmash, Russia’s leading
manufacturer of agricultural machinery.
Rostelmash’s strong domestic and export
business is why the region ranks first in
agricultural equipment manufacturing.
Their success overshadows smaller state
run and second tier firms who lack the
capital and multi-national expertise to
keep pace.
The Rostov region ranks first among
other regions of the South Federal District in industrial output. At the end of
2006 production of automotive vehicles increased by 28.8 % and production
of equipment rose by 17.4 %. As a result, the overall Gross Regional Product,
which largely depends on industrial perGeneral Information
Based on the results achieved in 2006 combine harvester manufacturer Rostselmash was
ranked first in the TOP-50 rating of leading agricultural machinery manufacturers of Russia.*
The TOP-50 rating also included other five
companies from the Rostov region, which is
why this region was ranked first among other
Russian regions. The following Rostov companies became Russia’s sector leaders : Krasny
Aksay, ranked 22nd with the amount of shipped
goods reaching 208.6 million rubles; Kormmash, ranked 23d with the amount of shipped
goods valuing to 191.2 million rubles; Millerovoselmash, ranked 24th with the amount of
shipped goods reaching182.9 million rubles and
Salskselmash, ranked 37th with the amount of
shipped goods coming in the region of 106.3
million rubles.

* This rating was compiled by non-profit
organization Soyuzagromash
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formance, increased by almost 20 %. The
development strategy for the machinebuilding sector includes upgrading highprecision materials processing, improving
the quality of finished surfaces and automation of assembly processing.
Rostov’s machine-building sector is distinctive because it has a number of large
production plants that manufacture products nowhere else but here. These include
electric locomotives and steam boilers as
well as sewing machines.
The Novocherkask electric locomotives
producing factory is the only factory in
Russia to manufacture both freight and
passenger electric locomotives. During
its half century of operation, the factory has developed 30 types of both freight
and passenger electric locomotives as
well as 14 types of industrial locomo-

tives that have received world recognition. The Rostov region is home to another well-known factory, Krasny Kotelschik.
This firm produces high-capacity powergenerating and heating boilers as well as
other equipment for power plants. Products manufactured by Krasny Kotelschik
are in high demand overseas: the factory exports its products to 22 countries
worldwide, including EU countries, India and China.

Exports soar by 33 %
Another distinct product is the unique mining equipment produced at the Kamensk
machine building factory in the town of
Kamensk-Shakhtinsky. This equipment is
manufactured on a custom order basis to
meet the specific mining and geological
requirements of buyers.

Production of machines and equipment
Industrial production and machinebuilding in particular dominate in the foreign trade of the Rostov region. In 2006
the total volume of exported goods increased by 9 % whereas the amount of exported products manufactured by the region’s machine building sector increased
by 33 %.
Rostselmash, a global player with 65 %
of the Russian market, is ranked one of the
top five producers of combine harvesters in
the world.

Most developed sub sector is
agricultural machinery
Rostov businesses produce over 60 % of all
combine harvesters manufactured in Russia. The region is also a leader in the production of tractor-mounted cultivators and
the only manufacturer of beet hoes. To maximize their efficiency, machine builders are
focusing on innovative developments to automate their production flow.
Rostselmash is Russia’s leading manufacturer of agricultural machinery. It’s
the only business in Russia that supplies
its combine harvesters to the global market. The firm is one of the world’s five
leading agricultural machine builders.
The factory occupies a 17 % niche of the
world market and a 65 % niche of the
Russian and CIS national markets. For
the first six months of the 2006 – 2007
farming year, Rostselmash remained an
absolute leader in the harvesting machinery segment with an 80 % share of
the Russian market.The factory also accounts for more than 50 % of the market
in the Ukraine and Kazakhstan, 80 % of
the Moldavian market and a 25 % share
in Latvia and Bulgaria.
One of the oldest regional agricultural
machine building enterprises is Krasniy Aksay which specializes in development and
manufacture of tillage machinery.

The end of 2006 saw a significant increase in the production of the following
equipment by regional enterprises: all-purpose lifting machines for agricultural applications produced by Salskselmash; harvesters produced by Aksaykardandetal;
sunflower harvesting machines produced
by Morozovskselmash; planting machines
produced by Azovsky opto-mechanical factory as well as grass mowing machines,
tractors and other products. During the
first five months of 2007 the regional output of all-purpose lifting machines almost
doubled.
It’s also worth mentioning that many regional businesses also specialize in aftersale technical maintenance of their products, which adds to their bottom line and
creates strong partnerships with buyers
who need on-going support.

TagAZ scales up to build
120,000 cars a year
Automotive manufacturing as a sub sector
of machine building is less than 10 years
old, when Taganrog Automotive Works
(TagAZ) was built using the half-finished
premises of a combine building factory that
never got off the ground.
The total amount of investment in the construction of TagAZ today exceeds $ 320m.
The plant currently produces Doninvest Orion-M minibuses on the basis of Citroen Berlingo and from French autocomponents as
well as Hyundai Accent, Hyundai Sonata
and Hyundai Porter passenger cars. In April
2007 TagAZ started the production of the
SUV Hyundai Santa Fe Classic. For the first
six months of 2007 production of passenger
vehicles has risen by 27.1 % and truck production has increased by 36.9 %. The plant
has also produced 559 buses, a new product
for the regional car building sector. Taganrog
Automotive Works is on track to reach its full
capacity of 120,000 vehicles per year.

In 2006 the Novocherkask electric locomotive producing factory outperformed its annual
goods and services sales plan by 12 % having
manufactured:
55 106
passenger alternating current
locomotives (EP1)
55 11
dual system electric passenger
locomotives (EP10)
55 84 freight alternating current locomotives
(2ЭС5К Ermak)
55 3 industrial locomotives (NPM2)

Largest agricultural machine building enterprises
Name

Website

Key products

Azov opto-mechanical plant

–

Planting devices

Aksaykardandetal

www.kardandetal.ru

Propshafts, pivot joint couplings for agricultural applications and harvesters

Krasniy Aksay

www.krasniy-aksay.ru

Tillage machinery

Morozovselmash

–

Sunflower harvesting machines

Rostselmash

www.rostselmash.com

Harvesting machinery

Salskselmash

www.salskselmash.ru

Lifting machines, heystackers and spare parts for agricultural machinery

Shakhtmetal

–

Agricultural equipment
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Industry and manufacturing
Largest machine building enterprises
Name

Website

Key products

Desyatiy Podshipnikovy Zavod

Antifriction bearings

Azov Press Forging Equipment Plant

Press forging equipment and automated lines

Atommash

Power-generating equipment

Geomech-Don

www.geomech.ru

Drilling equipment and tools

Donetsky Excavator

www.stroydormash.ru

Excavators, front loaders, steel casting, construction materials

Donpressmash

www.donpressmash.com Automated lines for steel cutting, plate-bending presses, equipment for cutting rolled
steel sections and machinery for the agricultural sector

Small-sized machines building plant

Metal cutting machines

Gavrilov Metallurgic Equipment Plant

Industrial wrenches, electric maneuvering gear, equipment for boiler houses, rack jacks
and metal structures

ZIOSAB-DON

Boilers for central heating systems

Inter-Don

www.inter-don.ru

Excavators

Interex

www.interex.ru

Excavators, loaders, garbage collecting trucks and tractors

Krasny Hydropress
Krasny Kotelschik

Hydraulic equipment
www.tkz.su

Steam boilers, parts for power generating equipment, auxiliary equipment for boiler
units

Kamensk machine building factory

Mining equipment

Nikolsky Novocherkassky Mashzavod

Mining equipment

Novocherkassk electric locomotives
building factory

Industrial and mine electric locomotives

Novoshakhtinsk mechanical factory

Metal containers for chemical industry

Promet

Metal profiles for mounting suspended ceilings, sidings and panels

Pessmash

Presses

Rostovgasoapparat

www.rndgaz.ru

Gas heating equipment

Rostkhimmash

www.ggg13.narod.ru

Unique polymeric materials processing equipment

Construction and experimental machine building factory

Concrete mixers, dipper shovels and metal structures

Taganrog car building factory

www.tagaz.ru

Hyundai Accent, Hyundai Sonata and Hyundai Porter passenger cars

Gidroprivod

www.gidroprivod.ru

Hydraulic pumps and motors

EMK- Atommash

www.atommash.ru

Equipment for nuclear power stations

Energomash-Atommash

www.energomash.ru

Equipment for gas turbine thermal power stations, petrochemistry and metallurgy

Porter’s five forces analysis
Supplier Power
Supplier power is medium in the region. In most cases regional businesses
purchase raw materials from their old partners. A significant amount of raw
materials are imported from other regions.
Buyer Power
Buyer power has started to decrease-- buyers and sellers have reached the
balance point. Production has become profitable and manufactured goods
now satisfy buyers’ demand both in terms of price and quality.
Threat of New Entrants
Threat of new entrants is rather low as starting new production in this segment requires enormous investment.
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Substitutes
Some businesses in the Rostov region are Russia’s sole producers in several goods categories.
Rivalry
Rivalry among regional market players is not high as the majority of them
specialize.
General Information
The amount of goods shipped has risen by 42.6% compared to last year.
The product share of this sector in the total output of manufacturing businesses has increased by 1.3 percentage points reaching 17.1% against the
last year figure of 15.8%.

Production of machines and equipment

Being a global leader means constantly focusing on performance
Valery Maltsev,
General Director
Rostselmash

Rostselmash has its own production facilities to manufacture harvesters, plant
spreaders and axles, but for years it has
been working with the world’s leading quality component manufacturers to supply it
with parts. The firm uses Cummins engines,
for example, CIT distribution valves and
driving wheel axles, Walterscheid doublecantilevers and Optibelt pulley gears. By
focusing on advanced technology, quality
and performance, Valery Maltsev believes
his firm will continue to be a global leader in the field.
What’s the future of Russia’s national and regional markets for agriculture
machine building?
“The Russian market of agriculture machine-building is rapidly growing at the
moment. Experts believe that the national demand for grain harvesters will reach
10,000 combines per year before 2010. The
RF’s national project, ‘Development of the
Agricultural Sector’ has helped grow investments in this sector by billions of dollars.
This is why it’s not surprising that even
many Western companies see Russian agricultural market as one of the most promising markets in the world. We anticipated
the current intensifying rivalry with foreign manufacturers three years ago and
since then we have been getting ready for
the changes. We have managed to preserve
our share in the national market and over
the last agricultural year our sales volumes
have increased by almost 15%”.
A combine is a big ticket item. Besides
low cost, what are buyers looking for?
“When our potential buyers start discussing the advantages of Russian machines
their first comments are of course, about
our significantly lower price. But then they
focus on what’s really important: the running costs, availability of spare parts and
maintenance costs, i.e. the true economic
productivity of a certain model of an agricultural machine. And then there are very
specific technical characteristics that every

Rostselmash is Russia’s chief manufacturer of combine harvesters. For
many years it has been ranked among the world leaders in agricultural
machine building. Staying competitive with the likes of Case New Holland
and Deere requires constant attention to quality, says Valery Maltsev,
Rostselmash’s general director.

buyer needs to be aware of. What is the
effect of a machine on the product being
harvested--the losses, degree of grain shattering, impurity content and other such information? Technically, Russian combines
can compete with foreign equivalents and
even beat them in some parameters. This
is because our machines are more adapted for use in the specific agricultural and
climactic environments of Russia’s regions
(high humidity, a lot of weeds on the fields,
etc.).
One area where we and other manufacturers fell behind was in operator comfort
and safety. We’ve made enormous progress
in this arena as well. Earlier this year, the
Czech state-run organization SZZPLS carried
out comprehensive safety tests on our VECTOR and ACROS combines. Both received EU
certification certificates for conformity to EU
safety standards.”
What steps do you take in production,
management and marketing to retain
your leading position in the Russian
market?
“First of all we are constantly improving
the quality of our machines so we can introduce new products that incorporate the
latest design and innovation features. Recently we launched such unique systems as
Smart Launch, JamControl, Adviser and a
number of other devices which increase the
effectiveness and productivity of our machines. Over the last four years we have
launched the production of three new machines, namely grain harvesters VECTOR
and ACROS and an upgraded version of a
fodder harvester, the DON 680М. These
models are now all in high demand.
Another priority focus for our company
is developing our service maintenance network. Presently Rostselmash has around
160 service stations throughout Russia and
abroad. All these stations use the unified
Rostselmash service standard. Each harvester we sell is guaranteed to receive a full portfolio of maintenance services for the firsttwo years.
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We also carry out various marketing programs targeted both at our business partners and end users. One of our most popular programs allows buyers to get loans
using the machines they’ve decided to purchase as collateral. We cooperate with several banks on this program.”
Rostselmash is now Russia’s chief exporter of agricultural machines. What do
you do to increase your share in the international market?
“Our company has been implementing an aggressive export policy since 2004
when the first really modern models came
off the production line. Since that time we
have exported over 3,000 combine harvesters which means that every third combine
is exported. 10% of all our exports went
to European customers. The chief importers of Russia combines remain the Ukraine
and Kazakhstan.
Last year Rostselmash expanded its
sales geography from 13 to 17 countries, including Bulgaria, Poland, Serbia and Montenegro, Mongolia and the
Baltic states, Romania, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Kyrgyzstan. Rostselmash has
also strengthened its positions in NorthAmerica. For example there are seven
VECTOR harvester being operated in Canada now.
Bulgaria occupies a special place in our
export policy. Over the last three years we
have sold more than 100 combine harvesters to Bulgarian farmers. At present
we are considering the possibility of creating a large stock of warranty spare parts
for our machines in Bulgaria. We hope this
spare parts stock will satisfy the demand
for our machines on the part of European
consumers.
In the future, of course, we hope to
expand to other countries where we see
the potential, and farmers in these countries see the value, of buying high quality, reliable equipment from a Russian
company.
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Aircraft industry continues to diversify and re-tool for the future
Rostov aircraft manufacturers produce unique amphibious aircraft and heavy lift МI-26Т helicopters for the military and
specialized commercial aircraft for rescue, ambulance and firefighting that are made to order. The commercial planes have
a high export potential and are currently sold to more than 30 countries. The industry is challenged by RF limits on foreign
participation in strategic economic sectors and by aging plant and equipment.
There are eight aircraft manufacturing
plants in the Rostov region. The region
ranks first in Russia in the manufacture
of heavy-lift helicopters. During the first
six months of 2007 production output of
the Russian sector as a whole grew by
30 %, fueled by increased state defense
spending.

World-class helicopter production
doubles sales at Rosvertol
The Rostvertol company is one of the major producers of combat and heavy-lift
transport helicopters within the Russian
military-industrial complex. In 2006 the
share of orders placed by Federal Service
for Defense Contracts with Rostvertol increased by three times compared to 2005
to 27.9 % of overall production output.
The company manufactures different
modifications of helicopters including
the MI-26T crane-type copter, MI-24PS rescue and patrol helicopter, MI-26T
firefighting helicopter and MI-24TS helicopter used by customs. Designed to replace the famous MI-24 Flying Tank and
multipurpose attack helicopters such as
the MI-35 that are in service with the
Russian Air Force, around the clock production of new MI-28N helicopter named
Night Hunter is now under way. The price
of the MI-28N varies between $ 12m and
$ 16m depending on specification.
Recently named as Best Russian Exporter-2006 in the aircraft building category, collaboration with Rosoboronexport state corporation allowed Rostvertol
to double its sales volume in 2006 compared to 2005. Rostvertol helicopters are
Irkut Corporation
Irkut Corporation comprises several aircraft design and manufacturing companies. Its major
holdings are Beriev Aircraft Company, A.S. Yakovlev Design Bureau, BETA AIR, and the Russian
Avionics design bureau . Today the corporation’s
major programs are those dedicated to the Su300MK multipurpose combat airplane and the
Be-200 multifunctional amphibian airplane.
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fitted with high tech equipment such as
satellite navigation systems, azimuth
radar and night vision systems and are
sold to more than 30 countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle East and
Latin America. The MI-25 helicopter has
a high export potential and the MI-26T
helicopter, with a cargo capacity of up
to 20 tons is the heaviest and most powerful helicopter in the world. The company’s expertise in helicopter manufacture has enabled it to begin membership
negations with the European Helicopter
Association.

Taganrog’s aircraft hub
Taganrog, is the second largest city in
the Rostov region and is home to several aircraft builders.
The Beriev Aircraft Company comprises a design bureau, flight-test range,

experimental factory, and hydro aviation air training center in Gelendzhik
as well as a branch and f light-test facility in Moscow. The company is part
of the Irkut Corporation* and designs
and manufactures aircraft such as seaplanes, amphibious airplanes, unpiloted
aircraft and rocket-space equipment. The
company also developed the submarinelaunched cruise missile and components
for the Buran shuttle.
Today Beriev specializes in the manufacture of a new generation of aircraft
such as Be-200 light amphibian airplanes as well as its famous A-40 amphibian airplane, A-50 airborne warning and control airplane and Be-32K and
Be-132MK airplanes for local airlines. In
2009 – 2010, production of the Be-200
model is expected to be moved from Irkutsk to Taganrog. This will contribute

Aircraft building
Aircraft companies in the Rostov region
Company

Website

Products

Aviaremzavod

–

Repair of Yak-18T and similar airplanes

BETA AIR

www.beta-air.com

Testing equipment, aviation electronics, power control systems, air conditioning control systems, vibration and acceleration transducers

Krasnye Krylya (Red Wings)

www.redwings.ru

Design and continuous production of ultralight aircraft and accessories for
them

Rostvertol

www.rostvertolplc.ru

MI Helicopters

Rostov-Mil

www.helicopter.ic.ru

Repair and modernization of MI helicopters

–
The Beriev Aircraft Company

www.beriev.com

Seaplanes, amphibian airplanes, unpiloted aircraft, rocket-space equipment

Rostov Civil Aviation Factory #412

www.rfca412.aaanet.ru

Repair of airplanes, airplane engines

Taganrog Aviation

–

Repair and modernization of Tu-142M anti-submarine airplanes, production
of equipment for cargo and machinery landing, production of accessories for
Tu-334 short-haul airplane

significantly to the company’s development, employment and increase in overall production output.
BETA AIR, also a part of the Irkut Corporation produces ARINC – 608A compliant ATE-200 automated test equipment. These stations enable tests of
airborne electronics of both Western and
Russian built aircraft. The ATE-200 is the
only automated test equipment system
available on the market that can be used
for maintenance of aircraft produced in
Russia.
The Krasnye Krylya (Red Wings) is another Taganrog firm. It designs and produces different types of microlight aircraft.

Porter’s five forces analysis
Supplier Power
Suppliers to this industry have a medium power. Most aircraft manufacturers have long-term stable relationships with their suppliers. Foreign suppliers play an important role in this business as products purchased from them
are not produced by Russian manufacturers.
Buyer Power
Buyer power in this sector of the economy is high, with government orders
and increasing commercial business providing strong demand.

Substitutes
Some of the military and commercial aircraft produced in the Rostov region
have no counterparts anywhere in the world, the MI-26T helicopter is one of
them. Others have substitutes both in the Russian and global markets.
Rivalry
Rivalry in the Russian market, still dependent on state orders, is fairly low.
The market for commercial and military aircraft in the global market is quite
intense, despite the small number of major players.

Threat of New Entrants
Aircraft building is highly capital intensive and the military nature of most of
the production limits new players.
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Six new 'greenfields' will change Rostov's industrial landscape
Russia is entering a so called ‘era of greenfields’ when new production facilities are built from scratch. In the Rostov
region there are six projects currently underway that will create these new industrial zones. All these projects are
private-state partnerships. The state contribution varies from 15% to 60% of the total investment. When completed
these projects will add thousands of jobs and pump hundreds of millions into the regional economy.
Like many other regions of Russia, Rostov
faces the following common problems:
55 many existing production facilities were
built forty or fifty years ago and are worn
out
55 while old factories can be re-built,
most are too unsuitable for modern
production equipment and technology
Regional planners have developed a
new master plan to re-invigorate more than
2000 hectares of industrial land. The result will be to:
55 eliminate unproductive factories creating
the space to develop new, efficient
industrial clusters
55 the cost-benefit of building new
industrial space rather than re-investing
in old structures is compelling.
To further address these issues, regional authorities have approved a regional law
to create new economic development zones
in the region. The regional budget will finance the cost of engineering communications for these future industrial zones.
Maximum financial support is planned to
target those territories which are experiencing acute employment issues. Among such
territories is the Krasnosulinskaya industri-
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Industrial development
al zone where in the 1990s 50 mines were
closed as part of a coal mining sector restructuring plan.
The newly planned industrial zones will
have the following advantages:
55 a comprehensive aproach to their
contruction which will considerably
lower infrustructure-related costs;
55 significant allocation of budget sums by
regional authorities to build necessary
engineering communications;
55 low land costs;
55 the new industrial zones will be sited
close to large regional cities enabling
workers to travel to these sites easily;
55 'fast track' approval process by all
cooperating authorities to assure rapid
granting of all necessary approvals.

55

Yuzhno-Batayskaya zone

55
55

55

55

55

55

The total surface of the land lot for this
development is 567 hectares.
The zone is situated near such cities
and towns as Rostov-on-Don, Bataysk
and Aksay, whose combined population
exceeds 1.3 million.
The zone borders with a federal
motorway Don (М4) and the South Hub,
which is currently under construction.
The zone is also supposed to be the new
location of what planners say will the
largest airport in southern Russia.
Within a ten-kilometer distance from the
zone there are numerous ports capable
of hadling river-sea vessels as well as a
large railway junction.
10 % of the zone is currently occupied
with businesses.

Zarechnaya port zone

Azovskaya zone

55
55
55

It is situated in the sourthern suburbian
part of Azov city.
Distance from Rostov-on-Don is 40
kilometers.
The first phase of construction projects
the development of a 170 hectare lot.

55

55

The zone will impact motor, rail
and water ways of international
significance.
The zone currently houses large
manufacturing facilities of such national
and international market players as
Yug Rusi (South Russia), Donskoy
Tabak (Don Tobacco), Aston, Moryak
(Seaman), Cargill and Buncje to name
but a few.

Krasnosulinskaya zone

Novoaleksandrovskaya zone

This will be the smallest regional industrial zone (70 hectares). It is situated in the
Azov district.
55 Distance from Rostov-on-Don is 21
kilometers.
55 90% of the zone is already occupied.
Among the resident businesses are such
names as Coca-Cola, which is currently
building new production facilities here;
Russian Glass Company Adamant and
dairy products manufacturer Unimilk.
whose new factories are planned for
2008 and 2009.

60 % of the zone is currently occupied.
Among the residents are such names as
PepsiCo and Ruslegpromavto.

This zone is situated inside the ‘golden
triangle’ of the Eastern Donbass between
cities of Shakhty, Novoshakhtinsk and Krasny Sulin.
55 Distance from Rostov-on-Don is 75
kilometers.
55 The surface of the land lot for
development is 600 hectares.
55 Additional tax incentives will be provided
by regional authorities.

Oktyabrskaya zone

55

Situated on the left bank of the Don
River, which is opposite the central part of
Rostov-on-Don, this $280m. project will
develop an industrial and port zone that will
radically re-shape Rostov's transportation
infrastructure:
55 Construction of a multi-purpose port
that will quadruple cargo capacity when
completed (2009-10).
55 Construction of two new bridges and a
motor road.
55 Construction of a new railway junction
capable of servicing the needs of the
zone's new port terminals and production
facilities.
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55
55
55
55
55

It is situated in the central part of
Oktyabrsky district in the sourthern
suburban area of the town of Shakhty.
Distance from Rostov-on-Don is
70 kilometers.
Distance from the federal motorway Don
(M4) is 10 kilometers.
The surface of the industrial zone is
around 1,000 hectares.
The zone has links with Kamenolomnya
station by rail.
Additional tax incentives will be provided
by regional authorities.
25 % of the zone is currently populated
by businesses.
Source: Rostov Regional Agency for Investment
Development
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Regional shipbuilders count on new port to spur investment
The Azov-Don waterway is a major transport highway, but it needs significant new port facilities as well as a new
fleet (the existing vessels are 40‑years old). Local area shipbuilders are capable of producing up to 50 boats year,
but their yards need major upgrading as well. The region’s competitive advantage is price and low transportation
expenses, but new contracts are still going to foreign firms who can deliver larger vessels more rapidly. An
ambitious $ 280 million major port upgrade is planned to be completed in 2009 that will quadruple cargo capacity
and re-invigorate the industry.
The regional industry includes 14 ship
building and ship repair enterprises. These
include such local firms as Azovskaya Sudoverf (the Azov Wharf), Priboi, Midel, Moryak, RIF, Ust Donetzky Ship Repair Plant and
Don-Kassens (Joint Ship Building Plants of
Don project) Their shipbuilding potential is
about 50 vessels annually and requires up
to $ 60m investment.

$ 280 million port upgrade will
quadruple cargo capacity
A major port facilities upgrade («The Rostov Multipurpose Port») is underway. The
$ 280 million project is a private-state partnership that planners hope will shift a considerable part of the Ukrainian ports’ traffic to Russia.
Along with the possible building of the
second branch of the Volga-Don channel,
the project will improve the navigation
between the Caspian and Black seas, encourage greater economic development
with countries of the Caspian region and
provide cargo handling all year round in
the Azov-Don region (Source: the Agency of Investment Development of the Rostov region).
When completed in 2009, it will more
than quadruple cargo capacity. The project
will include three stages. The first stage
has been completed: land has been purchased for the new port facility to be situated in the Zarechnaya industrial zone
of Rostov. Together with the land, the
parties participating in the project have
also bought a port complex with the capacity of 1 million tons of cargo per year.
Now the Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhodstvo
Steamship Company is developing the second stage, which concerns the construction of a second freight area. This will include a container terminal with a capacity
of 200 TEU per year, a terminal for processing general cargo and metal-roll with
a capacity of 3 million tons per year, as
well as a logistics center with a surface
area of 10,000 square meters. It is hoped
that the port will be able to process up to
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5 million tons of various cargo per year
by 2010. Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhodstvo will also spearhead the third stage of
construction in 2009. This will include a
multimodal port terminal with a capacity of up to 10 million tons per year. When
completed, the project is expected to include a complex for transferring timber,
bulk cargo and metal-roll; a second container terminal with a capacity of 350 TEU
per year; a logistics complex with a surface
area of 150 square meters and an industrial techno park.
As a result, by 2012 the capacity of the
port is expected to reach 15 million tons of
cargo per year, and the total investment is
forecasted to reach $ 280 million.

The largest manufacturer in the region is
a joint Russian-German company Don-Kassens, located in Aksay in the Rostov region,
founded in 1995 by the Volga-Don Shipping Company and Cassens Werft GmbH
(Germany). Since 2002 German company
Johannes Tillmann GmbH&Co. KG joined
the consortium too. Don-Kassens deals with
high quality ship building and repair using
advanced German technology, equipment
and materials. In April 2007 the dry-cargo
vessel Navigator with a load carrying capacity of 3,000 tons was launched. This vessel
was designed by the Rostov Central Planning and Design Office Stapel. Don Kassens
also launched two other dry-cargo vessels,
Aksay and Temernik, with a displacement

Ship building
of 5,000 tons. This firm also converts dry
cargo vessels into tankers.
As for Stapel, it focuses on planning and
design of ship building, overall repair and
retrofit and deals with designing multifunction surface platforms, manufacturing
navigation devices, developing hydrography projects, and supplying water transport
companies with normative and technical
books. Stapel’s services are widely used in
many Russian regions as well as abroad.
Taganrog (the Rostov region) is home to
Activcentre, a leader in manufacturing sails
and designing yachts. Activcentre also designs and manufacturers duck fabric products: exhibition halls, standard dismountable
premises, tents, awnings, marquises, etc.

Biggest ship buyer looks to China
Prices for Rostov ship building are considerably lower than for their Western
European counterparts. Asian shipbuilders charge less, but the costs to transport
vessels to Russia eliminates this price advantage. Moreover, Asian orders are executed much more rapidly by the Rostov
wharfs.
The largest buyer of vessels in the Rostov region is Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhod-

stvo (Steamship Company). They are looking to China to build 10 multi-purpose dry
cargo ships with deadweights of 9,800 tons.
Although Mikhail Shvalev, general manager of Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhodstvo feels
that Rostov’s shipyards can build these vessels, the contract in question calls for building ships that are much heavier than river vessels.
“As for Don’s shipyards,” says Mr. Shvalev, “Midel has built 4 ships for us, each
with a deadweight of 4,500 tons, using German technology. But Don’s shipyards have
no experience in building a large-capacity fleet, especially within the time frame
we need. Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhodstvo needs 10,000 ton ships. These marine
vessels need to be constructed at a deep
water shipyard. China is one of our possible partners; but we haven’t signed any
contract.” Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhodstvo has made a contract with the Volgograd
shipbuilding factory, however, for the construction of 4 Tanais-type dry cargo ships.
Another contract was concluded between
Azovsko-Donskoye Parokhodstvo and the
Okskaya Shipyard, based in the town of
Navashino, Nizhny Novgorod region for a
7,094 ton vessel.

Porter’s five forces analysis
Supplier Power
The region needs to import basic raw materials for
shipbuilding from other regions, but they are readily available and the prices are stable. Electronics
and other equipment are imported from abroad.
Buyer Power
All shipyards build vessels to order, so buyer power is high.
Threat of New Entrants
The threat of new entrants is currently low. Although the demand is also limited at present, the
region’s access to navigable rivers and the seas
make it attractive for efficient foreign shipyards
to joint-venture with Russian firms.
Substitutes
There are numerous shipbuilders in Russia and
throughout Europe. The region’s lower cost production is an advantage over European competitors.
Rivalry
Asian firms, particularly Chinese, are fierce competitors and are putting a lot of pressure on the
market.

Major ship-building companies of the Rostov region
Name

Website

Azovskaya Sudoverf (the Azov Wharf)
Activcentre

Products
Seine boats, small fishing boats, cargo transshipment

www.activcentre.ttn.ru

Sails, tents, awnings, pavilions, repair of yachts and boats, designing of yachts and motor
boats

Breeze

Shipping hydraulics

Granite

Fuel efficient yachts, boats

Krasny Hydropress

Hydraulic equipment

Midel

Barges, repair and service of vessels

Moryak

Motor boats, shipping rescue equipment, boats

Priboi

Navigation, current, average and overall repair of river vessels and river and sea vessels,
docking of vessels

RIF

Ship building

Stapel

www.stapel.ru

Ship building, ship repair, updating of vessels, designing multi-function surface platforms,
manufacturing navigation devices, hydrography and ecology projects

Shipyard Don Kassens

www.sudoverf.ru

Cargo river and sea vessels, repair

Sudomehservise

Vessels, ships, factory ships, repair shops, barges, towboats, motor boats, long boats,
yachts, rescue equipment, boats, docks, repair

Taganrog ship repair plant

Dock repair of vessels with the weight upto 600 tons, fishing vessel repair, border guard
vessels, port and technical fleet, all types of navigation repair

Ust Donetzky Ship Repair Plant

Barges, docks, repair, vessel service
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SWOT
Strengths
The region’s strong industrial base shows strong, continued growth—in
2006, regional automotive production increased by 28.8% and general
manufacturing production rose by 17.4%.
55 The region ranks first among other regions of Russia in agricultural
machine building.
55 The region is part of an international corridor, with sea, air, rail and
highway infrastructure in place to serve both domestic and international
markets.
55 During the first six months of 2007 aircraft production grew by 30%.
55 Rostov aircraft building companies have a proven capacity producing
specialty aircraft--seaplanes, amphibians and heavy lift helicopters.
55 Rostov’s higher education institutions provide excellent training for the
aircraft industry labor force.
55 The Azov Sea and the Don River are key gateways to national deep-water
inland waterways.
55 Regional shipbuilders have low overhead operations.

55

55

Weaknesses
Some regional machine building businesses suffer from a deficit of
specialists and a general aging of plant and equipment.
55 The sector imports most of its raw materials from other regions.
55 Aircraft plants still depend on state orders.
55 Outdated shipyards and technology limit ability of shipbuilders to design
and build a more modern fleet.
55
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Low demand from regional shipbuilding enterprises discourages reinvestment.

Opportunities
The production potential of Rostov machine builders is vast.
55 Well-experienced labor force.
55 Russia’s increasing military budget will have a positive impact on local
aircraft firms.
55 Specialty aircraft production is gaining more global momentum.
55 Azov-Don shipyards are attractive for potential joint-ventures due to low
overhead costs; strategic physical locale and experienced workforce.
55 New $280m. Universal Port project will create jobs, more modern
facilities and should accelerate investor interest in the region.
55

Threats
Aircraft, shipbuilding and agricultural machine building are highly capital
intensive and entail considerable risk.
55 Experienced workforce needs re-training to adapt to hi-tech
manufacturing.
55 Mounting competitive pressure from Chinese and other Asian players
could seriously impact market shares in both shipbuilding and agricultural
sub sectors.
55 Reliance on imported marine and aircraft electronic components and
potential increased customs duties on these parts will erode margins.
55

FMCG production
and retail
distribution
55 The region's agroindustrial sector accounts
for over 45% of all industrial products
manufactured in the region.
55 The region ranks first in Russia for the
production of sunflower oil.
55 In 2006 clothing and textile production
increased by 12.4%. The region is home to
Russia's largest manufacturer of jeans wear
Gloria Jeans.
55 Over the first six months of 2007 the
retail distribution turnover was $5.1bn,
up 18% from 2006.
55 The region ranks 9th in Russia for retail volume
and first in retail sales per capital in the South
Federal District.
55 The Rostov region ranks 9th in Russia in retail
volume and first in the South Federal District in
retail sales per capita.

FMCG production and retail distribution
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

South Russia’s food basket – the bountiful harvest continues
Rostov’s excellent geographical location and temperate climate make it an ideal area for growing crops.
Not surprisingly almost half of the region’s economy is involved in the agroindustrial sector. The sector
is extremely diversified, producing everything from cooking oil, grain, seeds, meat and poultry to beer, tobacco, lobster and champagne. All are much in demand and feed the domestic market as well as CIS countries.
The Rostov region has more than 1,200
agricultural companies and 16,000 farms
that make up the agroindustrial sector. It
accounts for 12 % of GRP, worth approximately $ 2.5bn in 2006 and employs
one out of every six people. Vine crops,
grains, sunflower seeds, vegetables, animal products account for 60 % of the total
agricultural production from the region’s
6 million hectares, placing it second only
to the Krasnodar region where winter
wheat, spring barley, corn, millet, rice,
buckwheat, pea and soybean crops are
grown. Rostov produces 20 % of Russia’s
sunflower seed crop. Around 40 % of Rostov’s total agricultural output is in animal
products such as beef and dairy cattle,
pigs, sheep, horse and poultry, making
it one of the leading meat producing regions in Russia. The Gulf of Taganrog
(165,000 hectares), Tsimlyansk Reservoir (100,000 hectares) and the Manych
Reservoir (116,000 hectares) are major
fisheries within the region. Lobsters from
the Don river are very popular in Russia
and abroad.

Cooking oil producers lead food
processing industry
The second largest production sector,
food processing, saw output rise by 20 %
in 2006. During the first six months of
2007 production of food, beverages and
tobacco rose 16 %, compared to the same

period in 2006. The Yug Rusi (South of
Russia) company is known all over Russia for its Zolotaya Semechka (Golden Seed) sunflower oil. It also produces
mayonnaise, flour, bakery products and
tinned vegetables. Aston Agroindustrial
Corporation, which produces Zateya oil,
is another large player in this market. It
has two factories in the region and accounts for 11 %, 50 % and 90 % of Russia’s grain, oil and rape oil export respectively. The company’s potential capacity
for sunflower seeds processing stands at
500,000 tons a year.

Meat and dairy sector
The Tavr group of companies is part of
Agrocom Group and is the region’s largest
meat producer selling more than 250 kinds
of sausage meat, deli food and meat and
tinned products to retailers in all large cities and towns of the South Federal District.
It produces more than 150 tons of meat
products per day. Production output has
risen steadily, amounting to 40,000 tons
in 2006, up 6,500 tons on 2005. Eurodon,
a company which was set up to produce
turkey meat in 2003, is now Russia’s largest complex for turkey breeding and turkey meat processing. Its factory and farm
is located in the Octyabrsky district of the
Rostov region. The projected capacity of
the entire complex is 63,000 tons of turkey meat a year.

Structure of cultivated land

The dairy sector includes The Millerovsky Factory, Beliy Medved (Polar Bear)
and the ALL group of companies, manufacturing dairy products under the Na Lugu
trademark. The ALL Kagalnitsky dairy factory processes up to 100 tons of milk per
day. Production of a range of iodized dairy
products named Doctor Iody has recently
been launched.

Confectionery and baby foods
The Zolotoy Kolos confectionery factory together with the Yug Rusi bakery produce
40 kinds of bakery products per day. It is
the largest confectionery and bakery factory complex in the Rostov region. Azov Baby
Food Factory, the largest such food production plant in the Rostov region, produces
high quality baby foods and fruit and vegetable juices, paps and non-alcoholic beverages to international standards.
Founded in 1857, Rostov's Donskoy Tabak (Don’s Tobacco) is part of the Agrocom Group. Moscow-Efes and Baltika-Rostov are the region's main breweries and the
Rostov Champagne Factory, one of Russia’s
main wine producers markets seven different champagnes. Although locally rich in
raw materials for food processing, the region relies on supplies from the Krasnodar region to meet its demands for milk and
milk products.

Foods produced by farming businesses
9%

20%

26%
55 Grain crops
55 Industrial crops
55 Feed crops
55 Potato and other vegetables

23%
22%
55 Meat
55 Milk
55 Vegetables
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55 Potato
55 Eggs

Agro-industrial complex
Prominent food processing companies
Company
Azov Baby Food Factory
Azovshelkpriz
RusPro
Aqua-Don
Asku
ALL
Amazov-Rostov
Baltika-Rostov
Donvinprodukt
Napitki Dona (Don’s Drinks)
Neptun
Moscow-Efes Brewery
Regata
Rostov Liquor and Vodka Plant
Rostov Champagne Factory
AKA
Donskaya Confectionery Factory
Zolotoy Kolos
Hlebtsy
Eurodon
Millerovsky Meet Processing Factory
Novocherkassk Meat Processing Factory
Tavr
Beliy Medved (Polar Bear)
Myllerovsky
Novocherkassk Milk Factory
Morros
Aston
Donskoe Solnechnoe
Rosmasloprom
Savilit
Chance
Yug Rusi (South of Russia)
Krot
Novocherkassk Fish Factory
Donskoy Tabak (Don’s Tobacco)
Altair
Germes-90
Melcom
Sitek

Website

Key Products

Baby Food
Tinned fruit and vegetable baby food
Food Concentrates
www.cinet.ru / praskovija
Praskoviya fruit vinegars
www.ruspro.ru
Concentrate of soy and vegetable proteins, pea swelling starch
Alcoholic and Non-alcoholic Beverages
www.akvadon.ru
Aksinia, Nasha Marka, Iverskaya, Kaplya Zhivoy Vody mineral water
www.asku.ru
Asku water, drinks
www.allgroup.ru
ALL-1 juice drinks, nectars and juices sold in PETE bottles. Na Lugu dairy products
www.amazon-rost.ru
Amazon drinking water
www.corporate.baltika.ru
Baltika, Arsenalnoe, Nevskoe, Kuler, Zhigulevskoe, Don beer
www.donvinprod.cinet.ru
High quality grape wine materials, fortified and dry wine, champagne
www.drinks.aaanet.ru
Strong alcoholic beverages, wine
www.neptun.com.ru
Neptun drinking water
www.efes.com.ru
Efes, Stary Melnik, Warsteiner, Sokol, Beliy Medved, Zlatopramen
www.regata.ru
Liquor sold under trademarks StaroRusskaya, Rostov Kupechesky, Kazachiy Hutor,
Zolotoy Rostok, Kristalny Klyuch, Ermak, Girkaya, Belaya Berezka, Krasnaya Armiya
www.rostov-vodka.ru
Liquor sold under trademarks Tihiy Don, Ataman Platov, Dvortsovaya, Don Batyushka,
Donskaya Stremennaya, Sarmatskaya
www.rostovskievina.ru
Sparkling wine, champagne
Baking
oooaka.narod.ru
Breads and other baked goods, pastas
www.donkonfab.ru
Confectionery products
www.zolotoykolos.ru
Confectionery products
www.molodec.ru
Hlebtsy-Molodtsy whole-wheat cracker bread
Kolbassa and Meat Products
Indolina turkey meat
millmyso.da.ru
Kolbassa, processed meat products, meat by-products
www.expo.pro-pitanie.ru
Raw meat, kolbassa, smoked pork, edible rendered fat, semi-finished products
www.tavr.rsd.ru
Meat processing
Dairy Products
www.polarbear.ru
Cottage cheese, milk, butter, sour cream
Dairy products
Dairy products, mayonnaise
www.morros.ru
Ice-cream
Oil / Fats Products
www.aston.ru
Zateya oil
www.ds-oil.ru
Donskoe Solnechnoe sunflower oil
rmp.com.ru
Sunflower oil
www.savilit.com.ru
Donskoy Yantar sunflower oil
www.chance.aaanet.ru
Sunflower oil, halvah
www.grain.ru
Zolotaya Semechka, Sto Retseptov sunflower oil
Fish and Seafood
www.krotgroup.ru
Fish preserves
www.novochfish.ru
Live fish: carp, silver carp, bester, paddlefish, crucian carp
Tobacco Products
www.dontabak.ru
21 Vek, Nasha Marka, Donskoy Tabak, Asmoloff, Prima, Rostov cigarettes
Groceries
altairkrupa.narod.ru
Cereals
www.germes90.ru
Cereals
www.donpac.ru / usr / melkom Flour
www.sitek.al.ru
Hozyayushka cereals

www.akdp.ru
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Vertical integration helps Yug Rusi bottle 35% of the market
Sergey Kislov,
President of Group
of Companies Yug Rusi

Yug Rusi has a 35% share of the bottled cooking oil market in Russia. The
agricultural group is the absolute leader among Russian manufacturers
of sunflower oil, largest regional bread producer and also a significant
exporter. Sergey Kislov believes that his firm’s success is due to its welldeveloped vertical integration from production and manufacturing to
marketing, package design and aggressive distribution.

The Yug Rusi group of companies, “Yug Rusi”, is a vertically integrated company that grows raw materials (grain and oil) and
supplies finished goods to consumers. At present “Yug Rusi”
comprises 20 farms in the Rostov, Krasnodar, Volgograd regions
with the total arable land of 200,000 hectares. Before joining
the group these farms were bankrupt, now all of them are profitable. Yug Rusi owns 14 elevators, two port terminals, six oil
factories, a plant manufacturing tinned fruit and vegetables,
baking facilities, a truck park, mayonnaise production facilities and packaging equipment. The company has not participated in the privatization process. Most of its premises and facilities have been set up from scratch or acquired as a result of
market deals.
“We understand that each of your company’s is independent, how do you work with and motivate so many top managers?”
“Each company CEO uses result-oriented management. This
means that all of them have a high level of freedom to make
tactical decisions to provide optimal implementation of strategic goals. The system of managers’ material motivation also
depends on their results. Because we have a well-developed
policy of promotion from within (both horizontal and vertical
“movement”) our professionals all know that they all have the
opportunity for career promotion including top positions. We
believe that this approach brings about stability of managerial staff and its loyalty to the company. As for possible changes
in management structure any large company is a complicated
body which has to be open for changes. Flexibility is a key to
success at a highly competitive market. At the same time, our
basic principles remain unchanged. For Yug Rusi one of these
principles is that all managers must take a personal interest in
his department’s results.”
Which brands of Yug Rusi’s portfolio are the most successful? What influenced their development and how do you
keep them so successful?
Sergey Kislov, President of Group of Companies Yug Rusi
Mr. Kislov founded agricultural company Yug Rusi in 1992. His formal
education began with a degree in physics. Since then, has completed a
course in Higher Economics and is a Candidate of Economic Sciences. In
April 2007 he was elected Chairman of Agricultural Union of Russia, in
October 2007, Chairman of Russian Agricultural Association of Employers.
He is a member of the Board of Russian Agricultural Movement RAD and an
Honorary Consul of France in the South Federal district. He has received
numerous governmental and public awards for his significant contributions
to the development of agricultural sector.
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“Top three in sunflower oil are Zolotaya Semechka (Golden
Seed), Avedov and Zlato. Zolotaya Semechka has become the first
Russian brand of world-class refined deodorized sunflower oil.
Before that Russia exported sunflower seeds and imported finished oil from foreign countries. Due to the launch of this brand,
prices for refined deodorized oil are now really affordable. An
important success factor is the brand’s name--consumers are fed
up with foreign names. As a result, Zolotaya Semechka became
a leader in the Russian market in a few months after the launch
without any advertising campaigns on TV and we have held
this position for seven years. This success is unique. There are
no real secrets to successful promotion. The main thing for the
group is to be as efficient as possible throughout the entire process. For example, we don’t look at our distributors as “outside”
organizations but as an integral part of our common business.
We focus on the retail trade and on our end consumers with
the same kind of attention—they are not just customers, they
are partners.”
Most packaged goods retailers do not have their own packaging facilities—why did you decide to invest in this kind of
plant and equipment?
“Our packaging manufacturing facilities allow us to reduce
net costs, get rid of risks related to breakage and protect against
fake products from being sold under our name. The production
line for manufacturing our own PET (plastic) bottles was set up
in 2000. Practically at the same time a line producing our own
labels emerged. We were so successful in producing our own
packaging and labels that in 2005 we launched the production of corrugated boxes and even secured cork with the logotype of Yug Rusi.”

Agro-industrial complex

Hidden opportunities and core assets yield the biggest rewards
Sergey Bortsov,
General Director of
Agrocom Croup

The diversified holding Agrocom Group was set up using assets of the
Donskoy Tabak (Don Tobacco) Company. Today it is engaged in tobacco
production, agriculture, real estate, etc. However, recently the company has
decided to focus only on tobacco production and meat processing. General
Director of Agrocom Group tells MARCHMONT the reasons why.

“Our company was set up in accordance with the standard for businesses in the 90’s. Tobacco production at that time was in a stage
of intense development. It provided us with the necessary financial
funds to acquire new businesses. We realized that we were ready to
be something more than just a tobacco manufacturer and decided to
undertake steps to diversify our business. However we did not follow
any development strategy. We just looked for businesses that were
interesting to us and bought them. All the companies we acquired
were in rough financial shape, some of them were bankrupt.
As an example, in 1999 we acquired a kolbassa making factory
named Tavr that was completely bankrupt. It was limping along producing just 2 – 3 tons of kolbassa and meat products a year. Its share
in the Rostov market was no more than 5%. We worked hard and improved the management system, modernized the production facilities to be more efficient and undertook a number of other steps to
increase capitalization. As a result, today Tavr sells 170 tons of kolbassa and meat products a year and has a 60 % share in the Rostov
market, 40% of the market of the Rostov region and 24% of the market of the South Federal District. I believe at the moment this business generates $ 100m.
Donskie Argocultury (Don Agriculture), a company that is located
in the Zernograd district and occupies 25,000 hectares of fields, has a
similar history. When we purchased it, it was owned by obscure shareholders, it suffered permanent losses, all the machinery was dilapidated, they had no technologies, nobody knew anything about agronomy.
It took us five years to revive the company, but now profits are $ 2.4m
a year. And the average salary is the highest in the area. This year we
launched a $ 12m to further upgrade plant and equipment. By implementing modern technologies we hope to make Donskie Agrokultury a leader in Rostov’s crop market. To summarize, we buy companies with hidden value. Then, using our experience and resources, we
turn them from non-performing into out-performing.”
What about your fish processing business? Is it developing?
“Within the last few years this part of our business has managed
to reach break-even and now it makes a profit. It has taught us a
good lesson. The technologies we first implemented there were the
Sergey Bortsov, General Director of Agrocom Group
Mr. Bortsov has graduated from Rostov State Economic University, the
faculty of financial accounting, credit and monetary circulation. From 1995
to 1998 he worked in Economic and Planning and Financial Departments of
Promstroybank. In 1998 he joined Donskoy Tabak as Director of Analytic
Department. Later he worked as Deputy General Director on Economic
and Investment Issues. Mr. Bortsov attended a program named Financial
Accounting in Great Britain. He has an MBA diploma. In 2004 he occupied
the position of Financial Director of Agrocom Group. In 2007 Mr. Bortsov
was appointed to the position of General Director.
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same that everyone used in the 70 and 80s. But we weren’t satisfied,
so we analyzed what other countries were doing. The results really shocked us – abroad they raise 2 to 5 times more fish than we
do using the same size fish pond! Our research proved that to raise
fish you do not need to dig new ponds, all you need to do is to implement new technologies and buy new equipment. We hired specialists from Israel to look at what we had and make it more productive. They worked out a project for us and showed us how to change
technologies and logistics. We are currently implementing their plan
and expect to have everything is completed in 2008. At the moment
we are probably the only company that sells its fish directly in supermarkets using its own marketing department. In the future, we are
even thinking of entering the Moscow live fish market.”
Are you still looking for new business opportunities?
“Actually, we have slowed down our new businesses acquisition program and have changed strategy. This year we gave up
poultry husbandry, for example, it was just too risky for us. Although interesting and efficient, we also sold some of our real
estate projects. Our new strategy will focus on just two sectors:
reconstruction and new construction of a meat processing factory and tobacco production. We have already built a new tobacco factory, but got no support from the federal government
despite the fact that we are solving some of environmental management problems and creating new employment. So we have
had to commit a lot of our own financial resources on this particular project.”
Donskoy Tabak is the only company in the tobacco sector that
has 100 % Russian capital. Has any multi-national offered to
buy you out?
“All the leading tobacco companies have asked us to sell our
company to them, some of them still want to buy it. The tobacco sector is very consolidated now and is growing at a fast pace.
The reasons for this are very clear. First, there are new laws on
excise taxes. These new laws give tobacco products manufacturers like Donskoy Tabak the ability to set prices without all
of the extra taxes and burdens American and European manufacturers have to deal with. Secondly, the unbelievable competition we faced in the late 90s is now in the past. Today 90 % of
Russian tobacco companies belong to Western owners and their
policy is to raise prices together. This makes tobacco more expensive for consumers, but much more profitable for suppliers.
Of course, we have lost some of our market share to these big
outfits, but nevertheless, we have managed to meet the competition. And now we will have the same advantages as Western companies have. We understand this market very well and
know for sure that we will find our customers in the market
and be profitable.”
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How Eurodon plans to gobble up the Russian poultry market
Vadim Vaneev,
General Director
of Eurodon

Search as you may but it’s rare to find turkey on the kitchen table in
many Russian households, unless it’s been imported. Vadim Vaneev,
Director of Eurodon, has ambitious plans to make home grown turkey a
popular alternative to chicken and pork.

Founded in August 2004 with an initial investment of $65 million, Eurodon presently produces around 11,200 tons of turkey
meat a year under the brand name Indolina. Its annual turnover
is around $121 million. The company plans to increase production output to 30,000 tons in the near future, and by 2012 its goal
will be 210,000 tons.
Key to the success of Eurodon’s plan is establishing a turkey
“parent flock” capable of producing more than 21 million hatching eggs a year. The company also plans to build its own plants
in order to overcome the lack of knowledge-based construction
skills required for a project of this scale and complexity. In addition to securing bank financing, Eurodon’s project has been given priority status as part of Russia’s national program “Development of the Agricultural Sector”. We asked Vaneev to tell us how
this ambitious project came about and how he expects to meets
the company’s targets.
How was Eurodon formed and where did investment come
from?
“For four years I sought to find investment. Everywhere I
was told the same: it is “foreign” meat and Russians won’t eat
it. Because turkey meat was not available in the Russian market, there was little demand. As for funding, Rostov was not
able to provide the total investment required. So we went to
Moscow and were successful in securing project funding with
Vneshtorgbank and we are now working with Vnesheconombank.”

stay with us, after all, turkey is much more delicious and healthier than chicken or pork and it has more protein and less fat than
either of these products.
We did have a problem recruiting experienced key personnel as
this product is new to the Russian market but we have overcome
this by training the personnel ourselves. There is a real need for a
proper education program. We have considered setting up a training center using the facilities of a university. We’ve discussed this
with Donskoy State Agricultural University but without success.
However, we are now negotiating with potential partners in the
West who we believe have the knowledge and expertise to train
our staff.”
What problems do you face in the domestic and global marketplace?
“Our business, like many others requires a large investment
at the first stage and carries high risks. When setting up a project from nothing, 25-30% of the investment goes to creating infrastructure. In the West, companies are provided with a complete infrastructure, but in Russia we have had to put this in
place ourselves.”
Where are your main competitors?

You are aiming for a 50% penetration of the domestic market.
What strategies are you planning to use to achieve this goal?

“Our main competitor is Brazilian meat which is imported to
Russia. We believe that one cannot however compare refrigerated meat and frozen products delivered from across the globe to
a home produced product. Western partners tell us our project
is the most progressive in the world. Such appreciation is very
welcoming but it is easy to understand why this has been said.
Turkey is very popular product in many parts of the world yet
no new production plants have been built in Europe and America for a long time. Foreign manufacturers focus on updating
their existing facilities, but the facilities of Eurodon were set up
from scratch using new technology. Furthermore because the
bird can be under stress or even die during transportation, turkeys are very susceptible to disease. Production facilities are
therefore 2 to 5 km apart for reasons of biological safety. This
is why we are the only company in Russia producing turkey on
a commercial scale.”

”As we increase production we will launch large scale advertising campaigns. For now we only organize BTL actions in supermarkets. We believe that consumers will like the product and will

Are you planning to export products? What countries are targeted most of all?

Vadim Vaneev, General Director of Eurodon
Mr.Vaneev graduated from Novocherkassk Technical Institute. In 1996
he set up the first supermarket in the North Caucasus and later founded
distributing company Michel-Alko. Since 2003 he has been implementing
the project on creating a turkey manufacturing complex.

”Some markets are very sensitive. In the Arabic countries the
average consumption of poultry is 62 kg while in the USA this rate
is 54 kg. Russians eat only 19 kg and people in India only 2kg. Statistics show that 40% of poultry sold in our country is imported
but I believe this to be higher than 50%. We are keeping an eye
on the future export market but first we have to fulfill domestic
sales targets.”

You are planning to launch factories manufacturing construction materials. Will there be any extra profit from selling finished goods?
”Yes, there will. At first we planned to construct factories to
satisfy our own needs to achieve the main goal of producing high
quality turkey meat. But we had to import construction materials
from Europe since there are no manufacturers of this kind in the
South Federal District.”
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Trading chains
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Developers moving in to fill demand for hypermarkets and malls
The Rostov region ranks 9th in Russia in retail volume and first in the South Federal District in retail sales per capita
($2000). All the main retail formats, including cash & carry, shops, malls and specialty stores are well represented
in the region. New national and federal players are making strong inroads locally. The growth area is hypermarkets
and mega malls, but available space in center city areas is limited so developers are looking beyond Rostov.
For the first half-year of 2007 retail turnover
in the Rostov region amounted to 130.1 billion rubles ($ 5.102 billion), up 18.2% on
the similar period in 2006. Rostov’s regional
share of Russia’s total retail sales is 2.7%.
In 2006, 76,190 square meters of new
retail space were commissioned, up 48.4%
on the previous year. The first half-year of
2007 saw 58,800 square meters added,
which marks a 230% increase on the previous indicator. At the begining of 2007, for
every 1,000 people, there was 373.4 square
meters of retail space. The number of retailers in the Rostov region is 34,300. In
the first half-year of this year, 63% of sales
were from small businesses and 37% from
medium and large retailers.

New multi-use retail centers
gaining more favor
Rostov region developers are following the
new trend of designing retail complexes

that are multi-functional. These complexes often include entertainment facilities
(cinemas, casinos, bowling and children’s
amusement parks) or office space. Building company ADM Group plans to open
trading and entertainment center Kalinka-Malinka by the end of 2009. The new
center is set to have 110,000 sq. meters
of floor space and will include Castorama and O’Key hypermarkets, a multiscreen
movie theatre, bowling facilities, a skating ring, cafes and restaurants. Another
building company, RosEvroDevelopment,
is planning to build its 50,000 sq. meter
Fashion Center mall which will have a supermarket, boutiques, a restaurant, a foodcourt, a sports area, a beauty center and a
children’s playground. By the end of 2007
IKEA intends to open its Mega hypermarket with total floor space of 88,782 square
meters. Investment in the project is expected to reach $85m.

Food chains focus on
hypermarkets

The largest local players in the regional food
distribution business are Imperia Productov, V
Dvukh Shagakh, Tikhy Don, Solnechny Krug
and Rostok. The characteristic feature of the local food distribution market is that local players continue developing small format stores
while national players focus on building huge
supermarkets. The regional leader in terms of
the number of outlets is Krasnodar-based network retailer Magnit, with 47 shops in Rostovon-Don and 128 shops throughout the Rostov
region. Magnit’s expansion plans include the
opening of the largest hypermarket in the company’s network in the town of Bataysk by the end
of 2007. The Bataysk hypermarket is expected to
occupy 10,000 square meters of floor space. Another national player that has been successful in
the regional food retail distribution market is the
X5 Retail Group that owns Pyaterochka and Perekrestok supermarkets.

Largest trading centers in Rostov- on-Don
Name

Website

Floor space
(sq m)

A’Stor Plaza

www.astorplaza.ru

60,000

Vavilon

www.crtvavilon.ru

31,000

Vertol-City

17,000

Gorizont

www.gorizont- 70,000
mall.ru

Continental

www.
continentaltc.ru

Rostov TSUM www.centerunivermagrostov.ru

12 500

9000

Tenants, trademarks, additional services
Perekrestok, Lea Foscati, Molito, Pierre Cardin, House, Daniel Hechter, VDP, Companys, Boys & Girls, Anna Rita N,
Famous, Yves Delorme, Colours & Beauty, Ile de Beaute, s.Oliver, Mag, Tsarstvo Mekha, Byustiye, Samato, Shele,
Pepe Jeans London, Gregory, Lady Collection, Mer D’Or, Zolotoy Vek, Optic Chuyev, A-Zone, Strana Podarkov, Hallmark, Anturazh, Born, Piquadro, Churinga, Wolford, Dunhill, Mont Blanc, Carlo Pazolini, Le Futur, Svyaznoy-3, Rigla
Perekrestok, Eldorado, POLARIS, L’Etoile, TVOYE
Starik Khottabich, Sportmaster, M.Video, Trussardi, Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, Cavalli, Armani, Cerruti,
Boss, Ferre, Medalion, Didier Parakian, Fuego, various restaurants
Ramstor, Mir, Media Markt, Detsky Mir, Planeta Bowling, Don Marche, Kinomax-Don, Crazy Park, Elis, Benetton, Camaieu,
Fresco, Nice Connection, Christ, Depo, Tom Tailor, Iguana, Woolstreet, Calvin Klein, Damat Tween, Promod, henderson, Sash,
BGN, Savage, Elegant, O’Stin, Esprit, Peacocks, Chevignon, s.Oliver, Tantsy, Levi’s, Mexx, Pull and Bear, Lulu Castagnette,
Kenvello, Brandtex, Mango, New Yorker, Naf Naf, Motivi, Mustang, Sela, GANT, Ecco, DIM, Domani, Byustye, L’Etoile,
Sephora, Cofe Tun, Baskin Robbins, Divan, Fiesta, Music Star, Aqua, Adamas, Phizcult, Carlo Pazolini, Econica
Big Star, Top Secret, Diesel, Miss Sixti, High Lander, Super Star, Roy Robson, Jupiter, BSM, Desch, Ferkinghott Digel, Seiden Stiker, Olimp, Pelo, Schiesser, Roccobarocco, D&G, Nemo, Teddy, Nortlend, Alexandr
MCQween, Ettincelle, Saraie, ORNA FARNO, Bagutti, Manitas, Blumarine, Societa, Romano Donna, Patricia
Pepe, Anna Rita, Sportstaff, Space, Roberto Cavalli, Exspensive, Yuka, Ebena, Blu Ice, Blu In, Max Mara,
Sonia Fortuna, Maria Bianko Caselli, Veshalka, Tsifrograd, Madam Shick, Contur, Podium, Mishelin, Westlend,
COLIN`S, various restaurants, a billiard room, a casino, an internet-saloon, a hotel
L’Etoile, Dlya Dusha I Dushi, WoolStreet, BGN, Incity, Stailmann, Benetton, Tvoye, Status, Waggon Jeans, toy
shop Katyusha, Etalon Jenavi, Ground, Moy Kapriz, Adidas, Reebok, Columbia, «McDonald’s, caf Konfityur
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Largest trading chains in the Rostov region
Name

Specialization

Eldorado, Tekhnosila, Mir, Poisk, Media Market, M.Video, Polaris

Household appliances

O’Key, Perekrestok, Magnit, Pyaterochka, Imperia Produktov, Tikhy Don,
Rostok, V Dvukh Shagakh, Solnechnoy Krug

Hypermarkets, supermarkets, food shops

Svyaznoy, Tsifrograd, Evroset, DIXIS

Mobile phones and accessories, digital devices

Ile de Beaute, L’Etoile, Sephora, Douglas Rivoli, Yves Rocher, Arbat Prestizh,
Dlya Dusha I Dushi

Cosmetics and perfumes

36.6, Rigla, RosFarmSnab, Mir Zdoroviya, Vita, Yug-Farm, Farmatsiya

Chains of pharmaceutical shops

Metro

Сash & сarry
Sergey Zaychenko, General Director of Aqua-Don.

Brand reputation and market savvy are keys to success
The Rostov region has plentiful reserves of underground mineral waters, including drinking and
medical waters. Local bottlers have the potential to satisfy the high demand for their products but
rivalry with national players in this market is intense.
The success of Aqua-Don can be explained
by several factors: for example, our market
penetration in the region is high and our
brand names such as Aksinya and Iverskaya are well known. Sales rates of such brand
names as Kaplya Zhivoy Vodi, Nasha Marka and Kap-Lick do not depend on weather
conditions as their chief consumers form a
specific group of buyers who purchase these
products for medical purposes. Despite the
national recognition of some of our brand
names however, our sales are mainly in the
South Federal District. But in the Rostov region, Aqua-Don is a leader among regional
mineral water bottlers with a 40 % market
share. We also supply the Volgograd, Astrakhan, Krasnodar and Stavropol regions.»
Aqua Don’s main national competitors are
Mercury, Piligrim, Arkhiz and Novoterskaya.
These brand names are sold in many regions
of Russia and are known for their high quality and affordable price. Demand for bottled
water is increasing year on year as consumSergey Zaychenko, General Director of
Aqua-Don
Sergey Zaychenko graduated from the Rostov State Railway Transport Engineering Institute. In the early 1990s he was involved in
the running of various commercial organizations. In1996 he was appointed head of AquaDon. This company was the first in the region
to be granted a license for the extraction of
mineral and drinking waters and their further
bottling and distribution in PETE bottles. Aqua
Don owns three bore wells.
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ers become more aware of the beneficial effects of drinking pure mineral water.
“Some people believe that the mineral water market is supersaturated now. In my opinion however producers can be nominally divided into two groups,” Zaychenko says. «The first
group supplies the demand for a good quality, good brand name product manufactured
with the use of modern equipment. The second group consists mainly of small manufacturers, marketing inferior quality products
purely to capitalize on high demand. Such a diversity of brand names of questionable quality
leads to a situation where some bottlers fail to
survive the intense competition and leave the
market. The strongest survive – the strongest
in technology, in the ability to identify trends
and in marketing. I believe such companies
can, in the long run compete both at national
and regional levels.»

Keen competition makes
market entry difficult
Competition exists wherever rival brands
are sold though in some regions such as the
Krasnodar region for example, the marketplace is filled with locally produced brands
making it difficult for other producers to
gain a foothold. In 2003 Aqua-Don restructured its whole sales operation and distributor network and now it develops its marketing campaigns taking into consideration
features peculiar to the market it intends to
operate in. In the hottest season of the year
demand always outstrips supply. In 2008,
the firm intends to increase production by
50 % by updating current production facil-

ities. It also plans to launch a new plant to
produce water in 19‑litre bottles.
“Our longer range plans include general equipment upgrading too. In order
to fully realize these projects we intend
to increase our capital spending considerably. Aqua-Don has been good at determining current trends and at having its goods
on the shelves to meet demands. In the
1990s the #1 product in the market was
sweet water. However, in 1998, using the
Iverskaya brand name, Aqua-Don became
the first bottler to start producing drinking water, expanding the company’s product line but more importantly putting the
company in the right place to capitalize on
the increasing popularity of mineral waters as the mentality of Russian consumers changed”.

Trading chains

Nobody makes local players sell their business to Moscow outfits
Gennady Ferenchuk,
Board Chairman of Poisk

The retail situation in the Rostov region is the same as in other regions:
national retail chains are squeezing out local players. Some local outfits
simply sell out rather than compete. Board Chairman of Poisk, Gennady
Ferenchuk feels that there are other choices. What’s needed, he argues, is a
focus on business development, not just maximizing sales.

Before the active expansion of Moscow firms in the region, Poisk
was a Rostov chain of home audio and video appliances. The company started in 1991 and first sold devices manufactured in postSoviet countries, as exports were almost impossible at that time.
Gennady Ferenchuk remembers that for a long time, Poisk was the
market--it simply didn’t have any competitors. But then Moscow
companies saw what was happening and came barging in.
The competition in the market is high. How can regional players stand the pressure of national retailers and should they
stand it at all?
“Our main competitors are Eldorado, MVideo, Tehnosila and
Mir. Poisk is the only large local player in the South Federal District. Other local chains are small: each owner has not more than
three shops. Poisk has a 25% share in the market of Rostov and
the Rostov region and it is almost the same rate in the South Federal District. We open about ten new shops annually. It is not expansion but logical development of business. Moscow residents
break the market: they enter the market and start to buy our labor
force. We are training personnel and working with higher education institutions and have our own training center which has been
operating for five years already--but then national chains entice
our trained personnel. It is well-known that Moscow salaries differ from Rostov. We are moving forward because we are patriots
and we feel the social responsibility of our business: we pay taxes
to the local budget and create new jobs. Moscow companies work
here but pay taxes to their city budget.
Poisk is present in many cities and towns of the South Federal
District and now is stepping beyond its borders. In March 2008 a
large shopping mall will be opened in Voronezh and we are renting
3,000 meters. To make sure this large store will be success, we are
currently doing our homework to make sure that the brands we select can all work together to address these new consumers.”
How do you manage not only to survive but to develop your
chain successfully?
“We structured our work properly from the very beginning: logistics, trade, distribution, customer care and chain expansion. It’s
a well known axiom that the bigger the chain, the more products
customers buy. This lowers per unit purchasing costs. Before the
Gennady Ferenchuk, Board Chairman of Poisk
Mr.Ferenchuk held different positions in Rostselmash till 1989. In 1989
he set up Poisk, the company which now has 36 supermarkets and stores
of home audio and video appliances in the South Federal District. He is a
founder and co-founder of 15 companies. Mr.Ferenchuk is a patron, founder and head of regional division of Club for Orthodox Patrons, Chairman of
Rostov branch of non-profit organization Delovaya Rossia.
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emergence of national chains we did not use to take any special
steps to fight with competition and only tracked their price policies, strengthened our advertising and began to acquire property
in order to have our own warehouses, facilities and transport. Of
course, it is great to have your own resources and facilities but any
rapidly developing company has to use borrowed funds that eventually influence the company’s development dynamics.
That’s why now we tend to rent premises. In 2008 we plan to
open 10-15 stores and most of them will be located on rented premises. We think that it is a normal practice . And because we negotiate long-term contracts we are able to put premises in good
order”.
Do you have any franchising partners?
“We have not used a franchising system and are not planning to
do so. Moscow chains act vice versa; they observe regional partners’ work and when the brand becomes famous they break the
franchising agreement and occupy its position. When we enter a
region we first of all try to find out if there are any Moscow operators, strong local players and what successes they have, then we
investigate consumer demand and the market. Only after that do
we make the decision to open a new store.”
Are you considering an opportunity of selling the chain in the future? What kind of outfit would you sell to?
“Today we are not planning to sell, but we are constantly receiving offers from Moscow, St Petersburg and foreign companies. They quote attractive prices but we are capable of developing our chains by ourselves and we have children who can inherit
our business.”
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Alexey Poluboyarov, General Director of Kosmetichka

Kosmetichka plans new facelift
to enter national market
Kosmetichka’splans for 2009 projects the creation of a national retail network with fifty or sixty
shops in the largest cities of Russia. The company plans to enter the national market having a new
format and a new image. Alexey Poluboyarov, General Director of Kosmetichka tells Marchmont why
his company needed re-branding.

“The competitive environment in our market segment runs the gamut. The challenge
is to find the right niche and fill it. We have
Only 20% of Kosmetichka's products luxe
class, for example. All the rest are geared
towards the top mass market and general
mass market. This is where we differ from
such retailers as Ile de Beaute, L'Etoile and
Rive Gauche. With our lower prices we attract more clients. We also differ from discount shops by having additional services
available. We bet on emotional shopping
and create a special atmosphere and image to motivate our shoppers. Our newlydesigned shops all have a section named
'Make-up Jacuzzi'. It’s a series of make-up

stations where women can try cosmetic
samples themselves. Encouraging this kind
of personal involvement not only helps our
clients feel more comfortable, but increases
their loyalty to shopping at Kosmetichka.
To get prepared for expansion into the
national market, we decided to place our rebranding order with UK agency Wolff Olins.
Their clients includes such well-known
names as Unilever, Indesit, Tesco, Beeline and
MTS. They considered changing our name,
but their research indicated that customers
liked it, so it will stay. The real change will be
how we position ourselves and communicate
to customers, as well as how we merchandise our product-line matrix and manage the

system. Redesigned Kosmetichka is will focus
on the middle and middle-up formats. The ratio between luxe and mass-market products is
supposed to be a 50:50 balance. We will have
several major brands, not dozens and dozens.
We believe that our new formula for success
will expand our client base and increase turnover. We have already opened four stores featuring our new concept--two in Krasnodar,
one in Novorossiysk and one here in Rostov. We have also signed a package agreement with Mega-Ikea to open new stores
shops in Rostov, Krasnodar and Samara.
We chose these cities because of their investment attractiveness and consumer buying habits.”

Vadim Ribakov, General Director of V Dvukh Shagakh

In retail food, staying competitive
means staying focused
All the major food chains are In the Rostov region. Despite the increasing competition, local
companies can still be leaders by focusing on all aspects of their business, not just retailing. Logistics,
franchising and expansion are all aspects of the successful strategy used by V Dvukh Shagakh.
Retail food distribution is one of the most
rapidly developing segments in the distribution market. All major national chains
have already opened their shops in Rostov.
Among those are Perekrestok, Metro, O’Key
and Magnit. Local retailers are also wellrepresented in the regional market: Imperiya Productov, Apex, Assorti, Artemida
and Moy Gorod. As for our company, today
we own 45 hypermarkets throughout the
region and in its capital. And seven new
shops are about to be opened.
Although the competition is intense at
the same time there is room for development. We hope that in the near future the
total number of shops owned by our chain
will reach 60. Our development plan calls
for both long-term renting agreements and
purchase of commercial real estate. Each
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new store we will build will not be less
than 1,000 square meters. Developing a
multi-store chain requires flawless logistics. We intend to build a 10,000-15,000
square meter logistics center before 2008.
We believe that having our own single
source center distributing goods by our
own trucks will enable us to lower our expenses by at least by 5%.
V Dvukh Shagakh was founded as a part
of distribution company Alex Rostov. Over
the years, we have established a lot of useful contacts with manufacturers. That’s
why we can sell 15%-20% of our food and
other products at the lowest prices in the
city. In the future, we plan to set up our
own production facilities to manufacture
salads, heat and serve products, meat and
fish products as well as a bakery shop.

Today’s consumers have absolutely different views on what a self-service store
should be like. The equipment that we purchased five years ago is absolutely obsolete now. so we are actively reequipping.
We are also decorating the facades of our
stores and work very carefully on choosing the interior design. At the moment we
are beginning a new franchising project.
We have already identified two partners:
one in Rostov and one in the Republic of
Kalmikiya. We have a very attractive franchising program which does not require a
large initial investment. The importance of
franchising to our company is how it helps
promote our trademark. And because we
are directly involved with our franchising
partners, their success increases our turnover as well.

Production of textiles and clothes
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Clothing and footwear sectors continue strong performance
Although clothing and textiles are just 5% of the region’s overall production, they are three times higher than
the average production in other Russian regions. Last year, total sector sales were $285m, 12% more than in
the previous year. The largest regional player is Gloria Jeans. It represents 50% of the overall regional clothing
production and has 32% of the Russian market for children’s clothes. The region’s other notable producers focus
on leather and footwear products for the military and protective footwear.
Clothing and textiles is a traditional industrial sector in the Rostov region. The
sector is represented by almost 1000
businesses concerned with textile and
clothing production and more than 400
involved with leather products and footwear manufacturing. 2006 saw production of clothing and textiles increase by
8.7%, and in leather products and footwear manufacturing by 47.4%.
Among companies working in the
regional textile and clothing sector the
most prominent are: Gloria Jeans Corporation, Donetskaya Manufactura M,
Don-Tex, Donobuv, Elegant and Kolfa.
Glor ia Jeans is Russia’s leading
manufacturer of jeanswear as well as
a wholesaler and retailer. The company’s production facilities were set up
at the end of 1980s. Each year Gloria
Jeans produces six new collections under two brands: Gloria Jeans (women clothes) and Gee Jay (unisex). The
corporation’s production capacities include 12 factories located throughout

In 2006 the number of employees at large
and medium businesses in the clothing and
textile sector was 14,200, out of which
12,800 employees were engaged in the
textile production and 1,400 employees in
the leather industry. The sector is generally
characterized by traditionally low salaries
for these sectors in Russia. In the Rostov
region, workers fare better – the average
monthly salary at textile and clothing manufacturing businesses in 2006 was 5,606
rubles ($207.6) while at leather products
and footwear manufacturing businesses it
was 7,656 rubles ($283.5). Despite the
obviously low salary level of employees, the
figures are 24.9% higher and 27.9% higher
than the previous year. Throughout Russia,
the average salary in the textile and clothing
business is 4,860 rubles ($180) and 5,643
rubles ($209) in leather products and footwear manufacturing.

the Rostov region in such towns as Novoshakhtinsk, Shalhty, Millerovo, Zverevo, Ust-Donetsk, Kamensk-Shakhtinsky and Prokhladny. Gloria Jeans also
owns the Stil (Style) company in the
Ukraine. All these production capacities allow Gloria to produce over 25
million jean products a year. The firm
has a workforce of more than 24,000
involved in production and distribution. Its network of wholesale and retail distribution outlets covers practically all regions of Russia. For the last five
years the sales volume of Gloria Jeans
has more than doubled: from $70m in
2002 to $164m in 2006.
Two of the region’s largest firms,
Donetskaya Manufactura M and DonTex, have both invested in new plant
and equipment to make their production of thread and textiles more competitive. Don-Tex’s new equipment will
produce tissue more than 150 cm wide.
The company has also upgraded its finishing equipment.

Among leading regional footwear
and leather products manufacturers are
Taganrogsky Kozhevenny Zavod (Leather Factory), Donobuv, Mira, Mercury,
Dvin, Yuros and Salskaya Obuv.
Taganrogsky Kozhevenny Zavod
(Leather Factory) traces its history from
1853. In the 1950s the factory was reconstructed and re-positioned to become the country’s largest producer of
hard leather goods, chrome leather as
well as glue and wool. Today the factory produces over 40 different leather products.
Footwear manufacturer Donobuv was
founded in 1946. In 1994 the factory
added special-purpose footwear (military and work shoes) to its assortment
of products. Its main production today is footwear made from a naturally
thick leather that is then processed using special technology. The Donubov
factory is equipped with state-of-the-art
European machinery.

Production volumes in the clothing and textile industry
between 2004 and 2006
Product

2004

All kinds of tissue, thousands of square meters,
including cotton
silk
Knitwear, millions of units
including for children
Legwear, millions of pairs
Clothing, Millions of rubles/millions of dollars
Footwear, millions of pairs

10,855
6,113
3,503
2.1
1.9
3.0
5026.7/ 392
1.7

2005
12,467
7,051
3,644
4.4
4.3
2.6
5005.6/196.3
1.8

2006
16,533
8,351
6,322
8.1
7.9
1.7
5606.9/220
1.9

YTY annual percentage increases in production volume
in the clothing and textiles sectors
Economic activity
Textile and clothing manufacturing
Leather products and footwear
manufacturing
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2000

2001

2002

2003

162.2
135.0

105.6 116.5 122.0
109.1 111.2 149.1

2004

2005

2006

116.7 105.4 104.2
117.3 103.8 106.6
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Gloria Jeans gears up to become Russia's largest clothing retailer
Vladimir Melnikov,
President of Gloria
Jeans Corporation

It’s been ten years since Gloria Jeans began its operations. From a
small cooperative society making jeans it’s become one of Russia’s most
remarkable retail success stories. Vladimir Melnikov, President of Gloria
Jeans, feels that his firms achievements would not have been possible
without a constant customer-focus and strict production discipline.

“You can count our competitors in the Russian market on the fingers of one hand,” Vladimir Melnikov says, “the German company
New Yorker, Italian jeans maker Terranova, Russo-Israeli retailer
SELA and Russian clothing manufacturer Tvoye.” Despite these
well-known names, Gloria Jeans remains the leader in the Russian market. The company has managed to establish strong relations with its clients due to considerable investment in the planning, merchandising and stock management.
What are the key factors in your success?
“Our success is primarily due to our distribution system: our offices are situated throughout Russia, the Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan. Gloria Jeans owns 12 factories in the South Federal District and the largest Ukrainian clothes factory Stil (Style). We also
have our own product design and development center in Shanghai
and merchandising centers in Brazil and the USA.”
Can you cite a few examples of business decisions that were vital for your company? And what caused these decisions?
“First of all, it was a decision to seek outside advice and hire
KSA, one of the world’s most-recognized and most successful retail consulting firms. This company helped us develop a new strategy. Gloria Jeans has moved away from focusing on its wholesale
brand to its new retail distribution brands, namely Gloria Jeans
and Gee Jay. This is not an easy transformation: it entails serious
changes in all spheres of the company’s activity. In order to realize a new strategy it is absolutely necessary to have a new business
structure, new business processes and new technology. During the
last two years Gloria Jeans worked in close cooperation with KSA
to successfully carry out several projects targeted at one and the
same goal: to move from being mainly a wholesale manufacturer
to a leading modern clothes retailer. These changes have touched
on every aspect of our company’s activity–from planning, merchandising, designing the collection, logistics to store management.
A sign of a stable and profitable retailer is successful realization
of all of its plans in an integrated and disciplined business environVladimir Melnikov, President of Gloria Jeans
In 1988 Mr Melnikov set up a cooperative society called Gloria, which
by 1997 developed into Gloria Jeans corporation, whose co-founder was
EBRD, owning 20% of shares. Later Gloria Jeans bought out the share
portfolio owned by EBRD. The company shows an annual growth of approximately 40%. It occupies 20% of the teenage fashion market and
around 40% of the children’s clothes market. In 2006 Gloria Jeans was
awarded with the nomination ‘Best Exporter of Russia’ in the textile and
clothing industry and in October 2007 according to RBK’s rating it was
recognized as a ‘popular brand’ in the category ‘clothes’.
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ment. Another key decision was to implement new state of the art
technology, which we believe is essential to effectively managing
a multi-disciplinary business. So in 2007, we signed a long-term
cooperation contract with American company JDA, another wellrecognized leader in developing and implementing state-of-the-art
technology in retail businesses. And this is not just IT, but integrated solutions that focus on improving the entire business process.
Among JDA’s clients are such household world brands as Guess
and Nike. The first phase in the realization of this project started in May. After this first phase is completed we hope to get completely new methods and tools for assortment planning, product
distribution and stock management. All of the chief departments
in our company and leading specialists are involved in the realization of this project. As it unfolds the company will experience significant changes both in business processes and in the company’s
structure and everyone needs to be in the loop.”
What are the priority development strategies in the future?
“Well, our main focus is retail distribution: before 2011 we plan
to increase the number of our own stores in Russia and CIS to
600. At present there are 91 Gloria Jeans stores in Russia. Parallel
with our proprietary stores there are also a large number of partner stores both in Russia and the CIS–209 in Russia and 16 in the
Ukraine and Belarus).
Another important task is to establish a new set of organizational practices and principles which will serve as a basis for managing the next stage of our development strategy. At present Gloria
Jeans as an organization is entering its third stage of its development. Before, the company’s decision-making was directive, meaning top-managers all the responsibility. Now this is going to be
more delegation-based. Department heads will now be responsible
for prompt decisions within their authorities. They will be guided
by the company’s new strategy and armed with an approved departmental or divisional budget. All of this very complicated. It’s
a new stage of strategic development and such dramatic changes
do not happen all on the same day and at the same time. Our challenge will be to monitor these changes carefully because they are
very critical to the company’s further successful development.
Where does Gloria Jeans goes from here? Well, let me talk
about our formula for success. It’s quite simple: ‘quality plus and
good price’. When you look at such well-known global brands as
Wal-Mart and Kmart, their success is based on ‘less quality and less
price’. And with Zara, for example, it is ‘quality plus and higher
price’. The aim of all ambitious companies is to figure out how to
make a Mercedes and then sell it a profit at the price of a Hyundai. Nobody has yet managed to do that. But I’m absolutely sure
that in our business, it’s possible.”

SWOT
Main businesses in the clothing and textile industry
Company
Azovskaya clothing factory
Gloria Jeans
Dvin
Donetskaya Manufactura М
Donobuv
Donskaya Kozha (Don Leather)
Don-Tex
Kolfa
Mercury TV
Mira
Moder
Rostov knitting factory
Salskaya Obuv
Taganrogsky Kozhevenny Zavod (Leather Factory)
Feya
Elegant
Yuros

Website
www.gloriajeans.biz
www.dvin-shoes.ru
www.dmtextile.ru
www.donobuv.narod.ru
www.dontex.ru
www.walrus.ru
www.moder.ru

www.tagkoja.ru
www.elegant.irnd.ru
www.yuros.ru

Activity
Production of shirts, dressing gowns, bedclothes, work and medical garments
Production of womens, children’s and teenagers’ clothes
Production of children’s footwear
Production of terry cloth and terry cloth products
Production of special-purpose footwear (military and work footwear)
Hide curing and finishing
Production of tissues, thread and clothing
Production of legwear and linen knitwear
Production of mens and womens shoes
Production of mens special-purpose footwear and children’s footwear
Production of mens clothing
Production of knitwear
Production of leather footwear
Production of leather products
Production of womens clothing
Production of womens overcoats
Production of footwear

SWOT
Strengths
Fertile soils and mild climate make the region a rich, productive agricultural
area.
55 There are a good number of large successful players in the regional food
market.
55 The clothing and textile industry has been developing for the last several
years. Its share in the total amount of industrial products is constantly
rising.
55 New malls and hypermarkets are constantly appearing in the region. The
rapid development of the regional retail distribution sector is prompted
by the region’s geographic location, investment attractiveness as one of
Russia’s top 10 and its improving logistics.
55

Weaknesses
Second tier clothing and textile firms need more investment.
55 Commercial real estate prices in Rostov are high; local players find it hard
to compete with national companies.
55 There is a significant lack of warehouse space; most acute is heated
facilities.
55 The port and airport need major investment
55
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Opportunities
A national project targeted at further developing the agroindustrial sector
is being successfully carried out in the region
55 Food processing has all the ingredients for growth—land, climate,
infrastructure, demand.
55 The tourism sector has promise as does commercial construction for
warehouses, office buildings, business parks.
55 When port upgrades are complete, export potential will rise dramatically
offering new opportunities for
55 retailers and manufacturers to focus on Eastern European and other
markets
55 As the gateway to Sochi 2014, the region offers long term prospects
in many sectors
55

Threats
Agricultural activity is always at the mercy of the weather.
55 Competition in the food processing businesses is expected to intensify.
55 Rostov-on-Don lacks large commercial sites for new hypermarkets and
other large complexes. Planners will have to site their projects beyond
the city limits.
55
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Transport &
Logistics
55 The Rostov region is the 'port of five seas'
and Russia's gateway to Eastern Europe.
55 80% of all cargo handled by Rostov ports
is destined for export.
55 $280m port upgrade will create new
docks, terminals, warehouses and
infrastructure to more than double
cargo capacity by 2010.
55 New $823m South Hub international
airport project will create the largest
airport in the south of Russia.
55 Major upgrades of the M4 highway and
more than $500m to build new logistics
centers will help facilitate Sochi 2014.
55 A new $290m bridge over the Don River
will handle 60,000 cars per day.

Transport and logistics
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

The “port of five seas” and Russia’s gateway to Eastern Europe
The region is a key domestic and international transpor hub. Rail is the main carrier of domestic and export
bulk goods, but the M4 Don national highway accounts for the half of the freight shipped through the region's
ports. Major investments are planned for a new airport, logistics centers and M4 highway upgrades, prompted
by mounting pressure to improve infrastructure in advance of Sochi 2014.
The Rostov region is a part of transport
corridor #7 (Danube) that runs from the
Azov to the Caspian sea and the #9 HelsinkiSt Petersburg – Moscow – Rostov on
Don – Novorossiysk and transcontinental
corridor North-South. The main carrier
of domestic and foreign bulk goods is
the North Caucasus Railway. It connects
different areas of the country, for example
the South to Siberia. The tracks wind their
way through the Rostov region for more
than 1,800 km. Along the route, numerous
hubs receive, handle and dispatch all types
of cargo from sunflower oil to automobiles
throughout Russia as well abroad.

The “port of five seas”
The region’s ports provide access to the
Black, Azov, Baltic, White and Caspian
seas. One of the transport corridors passes
from the center of the country through the
Rostov region via river to the Black and
Mediterranean seas. There are five ports
in the region: Rostov International River
Port (it has three cargo districts, focusing
on handling minerals, construction,
packaged cargo, timber and metal);
Taganrog International Sea Trading Port
(equipment for transshipping loose, general
and container goods, rolled ferrous metals);
Azov International Sea Port (mineral and
construction materials, packaged cargo,
timber, coal and rolled ferrous metals);
Volgodonsk Port (grain and construction
materials); Ust Donetzky Port (sulfur
processing, scrap metal, timber and road
rubble). The first three ports have twentyfour-hour navigation. More than 80 % of the
cargo handled by these ports is exported.
The region’s ports receive shallow draft
“river-sea” vessels (a cargo capacity up to
5,000 tons.)

Air traffic up 35 %, but new
airport will replace existing one
Although Rostov's main airport has
international status, planners have decided
to build a new state of the art suburban
airport (South Hub, see facing page)
rather than upgrade this aging facility.
Located close to the city center, its land and
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surrounding property will eventually be redeveloped for industrial and mixed use. The
current airport can handle up to 420 tons
of cargo per day. The passenger terminal
is limited to 600 passengers an hour in
the Russian sector and 200 passengers
an hour in the international. In the first
six months of 2007 the airport served
255,300 passengers (24.3 % up on the
second quarter of 2006) including 179,300
passengers on domestic lines (20 % up on
the second quarter of 2006) and 76,000
passengers on international lines (35.7 %
up on the second quarter of 2006).

Automotive transport
and road construction
Automotive transport accounts for 82 % of
passenger and 39 % of cargo transportation.
In 2006 the latter amounted to 13.8 million
tons. The M4 Don is a national motorway,

the largest in the region, which accounts
for most of traffic bound for the ports of
the RF South.
Donavtovokzal, is the main provider of
bus transportation in the South of Russia. It
has 55 coach terminals all over the Rostov
region. The company serves more than six
million passengers annually. Its terminals
dispatch more than 1,800 buses to 374
destinations daily.

Passenger transportation
Passenger transportation in the city and
its suburbs is carried out by five municipal
companies, 21 national companies and
more than 30 commercial firms. There
are more than 2000 buses, including 500
electric buses. The municipal trolleybus
grid has 12 routes and the bus grid has 28
routes. According to the Rostov Statistics
Committee, the region has 11,200 km of

Transport infrastructure
roads. In 2006 a new overpass, bypass and
transport junction were commissioned.
In 2007 the construction of the KasharyPervomayskoe-Milutinskaya-Morozovsk
and Tzimlyansk-Surovkino highways will
be completed. The construction of two new
bridges is also planned.
The coming Olympic Games in Sochi
already have a great influence on road
construction in the South Federal District
and the Rostov region. In 2007 the plan was
to allocate $ 118m from the regional budget
for construction. For 2008 – 2010, funding
will jump to $ 816m.

South Hub project will create the
largest airport in the south of Russia

M4 Don highway is a critical
roadway for the region's economy
The key M4 Don highway has not received
sufficient funding until recently. Today
its traffic capacity is up 30 – 40 %. Over
the past several years only 13-15km have
been repaired. However, this year the RF
Ministry of Transport developed a program
of accelerated development of the highway.
In 2007 1.9 billion rubles from the federal
budget was allocated to reconstruct the
Rostov stretch of the highway, in 2008 ,
4.7 billion rubles, in 2009 , 5.8 billion
rubles. After it became known that the
Olympics-2014 would be held in Sochi, M4
development intensified. If the Transport
Ministry allocates extra funds, investment
in M4 will increase substantially.

New logistics centers planned,
investment will exceed $500m
During the Sixth International Investment
Forum Sochi-2007, a Protocol of Intent
between the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Foreign Relations of the Rostov
region and Eurasia Logistic Company on
Implementating an Investment Project in
the Rostov region (town of Bataysk) of
Constructing a Manufacturing – Logistic
Complex in the South Federal District was
signed.
It will include a customs terminal, officewarehouse complex of A-class (total area
is about 300‑450,000 sq m), container
sites, special warehouses; manufacturing
premises for processing, packaging and
assembling; railway distributing station
and engineering infrastructure.
This new logistic complex will be part of the
initial phase of setting up an international
transport corridor from Russia's South to
Eastern Asia-China-Kazakhstan-RussiaEurope. The construction will begin in
2008 and take two years.
The planned investmen is five billion rubles
($ 196.078m).

Distance from Rostov-on-Don: 12 kilometers
Total land area: 1,029 hectares
Length of the runway: 4,200 meters. The airport's runway and passenger terminal faciltiies will
be designed to handle all types of commercial aircraft, including the new Airbus SuperJumbo and
Boeing's new Dreamliner.
Airport capacity: eight million passengers and 70,000 tons of cargo
Investment: $823m
Cost of engineering infrastructure: $94m.
Private-state partnership:
40–50% of the project's cost includes expenditures by the RF government such as the runway, taxi
ramps and lighting systems.
Private equity is planned to be spent on contruction of airport buildings, a fuel complex, terminals
and parking areas.
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Transport and logistics
Another logistics center is planned for
the Aksakaysky district (3 km from Rostov
on Don). This 230,000 sq m facility will
be constructed by Logopark Don (part of
the Avalon Group of Companies) and the
British investment fund Raven Russia. The
investment is estimated at $ 166m. Just
recently, two more investment projects
to build logistic centers were announced.
The developers are the National Logistic
Company and French company MLP.

Major Russian partners of Rostov on Don Airport
2nd quarter of 2007

“Aeroflot-Don”

“Siberia”

“Sky-Express”

Flights

41

13.1

9.2

Share of served passengers

51.4

18.7

11

Major foreign partners of Rostov on Don Airport
“Armavia”

“Austrian
airlines”

“Lufthansa”

“Uzbekistan
airways”

“SKAT”

“Turkish
Airlines”

Flights

1,6

2,5

2

0,7

0,5

1,3

Share of served
passengers

2,2

1,6

1,6

1

0,4

1,5

SWOT
Strengths
The transport system of the Rostov region is well integrated, but needs
major investment, which is beginning to happen.
55 Ports in Taganrog, Azov and Volgodonsk are major export routes and help
promote sector development that relies on export sales,
55 The coming Olympic Games in Sochi will increase the pace of infrastructure
development. More than $500m is planned for new logistics centers
55 A new international airport and major port upgrades will make a significant
contribution to the region's infrastructure.
55

Weaknesses
Current cargo capacity at airport and port facilities is poor.
55 M4 and other major roadways upgrades are incomplete.
55
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Opportunities
Creating new logistics centers will dramatically increases cargo flow and
develop the region’s transport infrastructure.
55 Part of the cargo traffic from Novorossiysk (the Krasnodar region)
is likely shift to Rostov ports when the port revitalization program is
completed.
55

Threats
Major roadways need expanding and upgrading. Earmarked funding is
not always available
55 The port project and other major construction projects will take years
to complete.
55

Transport infrastructure
Alexander Poteryakhin, Deputy Head of the Coordinating Council of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs in Southern Federal District

Transportation infrastructure needs to be completed
to ensure continued regional investment growth

There are many projects in process or planned that will improve transportation infrastructure, but
unless they are completed and more is done, overall regional investment could suffer.
The transport industry ranks among
the top economic sectors in the SFD,
constituting over 9% of the gross regional
product. In 2006 traffic by all modes of
transport was more than 165 million
tons, while the transshipment in Southern
seaports totaled nearly 160 million tons.
Rail transport accounted for 67% of all
cargo shipped.
The Rostov region, often dubbed Russia’s “Southern Gateway” plays a key role
in the transportation system of the SFD.
The region’s transport infrastructure and
operations fall within the network of international transport corridors (ITC),
which cross the territory of Russia. They
include North-South and Trans-Siberian Railways and those which are likely
to be extended into Russia in the future,
like Berlin-Dresden-Kiev-Rostov-on-Don
Railway (ITC #3), Danube Waterway
(ITC #7) and St.Petersburg-Moscow-Novorossiysk (ITC #9). Many mainline railroads linking central regions, Ural and
Siberia to the Azov Sea, Black Sea and
Caspian Sea ports, North Caucasian resorts and the Black Sea coast also run
through the Rostov region. The total
length of public roadways in the region
is over 11,500 kilometers, and a number
of Federal highways, including M-4 Don,
Alexander Poteryakhin, Ph.D. in Economics,
member of Transport Commission attached
to Competitiveness and Sectoral Strategy
Council to the Russian Union of Industrialists
and Entrepreneurs.
Mr. Poteryakhin graduated from Rostovon-Don Institute of Agricultural Engineering
(present-day Don State Technical University),
the Automation of Technological Processes
Department. From 2003 to 2007 he held the
position of Chief Advisor on Transport Operations and Development to the President’s Plenipotentiary in Southern Federal District (SFD).
At present Mr. Poteryakhin is appointed as
Deputy Head of the Coordinating Council of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs in SFD, apart
from that he is a lecturer at Rostov State
University of Transport Communications.

M-29 Caucasus and M-21 Volgograd-Lugansk traverse the region.
Rostov region’s water transport infrastructure: Rostov-on-Don, Ust-Donetsk
and Volgodonsk River ports as well as
Taganrog and Azov seaports link the region to five seas.
Alt hough our regional transpor t
systems are able to meet growing demand, analysts claim the slow pace of
infrastructure development is impeding
economic growth. There are many inadequate technical facilities that need
upgrading at our seaports. The low traffic capacity of railway stations lying
next to seaports needs to be improved
and there is a growing shortage of warehouse and storage terminals.
The region’s trunk roads, especially
those adjacent to large cities and bestknown recreation areas, are overloaded;
roads covering more than 30% of the
total road length are not able to handle
traffic flow. There is a dramatic lack of
modern roads on Center-South route.
Long-delayed air transport infrastructure
in the SFD is finally being addressed.

Investments in the future
are starting to happen
Restoring operational reliability of
the Volga-Don shipway and boosting
its traffic capacity is clearly among
the region’s top-priority goals in this
field. Experts forecast that by 2020 the
ship canal’s traffic f low is set reach 35
million tons. In order to realize this potential, there is a new port plan that will
increase its capacity at least 2.5 times—
but not until 2010.
A number of other strategically important investment projects aimed to
further the Rostov region’s transportation and logistics system have been
started. They all need to carefully monitored and completed. If they are successful, they will not only make the Rostov
region a prominent player in the global
transportation services market, but ensure continued overall regional investment. Our success will also help keep
the national economy strong.
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Strategically important investment projects
in the field of transportation and logistics:
55 Renovation of the M-4 Don highway into
a four-lane road able to handle 30,000
automobiles per day and 150 km/hr
traffic;
55 Construction of a 8.5 km bridge with a
60,000 cars per day capacity across the
Don River, estimated at $299m;
55 Introduction of high-speed and extra highspeed passenger traffic on the Center-South
route, particularly on Rostov-Krasnodar and
Rostov-Mineralniye Vody routes;
55 Seaport
development and near-port
infrastructure in Rostov-on-Don, Taganrog
and Azov;
55 Construction of international airport hub in
Yuzhny, 12 km south of Rostov-on-Don;
55 Construction of a Class A transportationlogistics complexes in Rostov suburbs.
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Transport and logistics

Turkish Airlines introduces new level of quality service to Russia
Turkish Airlines selected Rostov-on-Don as one of its destinations because of the region's favorable economic and
geographic location. Many of the airline's clients already do business here–specifically in the construction and
retail sectors. Their numbers are increasing due to the growth of international businesses and JV's in the region.
The g rowt h in t he number of
passengers and cargo volume going to
and from Russia is growing and this
allows us to be quite optimistic about
our future here. It's the reason why we
have now begun to f ly three times a
week to Rostov. The newest f light we
added was a Sunday service. Since we
first arrived here, we have established
two offices of Turkish Airlines and have
entered into long-term relationships
with corporate clients.
We are ver y confident about the
development of the Russian market
for international air transportation.
It is growing very rapidly, contrary to
what is happening in other parts of the
world. This makes it very attractive for
large and medium-size airlines wishing
to enter the market here.
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According to t he repor t of t he
Association of European Airlines,
Turkish Airlines is now ranked second
among t he top ten most reliable
companies ensuring uninterrupted
and high quality service. This is yet
another reason why we decided to
enter the Russian market–to introduce
t he Russian public to our high
quality of ser vice and outstanding
performance. Our cooperation with
other Russian airlines is developing
ver y nicely. Our relationship with
Russia's largest airline, Aeroflot, is also
good. We believe that our competitive
advantages are ser vice, quality and
reliability and in our rivalry with other
airlines, we stress these advantages. In
October 2007, in an audit carried out
by Skytrax, Turkish received four stars

The head of the Rostov office of Turkish
Airlines is Mr. Birol Tamac
and was named as one of the most
prestigious airlines in the world.

BANKS AND CREDIT
INSTITUTIONS
55 Rostov regional market of banking
services is oversaturated but the
expansion of national players into the
region continues.
55 In 2006 banks operating in the region
generatd the total profit of $41.5m.
55 Microcrediting is the most rapidly
developing type of activity run by regional
banks and credit institutions.
55 Over the first six months of 2007 the
volume of premiums in the insurance
sector reached 90.8% of the total volume
of premiums generated in 2006.
55 There are 12 local trust management
companis in Rostov, out of which
8 companies are divisions of
commercial banks.

Banks and credit institutions
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Banking sector attracts more regional and foreign players
The Rostov region has more financial institutions than any other region in the South Federal District. More than
20 locally established firms compete with over 50 other firms whose headquarters lie elsewhere in Russia or
abroad. Their combined profits in 2006 totaled $ 41.6 million and although the market appears to be saturated,
the financial stability enjoyed by these companies continues to attract other players to the region.
The region’s largest local commercial banking
houses are Metracombank, Donskoy Narodny Bank or the Don People’s Bank and Doninvest, Yuzhny Torgovy Bank or the South
Trade Bank. The Settlement House of the Rostov Currency and Stock Exchange is a nonbanking credit organization. Five of the local
commercial banks have headquarters in administrative centers elsewhere in the region
in Taganrog, Shakhty, Kamensk-Shakhtinsky,
Gukovo and Semikarakorsk. In addition to
this, the region also houses 69 offices of the
South-West branch of Sberbank RF.
In December 2006 the largest bank in the
South Federal District, Center-Invest issued
$ 50m of additional shares with a view to expanding its operation in the Southern part of
Russia and to raising its credit portfolio up to
$ 2.3bn. As a result the bank’s capital grew by
59% to $ 135m. By 2010 the bank’s client base
is expected to grow by three times, loans to private clients by four times and loans to small
businesses by five times. This should raise the
bank’s capital to $ 326m and annual profits to
$ 70m. At present 90% the banks’ lending is in
the Rostov region but it plans to begin lending
in the Krasnodar, Volgograd and Stavropol regions to further expand its credit portfolio.
Due to the competition, new banks coming
into the South Federal District are in acquisition mode. And some are engaging in more sub
prime lending in order to gain a foothold. Consolidation is already taking place. Last summer
Novosibirsk’s URSA Bank purchased a 75%
stake in Rostov’s Yuzhny Region (South Region) bank and this year it acquired a 59.87%
stake in Rostov’s Rostpromstroybank.

Competition fuels growing
unsecured loan portfolios
Rostov region banks presently grant more
loans and at more favorable rates than any
other region in the South Federal District.
Since early 2006 interest rates in the region
have fallen by an average of 3 or 4 % to between 11% and 22%, while the level of unsecured lending and the size of individual loans
has grown by up to 250 %. Unsecured loan
amounts range on average between $ 15,700
and $ 33,300 with repayment terms of up to 7
years. Major participants in this sector are the
South-West branch of Sberbank RF, VTB 24,
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Center-Invest, TRUST National Bank, MDM
Bank, Rosbank and Bank of Moscow.
In 2006 148,896 small companies were
registered in the region, 15% more than the
previous year. In a three year period to 2006,
total loans granted by banks under the State
Program on Small and Medium Entrepreneurship Development scheme grew by more than
2.5 times and in 2006 alone loans totaling
$ 1.215bn were made to 13,467 companies.
In the same year Center-Invest banks’ lending to small to medium size business increased
by 30%, and the South-West branch of Sberbank RF by 40%.
By the end of 2007 the South-West branch
of Sberbank RF plans to double its lending to
private real estate developers in the Rostov
region to $ 314m and Plastic cards issued by
Vozrozhdenie (Renaissance) bank are in the
highest demand in Rostov. Lending to the region’s private individuals presently stands at

$ 191.5m, placing the region 10th highest in
Russia. Overdue loans to individuals stands
at $ 26,866 while the amount of non-financial
companies’ overdue loans was $ 24,779.

Mortgage loans now over $ 100m
Today there are 31 mortgage lenders in the
Rostov region. Borrowers can choose between
218 products offering loan to value ratios of
up to 100% with interest rates of between 9
and 18 % per annum for ruble loans, Loans
tied to foreign currencies are offered at rates
between 9 and 16.5% per annum with repayment terms of up to 30 years. Lenders also offer secured loans for a wide variety of unspecific purposes.
In the first six months of 2007 lenders underwrote 2,137 mortgages totaling $ 94.1m.
In the same period in 2006 there were 1,135
mortgages worth a total of $ 24m. Total lending currently stands at $ 117.6m.

Banks registered in the Rostov region
Bank

Website

City

Volgodonsk City Commercial Bank
Don-Teksbank
Donactivbank
Donbank
Doninvest
Donkombank
Donskoy Narodny Bank (Don People’s Bank)
Donkhlebbank
Zemelny Bank
Mortgage Bank of Regions’ Development
Kapitalbank
Credit Express
Metracombank
Rostov Universal Bank
Rostpromstroybank
Russian National Bank
Selmashbank
Stella-Bank
Taganrogbank
Center-Invest
Yuzhny Region (South Region)
Yuzhny Regionalny Bank (South Region Bank)
Yuzhny Torgovy Bank (South Trade Bank)

–
www.donteksbank.ru
www.donaktivbank.ru
www.don-bank.ru
www.doninvest.ru
www.donkombank.ru
www.dnbank.ru
www.donkhlebbank.ru
–
www.comtech.aaanet.ru
www.kapitalbank.ru
–
www.mtkb.ru
–
www.rpsb.ru
–
–
www.stella-bank.ru
www.taganrogbank.infotecstt.ru
www.centrinvest.ru
www.cbur.ru
www.urb.ru
www.utb-rostov.ru

Rostov-on-Don
Shakhty
Rostov-on-Don
Kamensk-Shakhtinsky
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Gukovo
Rostov-on-Don
Semikarakorsk
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Ростов-на-Дону
Rostov-on-Don
Taganrog
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don
Rostov-on-Don

Insurance companies
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Life insurance helps drive premium growth up more than 60%
The Rostov region ranks first among the regions of the South Federal District for the number and variety of
insurance companies. Premiums grew by more than 60% this year. The region is home to 140 insurance firms based
in Rostov and other Russian regions.
All of the major insurance companies in
Russia have offices in the Rostov region,
such as Rosgosstrakh, ZHASO, Admiral,
RESO Garantia and VSK Insurance House.
These firms and others offer clients a wide
range of insurance services: private insurance, property, life, health, casualty, civil liability, financial risks, transport, cargo
insurance and reinsurance.
For the first six months of 2007 the insurance premium volume stood at $144,638
which is 62.5% up on all the 12 months of
2006. This volume has been growing for a
few years now. In 2006 the amount of insurance premiums in voluntary and compulsory (not taking into consideration
compulsory medical insurance) grew by
40.3%; in voluntary insurance sector it increased by 50.3% and in the compulsory
insurance sector (not taking into consideration compulsory medical insurance) it
grew by 16.8%. Voluntary insurance sector is developing more rapidly than compulsory insurance.

Sales of life insurance policies
jump 175%
In 2006, sales of life insurance policies the
jumped 175.8%. The next largest growth
was in property insurance (61%) followed
by liability insurance segment (52.6%). The
top three segments following these are private insurance (19.6%), MTPL (motor third
party liability) (17.1%) and compulsory
medical insurance (8.5%).
For just the first six months of 2007 premium volume in life insurance segment
was already 90.8% of the total volume of
insurance premiums for this line in 2006.
The leaders in this segment are represented by Russian Standard Insurance, Admiral
and Soyuz Insurance. The amount of premiums for the property insurance segment
for the first six months of 2007 was 63.3% of
the total volume of insurance premiums for
this line in 2006. The leaders in these areas
are Rosgosstrakh, Admiral and RESO Garantia. Premium volume in liability insurance
for the same period amounted to 78.3% of
the total volume of premiums for this product in 2006. Afes, AlfaStrakhovanie and VSK
Insurance House are the leaders. Insurance
premiums in private insurance, MTPL and

compulsory medical insurance segments
were 66.4%, 51.5% and 46.7% respectively of the total volume of premiums for these
lines in 2006.
The estimated insurance premium volume in voluntary and compulsory insurance sectors for the first nine months of
2007 is up 46% from 2006.

pulsory medical insuance) by 38%. Life insurance payouts rose 50.8%, MTPL (38.1%)
followed by private insurance (9.9%). Payments in the liability insurance segment
went down by 3%.

Life insurance payouts rise 50%

Major Rostov’s insurance companies are becoming more and more integrated, from
the economic point of view they are formed
from one insurance pool and from the political point of view – they are more and more
part of a professional association of insurance companies.

As for payments to cover insurance claims,
in 2006 their volume increased by 42.8%.
Voluntary insurance claims grew by 45.5%
and payments in the compulsory insurance
sector (not taking into consideration com-

More professional and more
integrated

Prominent insurance companies in the Rostov region
Company

Website

Activity

Admiral
AlfaStrakhovanie
Asstra
Afes
VSK Insurance House

www.admiralsg.ru
www.alfastrah.ru
www.asstra.aaanet.ru
www.afes.ru
www.vsk.ru

Guta Strakhovanie
ZHASO

www.gutains.ru
www.zhaso.ru

Ingosstrakh
Liter-Polis
Moscow Insurance
Company
Nasta
National Fire Insurance Company
Panacea
Rask
RESO Garantia
Rosgosstrakh-Rostov
ROSNO
Rossiya
SOGAZ
SOYUZ
Uralsib
Eni
Yugoria

www.ingos.ru
–
www.mosinsur.ru

Private insurance, property, liability insurance
Private insurance, property, liability insurance
Private insurance, compulsory medical insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel, life insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel, life insurance
Private insurance, property, liability insurance
Private insurance, property, liability insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, life insurance

www.nasta.ru
www.npsk.ru

Private insurance, property, liability, travel insurance
Property insurance

www.mco-panacea.ru
rask.webrostov.ru
www.reso.ru
www.rgs.ru
www.rosno.ru
ros.ru
www.sogaz.ru
www.ujik720.narod.ru
insurance.uralsib.ru
eni.webrostov.ru
www.ugsk.ru

Private insurance, compulsory medical insurance
Private insurance, property, travel insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel, life insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel, life insurance
Private insurance, property, liability insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, life insurance
Private insurance, property, liability insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, life insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel insurance
Private insurance, property, liability, travel insurance
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Banks and credit institutions
Markus Thuler, Chief Executive Officer, SWISS HOMES

How US sub-prime crisis will affect Russian bank profits
US sub-prime fears and asset quality deterioration worries have led to a global liquidity tightening and
re-financing risk. For Russian banks, the crisis will mean slower growth and decreased profits.

The very large recent write-offs by major
US financial institutions, due to their losses
in the mortgage segment, have plunged the
world stock indices, fuelling speculations of
a further slowdown of the US economy. The
US Fed Fund futures indicate more than a
90% likelihood of another 25 bpts rate cut
at the next FOMC meeting in December.
The increased global banking risk is reflected in a substantial widening between threemonth LIBOR and three-month T-bills. In
one week, the spread widened by 36 bpts
and is currently around 163 bpts. The indicator did not exceed 50 bpts in 1H07. The
spread of the benchmark Russia-30 over the
UST has widened to over 140 bpts.
It does not matter how good the economic fundamentals are. There are only
very few markets globally that are immune
to the current credit crunch. Despite the
domestically generated economic growth
and high oil prices Russia faces a significant liquidity problem. With global credit markets remaining tight there is a great
concern that Russian banks will face problems with re-financing their debt. They
were unable to raise financing since the
beginning of August without paying punitive rates. Estimations put the figure of deferred debt issues at least at USD 10bn and
RUR 200bn. In Russia, the liquidity in the
banking system waned more quickly than
anywhere else in the world, because interest rates moved above 10% for most borrowers. The CBR (Central Bank of Russia)
has increased the list of bonds available
for REPO and has decreased the reserve
requirements to inject approximately RUB
250bn into the system.

Heavy bank borrowing will affect
mortgage pricing and sales
Russian banks have borrowed heavily in
international financial markets to finance
their rapid growth. The current environment will therefore have two mayor impacts; a slowdown in growth rates and a
decrease in profitability. We think that the
global credit crunch will have a limited impact on the Russian mortgage market. First,
despite rapid growth (5x in 2006) mortgage-based transactions remain very small;
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as of June 30, 2007, outstanding mortgage
related loans were less than 3% of GDP.
Second; because state owned banks control 54% of the residential mortgage market while subsidiaries of foreign banks are
holding 11%, the rest being divided among
smaller Russian owned banks. While the
state owned banks have no significant funding problem smaller Russian owned banks
are likely to lose market share due to weaker access to long-term funding. Indeed, they
have been building their mortgage portfolios relying upon asset-backed securities to
re-finance these assets and will be forced to
significantly decrease their activity in the
mortgage market. However, we do not believe that this will lead to a squeeze of the
total mortgage origination volumes since
the state owned- and foreign banks, for a
certain period of time, will simply fill the
gap. Therefore, we also do not expect inter-

est rates for residential mortgages to raise
significantly.
However, lower availability of mortgage
financing has already affected the market.
We observe a temporarily weaker pricing
environment and a slowdown in sales. The
deferral of demand leads to a slower inflow of pre-payments and a slower inventory turnover. Pre-payments are the largest
financing source for most developers putting those with a poorly-diversified project
portfolio and those with only a few projects
on hand in a difficult situation. Furthermore, they can not defer sales until prices
recover and will suffer from further margin
compression. Non-residential real-estate financing in Russia should not be bothered
too much by the credit crisis since the banks
are lending money for commercial real-estate on a project finance basis.

New mortgage products origination, RUBbn
Outstandarding mortgage products to GDP (right-hand sale)
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Source: Central Bank of Russia, Renaissance Capital estimates

35%

36%
55 Local banks, 35%
55 Sberbank, 36%
55 AHML, 10%
55 VTB, 8%
55 Western banks subsidiaries, 11%
11%

8%

10%

Source: AHML, RBC Ratings, Company data, Renaissance Capital estimates

Financial institutions
Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Management

Trust management firms doing well, but need more new clients
Rostov investment firms are doing well, but new client acquisition is slowing. A large number of national trust
management companies operate in the Rostov region as well as some local trust market players. However the
regional trust management market is not yet fully developed. Russia’s hot stock market and mutual funds continue
to be the most preferred investments. To encourage investors to diversify their portfolios, trust firms are educating
their clients about other opportunities in the financial marketplace.
According to the data made available by
the Federal Financial market Service there
were 12 local trust management companies in the Rostov region as of 1 June 2007.
Eight of these companies were divisions of
commercial banks selling shares in bankmanaged mutual funds. Trust management
companies work both with individuals and
legal entities.
In the regional market most of the leading national trust management companies
now offer a wide variety of different types
of shares in different mutual investment

funds. In addition to Russia’s hot stock
market, mutual investment funds have
become extremely popular among individual investors for the last several years.
This can be explained not only by the improving welfare of the population but also
by the fact that more and more people
are becoming more confident in the equities market. The double digit return from
mutual funds has only encouraged investors to look for more of the same rather
than simply keep their money in saving
accounts. As a result, banks are now of-

fering very high rates of interest–in some
cases as high as 14% for long term deposits of 100,000rur or more.
In 2006 the value of mutual fund net
assets increased significantly, together
with the profitability of their shares. As
for bank-managed investment funds their
net assets increased by 2% every month
in 2006 whereas the profitability of their
shares grew by 4%. Despite the growth of
the fund market in Rostov, fund managers report that finding new clients is getting more difficult.

SWOT
Strengths
The Rostov region ranks in top tier of Russian regions for financial
stability, investment attractiveness and rapid development. The region
is home to a large number of Russian and foreign banks.
55 Banks in the Rostov region offer the lowest loan interest rates in the
South Federal District.
55 The Rostov region ranks fifth in Russia in the number of mutli-line
insurance companies. 2006 saw a 176% growth of the total amount of
premiums in the life insurance segment.
55 The Rostov region has more credit and financial institutions than any
other region in the South Federal District. Micro-credit has the highest
rate of development.
55 During the last few years there has been a steady growth of mortgage
lending as incomes improve and banks develop new programs.
55

Weaknesses
The region’s market of banking services appears oversupplied. Smaller
local banks, less able to compete with powerful national institutions, have
become prime takeover candidates.
55 The aggressive growth of the life insurance segment is impacting the
55
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55

savings market as more citizens begin to invest savings into higher yield
endowment policies, mutual funds and stocks.
Insurers are facing more problems from clients who feel they are not
getting what they deserve when filing claims for loss or damage; which
is causing loss of confidence.
Asset management companies face an uphill climb to convince clients to
trust management of their assets to somebody else.

Opportunities:
Only 20% of SME loan demand is being filled.
55 Construction industry boom and increasing prosperity should fuel demand
for home ownership and mortgages.
55 Strong growth in insurance industry indicates consumers are willing to
purchase new product lines, but more consumer education is needed.
55

Threats
As the result of numerous mergers and takeovers, only federal players
and the largest local banks will be left in the market.
55 Credit bureaus lack complete financial information on clients; defaults and
late payments are increasing.
55
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BUSINESS SUPPORT
SERVICES
55 The regional consulting market is $28.6m
and is growing at 25% year; the first
Big Four auditor now has an office
in the region.
55 Experts forecast an increase in demand
for IT, strategic and investment advice.
55 Rostov's labor market is suffering a
deficit of management staff.
55 71% of businesses plan to increase staff,
driving demand for employee leasing and
outstaffing services.
55 Retail, consumer goods and financial
services employees are in highest
demand.

Business support services
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Consultants generating 25 % annual growth by expanding services
Rostov’s continuing economic success has created a vibrant regional consultancy sector growing at the rate of 25%
per year. It’s becoming a magnet for national and international firms. Some major institutions have consolidated
their presence within the region by joining forces with local players in an effort to establish dominance. Auditing is
now the service most in demand.
Consultancy firms in the region offer a
complete range of services, from personnel management, investment, law,
accountancy, marketing and advertising to corporate tax, management and
financial (fund management) support.
Audit specialists make up the lion’s share
of business services with financial and
corporate tax audit consultancies in particular contributing 60 – 75 % of the total profit of audit companies. Seven companies dominate the sector with a 55 %
share of the market. Their annual sales
are in the 12 – 15 million ruble range
($ 480 – 600,000). Another 40 firms
comprise 15 % of the market, with average annual sales of seven million rubles
($ 280,000). The rest of the companies
account for 30 % of the market with average annual sales of two million rubles
($ 80,000).)
The average price for services is 500
rubles ($ 20) per hour or 4,000 rubles
($ 160) per day.

Auditing firms
The market of audit services, whose volume exceeded 500 million rubles ($ 2m)
in 2006, is characterized by the increasing level of competition between local,
federal and international players. There
are four large companies in the region
included in the Expert rating of major
audit-consulting companies of Russia:
MauerGroup, Goodwill, Lita and BusinessConsult. Goodwill was set up as a
result of a merger of four major players of the audit and consulting services: Audit Expert Bureau, Real Audit, Audit Vela and Center Capital. The
projected annual volume of Goodwill is
$ 1.5 – 1.6m which would give it 22.5 %
of the regional market, making it one of
the largest companies of this sector in
the South of Russia. Nevertheless, most
Rostov companies are not eager to join
this new giant as they believe that any
integration hinders competition and reduces the quality of services. At present state control over audit companies
is tightening. This increasing scrutiny is
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due to the steady advance of major Moscow and foreign companies to the regions, where oversight has not been as
acute as it has been in the capital.

New strategies to retain business
To sustain their positions local auditors
have adopted new marketing strategies,
such as loyalty programs, forming associations for accountants and financial
directors and seminars on complicated issues of tax legislation. At present
customers of national and international players are mainly major international and Moscow-based companies having
branches in Rostov, so these clients belong for the most part to the SMB segment. Many firms have increased their
legal services to clients. In addition to
registration of new companies, negotiation of bureaucratic procedures, protection of interests in arbitration and civil
courts and assistance in customs procedures are now being offered
Accountancy consultancies are trying
to win more business by working with
clients to move them to a more automated system of record keeping. Accounting
outsourcing for small businesses is also
gaining more acceptance. Those firms offering marketing services are becoming
more like advertising agencies--branching out beyond research and surveys to
planning and implementation of advertising campaigns and production of advertising material. Demand for these services and PR and branding is high. Loan
brokers have also moved from offering
conventional leasing services for acquiring equipment and commercial real estate to providing «business development
services» like M&E and private equity assistance. Management consultancies in
particular are focusing more on advising clients how to organize much needed
training and coaching for their managers. Management culture in most Russian firms including Rostov companies,
is largely unexplored. It’s a potentially
rich source of income for management
firms.

Other new types of business services in the Rostov market are IT consulting, outsourcing and investment consulting. These are aimed at companies
seeking to find new partners in Russia
as well as abroad. Taking into consideration the huge lack of market experience and the region’s high demand for
investment, development of this sector
of business consultancy services is also
very promising.

Professional consulting services
Major consulting companies of the Rostov region
Name

Website

Activity

2К-Audit-Business Consulting

www.2kaudit.ru

Auditing, consulting services, assessment

MauerGroup

www.mauer-group.ru

Consulting and auditing services

Maxima

www.maximarnd.ru

Consulting services, training, recruitment

Point Passat

www.pointpassatug.ru

Consulting and auditing services, PR, training.

Teletrade D.J. International
Consulting Ltd.

www.teletrade.ru

Consulting services

Agrotekhnologiya

www.consalting.cjb.net

Consulting services

IT

www.rostov.it.ru

Management and IT consulting, training in the field of IT and management, IT personnel
outsourcing

Alliance Major

www.allianc.ru

Marketing and political research, analysis, social surveys and consulting surveys.

Ancor-Don

www.ancor.ru/regional_network/rostov-na-donu

Recruitment

ARFO

www.arfo.ru

Consulting services

Business link

www.bizlink.donpac.ru

Consulting services, training

Gold-Audit

www.goldaudit.ru

Accounting and legal services

Goodwill

www.gw-g.ru

Consulting and auditing services, training for accountants, financial directors
and managers

Company of Tatyana Soldatova

www.soldatova-company.ru

Management consulting, training, coaching for managers, innovative solutions

Investment Consulting

www.i-con.ru

Consulting services

Investment Consultant

www.incons.ru

Consulting services

Institute of Stock Market and
Management

www.ifru.ru

Educational and research center in the field of financial markets, investment
and marketing

Kluchevoy Factor (Key Factor)

www.keyfactor.ru

Consulting services, training

Contact

www.g-contact.ru

Management consulting:branding, partnership marketing, business training and seminars

Lita

www.lita-audit.ru

Auditing and consulting services

Profi-Partner

www.profipartner.ru

Consulting and auditing services

Rekom

www.rekom-rostov.ru

Accounting and legal advice, recruitment

Russian-British Consulting
Center

www.rbcc.ru

Consulting services, marketing survey

Rostov Consulting Company

www.rkkpost.irnd.ru

Auditing services,cost estimation

Strategii Uspekha (Success
Strategies)

www.hr-consalting.ru

Consulting services, recruitment of senior and middle managers, training

Tamga

www.tamga.aaanet.ru

Auditing services, leasing, customs services

Center-Audit

www.audit.centrinvest.ru

Consulting seminars, accounting

YugGarantiaAudit

www.uga-audit.cinet.ru

Auditing services, accounting audit, outsourcing

Yugstandartaudit

www.ugstandartaudit.ru

Accounting, legal, consulting, auditing services

Southern Russia Research
Center Factor

www.marketologu.aaanet.ru

Marketing and social surveys
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Business support services
Igor Khukhrev, President of ANCOR recruitment holding

Strong growth prompts ANCOR to open Rostov office
In August 2007 the management of the ANCOR holding made the decision to provide direct client
servicing instead of providing services through its franchisee. This shift in strategy enabled ANCOR to
provide its clients with a more complete spectrum of recruitment services and make sure these services
were up to its professional standards. As the result of this decision, ANCOR opened its own office in
Rostov-on-Don. As ANCOR’s president, Igor Khukhrev explains, the company’s interest in Rostov-onDon was prompted by the region’s strong economic growth and high demand for professional staff.
When companies develop rapdily, the effect
on a region’s economy is profound.There
needs to be a qualified labor force to continue to satisfy this growth or there will be
problems. The results of the last labor market research conducted by ANCOR demonstrated that in 2008 71% of companies interviewed plan to increase the number of
their employees. Most in demand are retail
personnel (28% of the total number of orders), consumer goods professionals (24%)
and financial people (13%) . Other sectors,
however, are also in need of skilled staff.

Temporary personnel and
outstaffing services in demand
Within the last few years the growing demand for temporary personnel (staff leasing) has become stronger. Outstaffing services are also becoming more and more
popular in the region. Not long ago these
kinds of services were in demand only in
Moscow and only on the part of foreign
Igor Khukhrev, President of ANCOR recruitment holding
Mr. Khukhrev has graduated from Moscow
State University with a degree in psychology.
While he was working in Moscow State University and All-Soviet Union Research and Developement Institute of Natural Science and Technology, Mr. Khukhrev carried out studies on the
topic Psychology of Teamwork and conducted
management consulting and corporate training.
In 1990 he was an advisor to Soviet-British corporation Icon covering management systems, organizational climate and personnel recruitment.
In May 1990, in cooperation with a group of associates, he set up recruitment company Ancor
(Analysis. Consulting. Recruitment) that was
transformed into Ancor recruitment holding in
2004. With an Executive MBA to his name Mr.
Khukrev was named one of the best Russian top
managers in the field of professional services in
accordance with the results of Top 1000 Russian Managers rating conducted by Kommersant
publishing house together with Russian Managers Association.
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companies. But today, a growing number
of Russian companies have come to realize the advantages of these services. Many
new companies find it difficult to find the
right staff. All in all, the Rostov region suffers a heavy deficit of highly qualified personnel.

Serious deficit of skilled workers
In 2007 the situation in the labor market
has been a kind of continuation of what was
happening in 2006. The personnel deficit is
still very high and applicants for a job still
rule the roost. Employers from Rostov-ondon and the Rostov region complain complain that applicants have highly-inflated
views of what salary to expect as well as
career expectations. According to our data,
57% of candidates that applied to ANCOR
seeking a job in 2007 also considered 2-3
job offers at the same time, and 43% of job
seekers who wanted to find a new job expected to get a 40-50% salary increase.

Rostov salaries growing
In 2007 salaries in Rostov-on-Don and the
Rostov region have grown by an average
of 12%. Two years ago 50% of companies
fixed their salaries in rubles, and the other
50% of companies - in the US dollars. Once
the Russian ruble has become stronger the
market has chosen this currency to fix salaries in. According to the results of the last
research, 75% of companies nominate salaries in rubles.
Due to the personnel deficit many companies have started paying close attention to
programs targeted at attracting and development of young specialists. At the moment
26% of the companies that participated in research conducted by ANCOR have launched
such programs.

Recruitment firms market
services aggressively
There are many recruitment agencies in the
Rostov region that exercise aggressive marketing policies trying to attract large clients
by all possible means. ANCOR has been in

Russia for a long time and in the CIS market for over 17 years. So we rely on our experience and technologies for professional
search and selection of staff, unique database of job seekers and unified corporate
standards to keep us competitive. We also
have an integrated system for personnel
training and powerful information resources that allow ANCOR applicants to search
for jobs throughout Russia, the CIS and other countries.
ANCOR recruitment holding started its activities in Rostov-on-Don in 1994. In December
2006 due to a growing demand for temporary
personnel (staff leasing) and for outstaffing
services it opened a branch of the holding's
leasing company to provide leasing services.
ANCOR opened its own office in Rostov-on-Don
in September 2007. Today ANCOR recruitment
holding provides personnel for companies that
operate in Rostov-on-Don, Volgodonsk, Shakhty,
Taganrog, Novoshakhtinsk, Novocherkassk,
Bataysk, Azov and other cities and towns of
the Rostov region. The company offers its customers from the South Federal District a full
spectrum of its services – search for specialists and management, labor market and salary
analytic surveys, providing staff for short-term
and long-term projects, outstaffing services,
providing personnel for large-scale projects.

Recruiting

President Program graduates can be tomorrow’s top managers
Tatyana Litvinova,
General Director of the Center
for Personnel Technologies,
under the Association
of President Program
Graduates in the Rostov region

Major Rostov companies are ready to hire well-trained top managers, but
they need to recruit from Moscow and beyond. Tatiana Litvinova believes
that the Association of President Program Graduates can become a rich new
source of world-class talent.

Rostov has always been the gates to the Caucasus and a logistic
center of Russia. Today its potential is finally becoming more realized. The number of investment projects is increasing, but like
many of Russia’s regions, finding well-trained key managers is difficult. As Tatyana Litvinova puts it, “you cannot select top-managers and unskilled personnel at the same time.”
Where is the shortage of managers most acute?
“If we look at it from the point of view of macroeconomics, the
deficit of talented top-mangers is much higher in state-owned organizations and municipalities. We live in a vertically integrated
country where the influence of authorities on business is great and
they are widely interrelated. There is also a deficit of top-managers to help run private businesses. Large businesses cope with this
problem: they train their managers or buy them for a lot of money realizing that efficient management is worth the cost. Small
businesses need middle-management staff. State authorities demand efficient well-qualified managers (similar to top positions in
private business) who understand economic processes and accept
ideas of private-state partnership with enthusiasm.”
How did an idea of setting up a Center emerge?
“The Association’s strength is a unique database of middle and
senior managers in all sectors and managerial positions. They have
all been exclusively trained and interned at companies in the EU,
USA and Japan and know at least one foreign language. They are
poised for fast professional and career growth, but they need help
in finding the right position. That’s why the Association made a decision to set up a business division to apply modern technologies
of personnel recruitment and focus only on selecting top-managers. The Center for Personnel Technologies has been in the market for three years, its goal coincides with the target of the President Program: providing foreign companies operating in Russia
with world-class managers. We don’t intend to take over the whole
market, we only work for exclusive customers and have serious foreign partners. We hope that our Center will be a strong “Russian
brand” comparable to European levels.”
Tatyana Litvinova, President of Association of President Program
Graduates in the Rostov region
General Director of the Center for Personnel Technologies under the Association of President Program Graduates in the Rostov region. Ms. Litvinova
has a degree in building, law and economy. In 1993 she lived and worked
in Germany, in 1994-95 – in the USA. In 1999 she was an intern in DEWE
ROGERSON Ltd., a financial PR agency (London, the UK).
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Top-managers usually come to regions like Rostov from Moscow, and to Moscow from abroad. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of this trend?
“I can see only advantages. Foreign top-managers and teams
have been successfully working for some Rostov companies for a
long time. They bring in new managing technologies, new quality and a new level of salaries. The latter is very important: talented people do not have to leave their native places to develop their
careers and earn a good salary.
Recruiting more top-managers into Russia’s regions helps local companies learn how to work in a more European style. Rostov businesspeople are wise entrepreneurs, they invite this or that
manager not because he or she is from Moscow or abroad but because they have the experience and knowledge which local managers lack. On the other hand, there are more and more local Russian
managers in the regions who have experience working with international companies. As a rule they are less expensive to hire. For
example, there are 1,500 of our graduates in the region. If we keep
up this pace, in a few years we’ll overcome the shortage of managerial personnel and won’t have to attract experts from abroad or
outside our region.”
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Business support services
Harro van Graafeiland, Country General Manager, TNT Express Russia

How TNT’s “Investors in People”
program helps add value
Today companies in more than 30 countries are certified according to the standards developed by an
employee staff development program called “Investors in People”. TNT is the first and only company in
Russia to receive this certification. Harro van Graafeiland, TNT’s country manager explains why the
program is an essential ingredient to his firm’s success.
The key to success in business lies in the
sphere of human resources. First, it is important to make sure that your business
has a staff development program so you
can then invest in high technologies to increase your capacity. It is very difficult to
make staff development an efficient and
stable structure, but experience indicates
that it isn’t impossible.
The model for successful staff development originated in Great Britain, where a program called “Investors in People” was started at the end
of 1980s. The Confederation of British
Industry, the British Congress of Trade
Unions, the Institution of Human Resources Management and spokesmen
of major companies all cooperated in
developing this standard. Beginning
with 1997 it started to be introduced
all over the world. Today companies in
more than 30 countries are certified
according to the standard Investors in
People.
In Russia there is only one company with this type of certification. It is
the Russian branch of TNT Express.
The experience of our company proves
that staff development in Russia can
be organized according to international quality standards. In 2002 TNT Express was a certified “Investors in People” employer for the first time. In the
following years the company declared
its conformation to the standard, and in
the end of 2006 was certified according
to two more standards OHSAS 18000
(The Occupational Health and Safety
Assessment Series) and SA 8000 (Social Accountability).
The basic point of the standard “Investors in People” is that an employee is the main value of the company,
its competitive advantage, and the employee’s development means the development of the company. “Investors in
People” covers many aspects of a company’s personnel interaction. It is based
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on ten indicators (such as, “The Personnel Awareness of the Strategy and the
Plan of the Company’s Development”,
“Effective Management of the Subordinates”, “Personnel effective education
and development”), with an evaluation
criteria and scale for each one.
The conformity of any company to
this international standard is established by the process of analyzing the
company’s documentation and procedures. This includes interviewing employees by a representative of Investors
in People. At TNT Express about 10%
of the company’s employees in Moscow, St. Petersburg and Ekaterinburg
were interviewed in October 2006. Employees from different departments,
occupying various posts and differing
in age and gender were inter viewed,
which made it possible to receive reliable information about the organization of personnel work in the company
at first hand.
TNT did not have to signif icantly change its personnel policy to receive certification. Many of our policies were far sighted, which is a credit
to our management. But international
standard certification gives the company an opportunity to put its many years’
experience into a unified system for the
company’s benefit in the long-term, irrespective of personnel changes. Certification also provides an opportunity to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of
personnel training, improve labor conditions and monitor employees’ satisfaction. TNT has achieved impressive
results in the four years of its participation in the program. The company’s
business has been increasing by 3040% a year, the degree of satisfaction
of clients of its Russian office is 95%,
and 87% of our employees’ are satisfied with their work.
Personnel are the most important
corporate asset of any company. Thus

the criteria of certification is management’s recognition and fair evaluation
of each employee’s work.
Employee-focused personnel management strategy means creating oppor tunities for employees ’ career
growth. It’s management’s responsibility to ensure that employees’ understand the company’s goals, participate in the achievement of these goals
and are conscious of their own significance for the company’s business processes, professional development programs and training. This allows them
to initiate work improvement and implementation of innovational decisions. Practice shows that specialists at
their work-place often see more than
their superior. They see what improvements have to be made and know how
to do it. Our task is to make people
want to share that information. Investors in People provides the opportunity for every employee to communicate
with management.
The high level of corporate culture,
employees’ motivation and constant
professional development allow TNT to
effectively solve personnel problems.
Due to high-quality training and constant professional development 86%
of management vacancies at TNT are
filled by the company’s own staff.
Certification also testifies to the fact
that the company has a reliable and
prog ressive personnel management
system for effective business development. Investors in People unites with
common values more than 32,000 companies world-wide. If leading Russian
companies follow the example of TNT
Express, Russian business will be able
to achieve a new level of quality and
performance.

Professional consulting services
Paul Ciszewski, General Director of ArmorGroup Eurasia

Sochi 2014 will add to regional security concerns
Interest in security in the southwest region of Russia has always been high and ArmorGroup
has had a presence in the region for many years, with activity peaking during the building
of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium Project. The existence of two of Russia’s most important
ports, major oil and gas pipelines, oil storage facilities and the region’s status as a gateway
to Sochi 2014 will required an even higher level of security presence.

Paul Ciszewski holds a Bachelors degree
in psychology and a Masters degree in Russian History and Government from Georgetown University. He has worked in the security field for thirty years with the last
11 of the last 13 years working in Russia. He is a certified security professional.
Mr. Ciszewski is currently the General Director of ArmorGroup Eurasia.

The forthcoming Winter Olympics will require a major security focus in the region.
There will be a constant stream of highranking visitors, a great surge in transported
fuel and construction materials for roads, airport construction, sports complexes and other
venues being improved or built. Storage facilities for materiel and equipment will be required. New businesses will appear and existing businesses can be expected to expand.
The need to transport large amounts of
cash will also skyrocket. All of these assets
and activities to a greater or lesser degree will

require security. The Olympic events themselves will draw thousands of VIPs and hundreds of thousands of spectators from all over
the world. Massive security will be needed to
secure the Olympic sites. ArmorGroup is well
positioned in the region to support the forthcoming surge in security requirements. Our
company has worked extensively in the region on similar mega-projects. Moreover ArmorGroup was contracted to provide security at the Summer Olympics Games in Athens,
where the games were held without serious
incident.

Creating a new market niche for regional exhibits and trade fairs
Sergey Shamshura,
Director of VertolExpo

The exhibit business is quite new for the region. According to Sergey
Shamshura, Director of VertolExpo, the catalyst for the development of
the regional market of exhibition services was his company’s decision to
build the region’s first dedicated exhibition hall.

What kind of exhibit space does VertolExpo have and how is it
used?
“At present VertolExpo owns 8,500 square meters of enclosed and
15,000 square meters of open exhibition premises, a congress-hall with
6 rooms that can accommodate from 50 to 250 people, a restaurant
and a business-class hotel. Since the year when we opened our first exhibition hall, we’ve added a lot more employees and have changed our
company’s structure significantly. All of these changes have helped improve the quality of exhibitions and have helped us launch several new
projects to increase our company’s competitive ability.”
How competitive is the market?
“There are about a dozen exhibit organizing companies operating in
the Rostov region. But we organize our own projects here rather than
put this responsibility on some outsourced companies. We’ve been in
Sergey Shamshura, Director of VertolExpo
Mr Shamshura is a Candidate of Technical Sciences. He is a graduate of three
different universities: the first is the Rostov State University of Transport
Means (speciality system engineer), the second is the School of Mechanics
& Mathematics of the same university and the third is the Taganrog State
Radiotechnical University (aircraft building). Mr Shamshura has been in the
exhiition business since 2003. Currently he is the head of VertolExpo.
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the exhibition business for more than 10 years. That’s why we are so
particular about what kind of projects we host on our premises.”
What’s your long term strategic goal?
“Our goal is to become the key exhibition partner for regional businesses. We believe that if we are successful, our successes should help
develop the regional economy and promote the region’s image as a good
destination for business tourism and the center of business communication in southern Russia. All over the world exhibition complexes continue to expand their range of services, feed the local budget with additional finance and create additional jobs. I can cite as an example, the
German exhibition complex Messe Duesseldorf. Its annual turnover
is Ђ360m. In addition to that, its complex generates enormous additional revenue for the whole city, i.e. hotels, shops, cafes, restaurants,
laundries and other services. The total annual amount of this additional source of income for the whole city exceeds Ђ2bn.”
How many exhibits do you organize annually—and which are
most popular?
“VertolExpo organizes around 25 of its own exhibition projects each
year. The most popular topic-related fairs are construction, agriculture and
furniture production. Their popularity, both among manufacturers and visitors, can be explained by the fact that these sectors are well developed in
the region and that people enjoy seeing and celebrating success.”
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Professional consulting services
Maxim Samarin, Partner, Audit, KPMG in Russia and the CIS.

KPMG forecast: “tremendous regional business growth”
Over the last three years KPMG in Russia and the CIS has been the most rapidly growing division
of KPMG in the world. In 2006 this division grew 47 % . Auditing grew by 40 % , while consulting
services, including taxation services, grew twofold. In the past two years KPMG has opened new
offices in the Ural, Privolzhsky and Siberian Federal Districts. Next to come is the South Federal
District. In this interview, Maxim Samarin gives his comments on the upcoming opening of KPMG’s
office in Rostov-on-Don.
As a leading global business consultancy, what is your forecast for regional
growth in Russia?
“The tremendous growth of regional business in Russia is the main reason
why KPMG keeps opening new offices in
the key regions of Russia. The decision
to open an office in Rostov-on-Don has
been well thought through. We’ve taken
the following factors into consideration:
some of our large clients who until now
have been dealt with by our Moscow office are located here. Among these clients
are such names as Aston, Agrocom, Novoroscement, Novoship, UTK, Lukoil and
Baltika to name but a few. The southern
regions of Russia have been showing high
growth rates. Due to this growth many local companies have started to expand into
both national and global markets. According to our estimates several local companies may soon reach the turnover equal
of $1 billion. It may not be ruled out that
in the future additional offices of KPMG
may be opened in other cities of southern Russia.”
What kind of business services do you
feel are most needed in the Rostov
region?
“The above results in growing demand
for world-class auditing and consulting services, which we expect to continue. Our
Rostov office will initially provide our cliMaxim Samarin, Partner, Audit, KPMG
Russia and CIS
Maxim Samarin graduated from the Moscow
State Linguistic University. He is a member
of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA). He has worked for KPMG
since 1997. Maxim is responsible for auditing
projects for Russian and international companies working in agriculture, construction, food,
mining and other sectors. In 2007 Maxim was
appointed Director of the KPMG office in Rostov-on-Don.

ents in the South Federal District with auditing services, particularly services related
to compiling auditing reports in accordance
with international standards. Other services related to taxation, financing and business consulting are planned to be provided with support from the specialists in
other offices of KPMG. We’re planning to
open our office in Rostov in the beginning
of 2008. We have already chosen a business center where we intend to rent office
space.”
How do you select and train your staff?
“The first employees for a new office
are selected from the most talented graduates of the region’s leading universities.
All our employees go through extensive
screening and testing procedures. As for
our Rostov office, its employees have been
already sent for training under the ACCA
(Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) program. KPMG’s experience
shows that screening and training talented young people is essential. To find sufficient IFRS-certified specialists in any region today is practically impossible. That’s
why we select young specialists and then
train them in accordance with a specialized professional program. Together with
professional skills, KPMG tries to instill its
corporate culture into young specialists, as
well as the values that have helped KPMG
to maintain its outstanding global reputation.”
The consulting sector in Rostov is very
competitive, does KPMG plan to work
with local business consultants?
“KPMG sees local auditing and consulting companies in Rostov not as our rivals but rather as colleagues. With some
of them we are establishing close partnership relations. For example, KPMG is holding joint IFRS seminars for its clients with
a local auditing company. It’s difficult to
talk about the market share we may occupy in the South Federal District, but we are
absolutely certain of our success.
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KPMG’s Ural and Privolzhsky offices
were opened just recently, but each has
found its place in the regional business
structure. We service a great number of
leading regional companies and play an increasing role in the relevant region’s economic and social development.”
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Professional consulting services
Constantin Mauer, managing partner of Mauer Group

Inflow of western capital into Russian regions
creates demand for professional investment advise
Leading federal and international players in the consulting market have come to realize the potential
of regional markets. According to Constantin Mauer, managing partner of the Mauer Group, one of
the ways regional consulting companies to compete is to join international networks.
The Russian market of auditing and consulting services grows in tandem with a companies’ needs. There is a tangible increase in
demand for medium-term planning and for
budgeting on the part of the government.
The demand for recruitment consulting, advise on business restructuring and preparation of investment memoranda is growing
as well. However, financial and legal advise
is still in the highest demand. IT consulting
also has a promising future.
Today the tendency of the auditing
and consulting services market is increasing mutual penetration of Russian and foreign companies. The more interest Western
companies express in investing into Russian
economy the more aggressive Western auditing and consulting companies get in the
Russian market while Russian consulting
firms have more chances to work with Western enterprises.

The total volume of Rostov’s market of consulting services is $ 29m
The regional market of auditing and consulting services is expanding, but some significant changes are expected in the market’s development and structure due to
many Moscow and foreign companies coming into the Rostov region.
The total volume of Rostov’s market of
consulting services is now $ 29m a year.

Mauer Consulting Group was founded in
1994 in Rostov-on-Don. At the time it was
named Mauer-Audit. Today Mauer Group
has branches in Moscow, Saint Petersburg,
Berlin (Germany) and Graz (Austria). It is a
member of I. C. P. Group and NEXIA International auditing and consulting networks.
In accordance with the results of a rating
released by Expert magazine, Mauer Group
ranks one of the top 100 largest auditing and
consulting companies in Russia. It has been
the leader in the market of the South Federal District since 1998. The company has
IКЕА, Соса-Соlа, ЕFЕS-Рilsener, Volkswagen
VW, Procter&Gamble, Rosneft, Caparol, Hilti,
Wurth and SGL Carbon among its clients.

Local auditing companies focus mainly on
small and medium businesses. Large international and Moscow companies that are
based here or have branches in Rostov-onDon prefer to cooperate with one of the
Big Four auditors. The growing demand for
auditing and consulting services provided by
large companies resulted in KPMG entering
the Rostov’s market. But it is still to early to
make any comments on whether other members of the Big Four will follow KPMG and how
it will affect local market players.

The benefits of joining
an international association
Once there is a national player that operates under an international brand in a
regional market it will start determining
the market’s development strategy. However, there is a way out for regional companies--joining international professional
associations. In 2003 Mauer Group became a member of auditing and consulting network I. C. P. Group, with branches
in 28 countries all over the world. Its focus is providing M&A and services targeted at improving business efficiency. In 2004
our company also joined international auditing and consulting network NEXIA International, ranked as one of the top ten networks in the world with an annual turnover
of more than $ 1.6bn. Unlike opinions given
by Russian auditing companies, opinions provided by NEXIA International are recognized
abroad and their price is much lower than Big
Four companies.
Another Rostov-on-Don based company,
Goodwill auditing and consulting group, is
also a part of an international network. It
joined RSM Top AC. According to Goodwill’s management, their partnership with
RSM will not only enable them to participate in RSM’s projects in the South Federal
District, but in turn attract the international partner to take part in its own projects
here.
Local players can also advance their competitiveness by widening by offering their clients packages of services. When Mauer Group
focused its activities on foreign investment we
realized we needed a professional partner in
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the field of development, and we concluded a
cooperation agreement with Rostovgorstroy
construction company. Today we provide complex consulting services for investment projects (legal and tax advise, estimation of investment feasibility, evaluation and calculation of
financial results), while our partner takes care
of engineering services, gets permission for designing and construction works as well as for
commissioning buildings and facilities. It is evident that together the two companies make it
much easier for investors to enter the region.
We also provide complex investment advise
which is a unique kind of service in today’s
market of auditing and consulting services.

Investment advice has
great potential
I see investment advise as the most promising service. Today there are a lot of companies that are in two minds about how to
attract funds for their further development:
whether to hold an IPO or issue bonds. Or
maybe it will be more profitable to attract
a strategic investor, now that western capital has finally started flowing into regions. METRO, IKEA, Ashan and Coca-Cola are just the first comers to be followed
by many others.
The next two or three years will see not
only quantitative but also qualitative changes of the market. Today we are on the threshold of entering the World Trade Organization for example. And there is no doubt that
the investment climate in Russia is getting
better and better. The Ministry of Finance
has started paying close attention to implementation of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and this too will only
increase Russia’s appeal. The demand for
audit of financial reports released in accordance with IRFS and for consulting services
on how to make such reports will grow tangibly. As investment activities of Russian and
international companies grow, the domestic market will demonstrate an increasing
demand for consulting services. The most
promising will be in the field of strategic development, creating new management systems, introducing new information and automation technologies and systems.
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construction
and real estate
55 Over 3,800 businesses are engaged
in construction work.
55 Real estate construction investment
in 2007 is more than $325m.
55 The size of the commercial real estate
market exceeds one million square
meters.
55 The cost of office space in new business
centers is now $1,500 per square meter.
55 Class A building sites are becoming
scarce and the building materials
shortage is driving up prices.

Construction and real estate
Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Commercial property continues impressive development,
led by the retail sector and strong demand for Class A space
The Rostov region is currently going through a construction boom like many other regions in Russia. The main
difference here is that the local market still has its strongest growth ahead. The figures which highlight the
region’s construction activities and investment in construction offer an optimistic outlook, with the best dynamics
registered in commercial property sector.
The region’s commercial real estate can be
broadly classified into three major categories: retail property, business property and
warehouse property. All the three segments
show interesting dynamics of market price
and rental yields.

Euro-quality malls enjoy
95 % occupancy rate
The Rostov region’s retail market is promising for potential investors who are interested in retail businesses and high-quality
shopping centers.
At present open air public markets and
integrated shopping spaces situated on the
first floor of residential houses constitute a
sizeable share of retail property market in
Rostov-on-Don. Another substantial share is
represented by shopping centers, which have
evolved from public markets. These shopping
venues can hardly be considered up-to-date
malls since they have not been modernized
with high tech amenities. Big national and
foreign chains which enter the local retail
market compete with local shops and cause
steady demand for top-class premises.
There are 18 shopping centers (over
1,000 square meters each) operating in Rostov-on-Don that make up the city’s fledgling mall market. Euro-style quality shopping malls include Horizont shopping and
leisure center, Metro, OKAY and Eldorado hypermarkets, as well as Sportmaster
and M. Video supermarket stores. The first
half of 2006 saw 4,900 square meters of
new shopping center spaces introduced in
Rostov-on-Don, while overall market supply in the city’s mall segment amounted to
211,000 square meters.
These operating shopping centers enjoy a 95 % occupancy rate, which indicates
that the region is facing an acute shortage. The monthly rental rate in Rostov-onDon’s shopping centers varies from 650 rubles ($ 26) per square meter in Vertol-City
to 7,500 rubles ($ 300) per square meter in
Rostov Central Department Store (including VAT and utility rates).
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At the beginning of 2007 Rostov’s overall retail property market was estimated at
about one million square meters. The market supply in this sector went up by 2.6 %
(26,200 square meters) over the previous
year due to the emergence of new shopping
center sections (25,300 square meters) and
integrated / attached shopping facilities
(16,500 square meters). At the same time
the low-cost structures market supply fell
by 11,500 square meters, and public market supply by 4,100 square meters.
The share of public market spaces in Rostov-on-Don’s overall retail property market supplies decreased by 1 %, the share of
low-cost structures – by 2 %, while integrated / attached shopping facilities grew
by 1 % against the corresponding figures
of 2006. This tendency is likely to continue, judging by the experience of other Russian regions.

Strong demand for Class A
commercial space
The highest demand for commercial property is high quality office space. The intensity of demand was mainly triggered
by large Russian and international companies expanding into Rostov-on-Don to open
branch offices here.
All office spaces can be classified into
Class A, B and C office blocks. Today Class
C office spaces, encompassing buildings
which used to house former Research and
Development establishments and administrative bodies, former hotels and production shops, as well as first-floor offices
in residential houses, account for a sizeable part of Rostov’s office market. Class
A and B offices are developed in the margins of built-to-suit projects. Russian Class
A business premises provide a higher level of comfort compared with their Class B
counterparts and feature centralized climate control and security systems, automated utility infrastructure control systems
and underground parking lots. Among other things they provide a wide array of ser-

vices including transportation, office centers, assembly-rooms, gyms, beauty shops,
restaurants, drugstores etc.
At present the city’s construction activities in this sector are focused on top-class
business centers. Rostov-on-Don’s largest
business centers still under construction
are Yuzhnaya Stolitsa (Southern Capital),
Pyat Morey (Five Seas), Kupechesky Dvor
(Merchant Court), Gvardeysky (Guards).
The implementation of several multi-use
commercial property projects is also under
way. Construction works on another major business center Clover House covering
a 26,000 square meter area have already
been finished.
Office space in the newly-built business
centers is not only leased but also put out
for sale. The offering prices per square meter in the city’s emerging business centers
average $ 1,500.
The next few years are expected to bring
a large number of new office buildings. The
general forecast is that demand for office
spaces will remain high since Rostov-onDon’s business property market is still under-developed.
General Information
The cost of all construction projects
completed in the Rostov Region over the
first half of 2007 totaled over $ 628m
(15.7 billion rubles).
55 Only
May 2007 saw construction
projects worth $ 188m (4.7 billion rubles)
implemented within the region, up 13.7 %
from May 2006.
55 More than 3,800 of the region’s building
firms are engaged in construction,
modernization, expansion and technical
upgrade of various types of commercial
facilities.
55 In 2007 the number of people employed in
the construction sector was 137,100, a
3.7 % increase compared with 2006.
55

Commercial real estate
Warehouse sector is weak, but
developers see bright future
The warehouse property market in Rostovon-Don is weak and underdeveloped. Over
80 % of all warehouses can be found in the
city’s industrial areas and on the left bank
of the Don River. Most of them have no
heating; although heated warehouse space
is in great demand. Abandoned industrial
spaces, agricultural storage facilities and
coldstore complexes account for a small
portion of overall warehouse spaces. Total
available unheated warehouse space in the
city is about 400,000 square meters.
Overall demand for Class A warehouse
property amounts to some 150,000 square
meters. The current warehouse market in
Rostov shows a large discrepancy between
demand and supply: a great many threestory warehouses left over from the Soviet
period are likely to stay out of use unless
there appear tenants ready to bear additional costs of freight elevators and transportation. Only three warehouse complexes
located in the outskirts of the city conform
to Class B standards. These premises offer
modern warehouse equipment, office spaces, automatic fire sprinkler systems and lie
close to railroad tracks. The monthly rental rates here range from 200 ($ 8) to 250
rubles ($ 10) per square meter. In general,
average yearly rental rates for Rostov-onDon’s heated storage premises are quoted at
$ 80 – 90, unheated warehouse rental rates
hover around the $ 50 mark. However, yearly rental rates per square meter are higher
at the center of the city, $ 60 for unheated and about $ 100 for heated warehouse

rooms. The average selling prices of warehouse property in Rostov vary from $ 200
to $ 500 per square meter.
Given the shortage of heated warehouse
spaces and the total lack of Class A premises, providing high-level storage services, a
number of trading companies were forced
to embark on the construction of their own
warehouses. These companies include Donskoy Tabak, Regata, Baltika-Don, Rostselmash, Empils, Russky Suvenir and Shatura. Not long ago Donskoy Tabak leased its
10,000 square meter warehouse room in
the central part of the city, while Rostselmash kicked off the construction of a new
terminal warehouse designed for the storage of spare parts for combines. This construction project will add some 33,000
square meters to the 17,000 square meters
of warehouse space already owned by the
company.
The coming years are expected to bring
new warehouses to other cities of the region as well. RosEuroGroup group of companies has already launched the construction of the first Class A logistics center in
Bataysk. Under the project RosEuroGroup
is set to build a 300meter railway siding
facility and a large parking lot. The construction is planned to be completed by the
end of 2007. Other large Russian and international logistics companies operating in
Rostov, such as Rewico, FM Logistic, National Logistic Company, have also undertaken the construction of modern warehouse centers lately. For instance, French
PGP has announced its intention to build
a 100,000 square meter warehouse center
worth $ 100m in Rostov.

Different kinds of trading real estate
15%

23%
9%

53%

55 Kiosks and small shops
55 Malls
55 Open-air markets
55 Extensions of existing buildings

High quality trading space to rent
(square meters)













Geographic location
of trading premises
5%

10%

19%

5%

14%

28%
19%

55 Sovetsky city district
55 Voroshilovsky city district
55 Kirovsky city district
55 Leninsky city district
55 Oktyabrsky city district
55 Pervomaysky city district
55 Proletarsky city district
Data as of February 2007
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Construction and real estate
Analyst Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Residential housing sector is on a roll, but competition is keen
More than a million square meters of new housing are commissioned in the region every year and these figures
are still rising due to demand. To keep competitive, however, local builders need to reinvest in new construction
technologies and find and train workers to meet the new design challenges and Euro-standards buyers require.
The housing sector is now a $300-360m
market. In 2006 1.4 million square meters
were commissioned, up 14.7% from 2005.
The planned growth of residential housing
construction is pegged at not less than 7%
annually, with 2.16 million square meters
of residential housing by 2010. New construction for the first six months of 2007
was up 19% over the same period in 2006.
In total, 7,500 apartments with a total
area of 752,700 sq. m. were constructed
this year.
Apartment blocks are still the most popular type of housing. A number of companies have been set up to manufacture prefabricated houses using Canadian and
Finnish technologies and some will apply methods of non-detachable polystyrene foam formwork. To keep pace with
the demand, however, local builders need
to reinvest in these and other new technologies. Buyers are also demanding more Euro-standard finish work and ammenities.
The construction boom has also created a
shortage of highly qualified “skilled trades”
workers, such as welders, electricians and
finish carpenters. Vocational school programs are re-tooling to address this need by
some construction firms are providing on
the job training to speed the process.

Rostov-on-Don’s engineering infrastructure needs major overhaul–
deteriorating heating, water and sewage systems are big problems
Today one of the most important and urgent
issues in Rostov-on-Don are the condition of
its heating, water and sewage systems. As of
January,2006, more than 60% of its sewage
and water supply networks were worn out. Every year 25-30 kilometers of water supply networks and water pipelines in residential buildings are repaired. In 2006 more than $4m was
earmarked for repairs.
According to engineering data, for the period 2006-2010, residential houses annually
consume 2.25 million gigacalories of thermal
energy to heat houses and provide residential
hot water, while annual hot water consumption
amounts to 19.9 million cubic meters. There
are 306 boilers in the city.
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The major problem of the heat supply system is excessive loss of thermal energy in the
course of generation, transportation and consumption – 470,000 gigacalories a year. The
city’s central heating supply system is estimated to be 60-86% worn out.
More than 360,000 apartments in Rostovon-Don use natural gas, 84.7% of the city’s
population. 562.5 million cubic meters of gas
is consumed annually.
The major problems of the gas supply system are worn out gas pipelines (55.4%), supply facilities and equipment (50.3%) and heat
failures in a number of residential districts in
cold weather.

Market composition of second hand
apartments, as of March 2007
0,61%
45,86%

51,46%

2,07%
55 Brick buildings
55 Pre-engineered buildings
55 Panelized buildings
55 Monolith buildings
Source: www.irn.ru

Commercial real estate
Stanislav Popovich, Managing Director of OJSC Rostovgorstroy

Russian developers need to understand how to work
with foreign investors to stay competitive
Rostov’s construction market is developing; consequently, competition among contracting
organizations is increasing This stimulates demand for Turkish and other foreign firms. Their
competitive advantage is connected not with the lower cost of services they offer, but in the fact
that they “speak the same language” with Western investors. The latter have a different system of
management, job and risks estimate. If Rostov contractors want to co-operate with them, they have
to learn to “translate from English into Russian”.
Foreign investors consider it normal practice to change the plot plan of the construction project from five to ten times during the
final stage of project planning and agreement on building and construction works
costs. We are accustomed to first drawing
up the project, then undergoing expert review – all step by step. Foreign firms combine these processes to reduce the time and
cost. If the contract says 10th of November,
the construction project will be done by the
10th. They follow a plan which covers all
stages of construction. The main problem
with Russian constructors is the absence of
a well-defined plan and control system.
To win contracts with foreign investors,
Russian builders need to understand their
approach to business. We need specialists
who have had the experience of working
for foreign companies, competent engineers with knowledge of technical English; we have to learn to strictly maintain
the terms of work performance and conform to the quality expected.
Our company has learned to “translate
from English into Russian”. We match western investors’ demands to the work of Russian contractors and developers. The demands in Russia differ from those in the
West; quite often they are much stricter.
Working with large investment projects
is the main direction of our current activity. We serve as general developer, prime
contractor, technical consultant and engineering firm so we can undertake the project management from beginning to end: we

Stanislav Popovich, Managing Director of
OJSC Rostovgorstroy, Vice-Chief of OJC Upravlayuschaya Kompaniya Rostovgorstroy LLC,
renowned constructor of the Russian Federation, academician of MARE (Moscow Academy of Real Economy), Man of the Year in the
Construction nomination in 2002. His record of
work in the construction sphere is 26 years.

obtain construction permits, attract the
contractor agencies required, co-ordinate
work, control quality and terms of performance during all construction stages. The
investor does not waste time on communication with separate project planning and
contracting organizations.
We work with many well known foreign
firms. For instance, we co-operate with Coca-Cola as a technical consultant and prime
contractor. It is very complicated work, but
interesting and prestigious. Currently, we
have more than 20 other projects at different stages of realization. We also act as an
investor and co-investor in our own projects (house construction, brick and monolith brick houses).
We have very ambitious plans and the
means to implement them. The main ingredients of success are intellectual potential
and having a solid production base. This is
why we focus on continuing to improve the
company’s structure and employees’ professional growth with new technologies in
project planning and construction.

The state company Rostovgorstroy consists of
12 enterprises specializing on construction. The
leading position is occupied by OJCS Rostovgorstroy. The history of the enterprise dates back
to the establishment of North-Caucasian district
military-construction unit in 1938 which was
transformed into Building Trust No. 10 in 1949.
After the war the building trust constructed and
reconstructed the plants Rostsel’mash, Krasnyj
Akaj, Electroapparat, Gradient, Rostovskij vertoljotnyj zavod, as well as the Drama Theatre named
after M. Gorky and Rostov Public Circus.
Many projects of social and cultural importance which largely defined Rostov’s architectural image were erected by Building Trust No. 10:
Rostov and Inturist hotels, the Sports Palace,
the Don Public Library, movie theaters Rossija
and Rostov.
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The projects of Rostovgorstroj
The belfry of Rostov Cathedral (1999 – 2001)
Reconstruction of:
Yuzhnaya hotel (2001 – 2005),
Don sanatorium (2002 – 2005),
Veshensky sanatorium (2002 – 2005),
Rostsel’mash stadium (2000 – 2002)
Repair work in domestic buildings damaged as a
result of the terrorist attack (2000 – 2001)
The projects of the purpose-oriented ecological program of grubbing the Temernik river in
Rostov.
The logistic complex in Bataisk (2006 – 2007)
Methanol
terminal
handler
in
Azov
(2002 – 2006)
Trade center METRO Cash and Carry
(2004 – 2005)
The construction of OK hypermarkets (20032007)
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Residential real estate

Sector hit by high construction costs and scarcity of good sites
Valentina Polevichenko,
General Director of
Edinstvo

The demand for better quality housing is felt all over Russia. But the deficit
in construction materials, especially cement, and the bank liquidity crisis
are having a negative affect on the market. Although the pressure for more
housing continues, actual construction lags behind market needs.

What are the main problems of the regional construction market?
The chief problem here is the constant rise in the price of construction materials resulting from their deficit. This has a great impact on the cost of construction. The price of cement is growing
more rapidly. The deficit of cement will be more and more acute in
the next three to five years. Many analysts link the deficit of construction materials not only to current insufficient production capacities, but also with the coming large-scale construction works
in Sochi. All possible solutions to this problem are now actively being discussed in the business community and at the federal government level. Possible ways out include the construction of new production facilities and cooperation with foreign manufacturers.
Another serious problem is a lack of sites for construction, especially in the city center where we carry out most of our projects.
It is also difficult to get the land into your ownership. According to
the current legislation construction companies either have to purchase the desired land lot or get the right for a long-tem rent of the
land via an auction. Unfortunately there have been few auctions.
As for purchasing land there is always a question whether the legal status of a land lot is clean. There is yet another more complicated way – resettlement. In this case the construction company has to get the approval of each owner for the sale of his / her
apartment.
How is your company reacting to this?
Today it’s not worth the time and effort to position your company in just one narrow market niche, it’s much more important
to meet strict market requirements”, Valentina Polevichenko says.
In her opinion flexibility in the market is what is necessary. “15
years ago when construction company Edinstvo launched its first
projects the market needed modern quality housing. The company’s first projects were pin-point construction. Over the last several years we’ve shifted the company towards comprehensive development of whole quarters. Such projects are more sophisticated
and take more time but today’s consumer wants to live in a good,
protected neighborhood with respective infrastructure and uniform buildings,” Valentina Polevichenko explains.
Valentina Polevichenko, General Director of Edinstvo
Mrs Polevichenko graduated from the Rosotov Engineering and Construction Institute. She’s been running Edinstvo since 1999. In 2002 Mrs
Polevichenko was honored with the title “Woman of the Year” and was
ranked among top fifty successful women of Russia. In 2006 Kariyera magazine ranked Mrs Polevichenko among top 200 influential women of Russia.
Mrs Polevichenko is the “Honored Worker of the Construction Industry”.
She has also been awarded with a medal for high achievements in the development of Russian national residential real estate market.
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How does 2007 compare to 2006?
In 2007 Edinstvo plans to commis sion over 90,000 square meters of real estate. We are about to finish the construction of Andreyevsky Val residential complex, Rosinka apartment house as
well as to complete respective construction phases in Semigor and
Smichka residential complexes. In 2007 we have also realized our
first commercial real estate project – we have built a B-class business center named Bely Slon (White Elephant). We are currently
building an A-class business center and a multiplex mall.
Tell us about the apartment house being built for foreign top
managers, the only project of its kind in Russia. Do you think
this project will ever be realized?
This project was announced by Don Narodny Bank (Don People’s Bank). The idea of this apartment house is that its apartment will be leased to top-managers from other cities or countries who were invited to come to work in Rostov. The concept of
this house is very interesting: Russian or foreign businessmen and
top executives come to Rostov to stay and work here for a long period of time. These people need ready-built and furnished apartment houses to live in. The main disadvantage of such projects is
in their long payback period. For elite apartments this period may
take from eight to ten years whilst for economy apartments it may
take as long as 20 years.
What is the share of elite housing on the regional real estate
market?
The construction of elite housing cannot prevail over economyclass construction otherwise it would not be ‘elite’ anymore. The
share of elite housing never exceeds 5 % of the total urban development. There are no grounds to believe that this figure will go
up in future as elite housing is a very specific product oriented towards a certain target audience.
The rapid speed at which buildings are constructed now often has
a negative impact on the quality of the finished product. What does
your company do to control the quality of constructed buildings?
Five years ago our company introduced a new procedure for accepting ready-built apartment houses with a mandatory participation of an engineer responsible for the quality of construction. A
little bit later we also started to provide our clients with a special
document named Apartment Passport. This document contains
technical information on the procured housing and a manual on
how to use it properly, including recommendations and limitations
as to all possible decorative works. By giving this passport to the
apartment owner our company provides him / her with an additional guarantee as to the quality of the apartment and reliability of all
engineering communications. On the other hand, by receiving detailed information on the acquired apartment and the building as
a whole, the owner feels responsible for his / her property.
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Construction and real estate
SWOT
Strengths
Large Moscow and international companies are moving into Rostov on
Don in increasing numbers which has intensified the demand for office
real estate. Construction of large retail and wholesale outlets is also
increasing.
55 The Rostov region has commissioned more than one million square meters
annually over the last three years (second in the South Federal district)
and is in the top ten Russian regions for the largest volume of housing
construction.
55 To meet the growing demand, a number of companies have set up
prefabricated housing plants using Canadian and Finnish technologies.
Some will apply methods of non-detachable polystyrene foam formwork.
Individual developers are reporting a strong increase in sales.
55

Weaknesses
55 Owners of regional companies are not used to renting offices in A-class
business centers; the costs much higher than their usual expenses. There
is a dwindling supply of centrally located sites suitable for constructing
large shopping malls. Most warehouses in Rostov on Don are unheated;
there is a lack of heated storage facilities.
55 The construction boom has caused a deficit of construction materials.
Moreover the region does not manufacture building glass, bathroom
ceramics or linoleum. Mortgages are still not affordable to a considerable
part of the population.
55 Construction of individual housing is being slowed by large increases in
the price of land and the absence of engineering infrastructure in some
cottage settlements.
55 The rental housing market considerably exceeds demand, much of which
is seasonable as students, migrant workers and guest specialists look for
apartments for rent after summer holidays. Most lessees are interested
in short-term accommodation.
55 Expenses on use and repair of engineering utilities are extremely high due
to infrastructure neglect.
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Opportunities
55 The demand for modern A-class business centers is likely to increase as is
the demand for new warehouses. RosEuroGroup has begun constructing
the first A-class logistic center in Bataysk.
55 The demand for housing will continue to grow due to the active
development of the construction sector support from regional authorities
who see this sector as one of its investment priorities.
55 The short term rental market is booming. At the moment it is more
profitable to lend apartments for a week than for a month. The region
lacks elite flats: some orders are not met for months.
55 To keep the growing pace of commissioned housing the region’s authorities
are preparing new sites for residential housing and developing engineering
infrastructure: investment in restructuring and construction of water
supply systems amounted to more than 400 million rubles last year.
Threats
The housing industry still faces a complicated process of receiving
permissions and agreements with a large number of state control bodies.
These red tape procedures often lead to corruption.
55 Recently there were several large fraud cases connected with investment
in housing construction and the state authorities were quite passive in
solving these conflicts.
55 There is enormous inefficiency securing engineering infrastructure to
develop new areas for individual construction .
55 Rental rates are becoming comparable to monthly mortgage
installments.
55 There are many accidents with water supply and drainage system of the
city. 17% of the water supply network are out of service. The standard
heat losses during generation, transportation and consumption of thermal
power are beyond normal limits.
55

Mass media
55 Radio and TV station profits
are growing at more than
20% per year.
55 The Rostov region has more
than 500 registered publications.
55 Regional and national media
are moving into the market
creating intense competition.
55 The outdoor advertising market
racked up $18.m in sales last year
and is ranked 7th in Russia.

Mass media
Analysis: Alexandra Starikova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Intense development of Rostov’s media market
attracts national radio-TV-print players
Rostov’s media market, like media markets all over Russia, continues its rapid growth. The sales
volume of advertising space and broadcast time is increasing together with the value of media
companies. Today television, radio and print mass media companies, like many other businesses that
are attractive for investors, are often taken over by national companies.
Today 16 radio stations broadcast in the
Rostov region, out of that number 14 stations transmit over FM frequencies and two
over VHF range. Only two radio stations
are local, Radio Rostova (Radio of Rostov)
and Don-TR. Federal stations Europe Plus,
Russkoye Radio (Russian Radion) and Hit
FM are the most popular among Rostov’s
citizens. (According to the data provided by
Delovoy Kvartal magazine, Europe Plus has
a 13 % share of Rostov’s audience, Russkoye
Radio an 11.5 % share and Hit FM a 7.1 %
share). In 2006 the profits of radio stations
grew by an average of 15 %.

The volume of ads sold by TV
companies has jumped by 20 %
The TV market of the Rostov region is divided between four large media groups
that broadcast over eight channels. They
are state television and radio broadcasting company Don-TR, Azovo-Chernomorskaya Television and Radio Broadcasting
Company (that comprises Tele-IKS and TV
Park television companies), Puls (Pulse)
and Yuzhny Region (South Region) companies. In 2007 the region was home to
one more local TV company named Alternativa (Alternative) owned by Programma, Servis, Montazh company, but it was
purchased by the federal group of companies. STS Media was already a partner
of STS-Yuzhny Region channel. Today the
trend of federal media companies purchasing regional channels is becoming stronger and stronger. The key reason is that
the value of media businesses is growing
as steadily as its profits from selling advertising (in Rostov last year 2006 it grew
by 20 %).
The price of one minute of advertising
time on Rostov channels varies from 450
rubles ($ 18.75) to 38,000 rubles ($ 1,583).
Since advertising rates are a function of
audience size, when big federal companies move into local markets the can often
overwhelm local operators by work directly with clients, leaving local operators to
fend for themselves.
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Glossy magazines slash rates
to keep competitive
Today there are 500 printed publications registered in the Rostov region. Out of that 43%
are sociopolitical and business newspapers.
The most popular newspapers are Kommersant Rostov, Argumenti e Facti Don (Argument
and Fact Don), Vecherny Rostov (Evening Rostov), Gorod N (City N) and Komsomolskaya
Pravda Rostov-on-Don. Krestyanin (Peasant)
and Gorod N (City N) are the largest publishing houses in the region. Krestyanin publishes seven printed publications that are mainly
targeted at country people.
Delovoy Kvartal Rostov-on-Don (Business
Quarter Rostov-on-Don), Delovoy Krestyanin
(Business Peasant), Realny Business (Real
Business), Rostovsky Business-Zhurnal (Rostov Business-Magazine), Pleasure – Gradus Udovolstviya (Degree of Pleasure) and
Ya Pokupayu Rostov-on-Don (I Buy Rostovon-Don) are the leaders in Rostov’s magazine
market. The market is so competitive that
print media prices are often slashed well below advertising rate cards.
Iz Ruk v Ruki and Va-Bank newspapers as
well as Yuzhny Torgovy Dom (South Trading

House) magazine are the leading advertising publications. As for web resources, ROSTOV.RU internet magazine is most popular.
Its daily visitor hits were more than 1,126 as
of October 2007.

Annual outdoor advertising
market is $ 18.15m
According to the data released by Espar
Analytic, in November 2006, Rostov-onDon ranked seventh in Russia for the total area occupied by outdoor advertising
(82,000 square meters). In Moscow this
figure stands at 742,800 square meters,
in Saint Petersburg, 262,500 square meters, in Ekaterinburg, 116,500 square meters, in Novosibirsk, 93,400 square meters,
in Samara, 92,500 square meters and in
Chelyabinsk, 90,800 square meters. In
2006 the total volume of Rostov’s market
of outdoor advertising reached $ 18.15m,
which is 0.5 % of the Russian market for
outdoor advertising. The outdoor market
in the Rostov region is represented by local firms as well as by large federal companies. News Outdoor and Gallery are the
two largest firms here as well as in the national Russian market.

Business magazines and newspapers published in Rostov-on-Don
Name
Argumenti e Facti Don
Vedomosti Yug Rossii
Vecherny Rostov
Gorod N
Kommersant Rostov
Komsomolskaya Pravda Rostov-on-Don
Krestyanin
Lichny Expert
Moskovsky Komsomolets Yug
Molot
Nashe Vremya (Rostov-on-Don)
Novaya Gorodskaya Gazetta
Rossiyskaya Gazetta (Rostov-on-Don)
Yuzhny Reporter

Website
www.aif.don.ru
www.vedomosti.ru
www.vechrost.aaanet.ru
www.gorodn.ru
www.kommersant.ru / region / rostov
rostov.kp.ru
www.krestianin.ru
www.l-expert.ru
www.mk.ru
www.webaddress.ru \ molot
www.ourt.ru
www.krestianin.ru
www.rg.ru
www.reporter-ufo.ru

Television and radio
Leading outdoor advertising firms
Name

Website

Type of advertising

Agenstvo Transitnoy
Reklamy
Albion
Vepoz
Mega
PromElektronika
Rezon
Reklamir
Ruan-Rostov
Styling
Yuzhnaya Stolitsa

www.rectrans.ru

Advertising inside and outside vehicles, advertising in underground passages

www.albion.su
www.vepoz-ra.ru
www.ramega.ru
www.promelek.ru
www.rezonr.ru
www.reklamir-r.ru
rostov.ruan.ru
www.styling-r.ru
www.sto-lica.ru

ART Taleon
BondSoft

www.art-taleon.ru
bondsoft.ru

CeZar

czr.ru

Gallery
News Outdoor

www.gallerymedia.com
www.newsoutdoor.ru

Brandmauers, ultravisions, LCD monitors, billboards, banners
Wallscapes, rooftops, light boxes, pedestrian fences, billboards, transport advertising
Scrollers, light boxes, wallscapes, rooftops, pedestrian fences, directional signage, plates, non-standard advertising
Advertising inside vehicles, running letters
Billboards, ultravisions, scrollers, brandmauers
Brandmauers , billboards (3X6), banners
Transport advertising, wallscapes, shopwindow design
Transport advertising, wallscapes, pedestrian fences, advertising on building facades
Light boxes, billboards, wallscapes, shopwindow and automobile design, directional signage, banners,
plates, pedestrian fences
Advertising inside and outside vehicles
Wallscapes, plates, light boxes, neons, rooftops, pedestrian fences, banners, brandmauers, transport
advertising
Wallscapes, rooftops, light boxes, shopwindow design, transport advertising, pedestrian fences, plates,
supports made of organic glass
Billboards, street furniture, transit advertising, non-standard media, electronic media
Billboards for highways, street furniture

Rostov radio stations
Name
Hit FM
Echo Rostova
Militseyskaya Volna
Radio Rostova
Europe Plus
Russkoye Radio
Yumor FM
Radio 7
Avtoradio
Dynamite FM
Radio Chanson
Love Radio
Serebryany Dozhd
Mayak
Radio Rossii
Don-TR

Website
www.hitrostov.ru
www.echorostova.ru
www.radiomv.ru
www.radiorostova.ru
www.europaplus.ru
www.rusradio.ru
veseloeradio.ru
www.radio7rostov.ru
www.avtoradio.ru
www.radiodinamit.ru
www.chanson.ru
www.loveradio.ru
www.silver.ru
www.yugmedia.ru
www.dontr.ru
www.dontr.ru

Frequency
100.1 FM
100.7 FM
101.2 FM
101.6 FM
102.2 FM
103.0 FM
103.3 FM
103.7 FM
104.1 FM
104.6 FM
105.1 FM
105.7 FM
106.7 FM
107.5 FM
4.11 VHF
4.11 VHF

Largest TV companies in the Rostov region
TV company
Don-TR
Tele-IKS (Channel 35)
Puls
Yuzhny Region
TV Park (Channel 32)

Website
www.dontr.ru
www.tele-iks.aaanet.ru
www.pulstr.ru
www.yugmedia.ru
www.tele-iks.aaanet.ru

Partner channels
Rossiya, DTV
DTV
TNT, DTV
Rostov-on-TV, RBC, Sport, Zvezda
TVC
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Mass media
Vladimir Kozlov, Chief Editor of Expert Yug (South)

Business journals help regional players get accurate information
The first issue of Expert Yug was published in October 2007. Vladimir Kozlov, Chief Editor of Expert
Yug, says that the decision of Expert to come to Rostov-on-Don was due to the rapid economic
development of southern Russia and its significant potential for future growth.
After Oleg Deripaska became a minority
shareholder in Expert, the holding received
additional resources for development. It’s
a very important factor because we did not
have to search for a financial partner in this
region. But, of course, the main reason for
our expansion is the rapid development of
southern Russia. For us this is already a
signal that the resources hidden in this region are now fuelling the region’s development. It’s evident that in the near future
we may witness significant growth in such
spheres as infrastructure and logistics development, tourism and the processing industry. As peace has returned to this region
there have also appeared opportunities for
the revival of the regional economy.

Building the subscriber base
Today we are paying a lot of attention to how
our subscriber base is increasing here. Surely the
figures are not large but the general tendency is

good. I believe that the demand for out publication is based on an objective market situation.
There is no business journal in the South Federal District that could cover all the regions constituting the District. On the other hand there are a
large number of companies that want to expand
beyond their home regions.

Larger businesses moving here
Large businesses are arriving here while regional companies are becoming more professional – both these two groups of businesses
need quality media channels to discuss issues that are on the top of the current agenda. We are positioning Expert Yug as one of
such channels.
I’m sure that the appearance of Expert Yug
on the local media scene will help satisfy the
need of the local audience for accurate professional information. Our readers will certainly appreciate the analytical content of Expert Yug.

The current state of the economy of Russia’s southern regions has not yet been properly described and that’s why our main task is
to choose the right priority and to focus our
attention on the most important and critical
issues.

Finding good journalists is a problem
We are gradually expanding the number
of authors in the regions which allows us
to have deeper insight into regional economies. Among the chief problems existing in
Rostov regional media market I would name
the personnel problem as a most acute one.
the expansion of several large business publications to the regions has created a temporary situation where the demand for business journalists outstrips supply. On the
other hand the list of regional market players that has already been formed. This is
a good basis for bringing up a new generation of professional journalists.

Victor Serpionov, Managing Director of Rosbalt-Yug

Creating an inter-regional platform for political discourse
Three federal press agencies are represented in Rostov: RIA Novosti, Interfax and Rosbalt. While the
first two agencies deal only with news, Rosbalt-Yug also shapes the political image of the South of
Russia by organizing press conferences, briefings, round-table discussions with politicians of the
regional and federal level.
“Press agency Rosbalt is very successful, we
have a network of correspondents across
the country. A large group of people is responsible for the Southern News Group on
our corporate website. I can’t say we do it
faster than other press agencies represented in Rostov. From the viewpoint of operational efficiency of news coverage the leader in the South of Russia is RIA Novosti.
At the same time the advantage of Rosbalt
news is its panel of experts who contribute
varied and often contrary points of view on
the issues involved.
The main line of activity of RosbaltYug is political news. For instance, according to the analysis of mass media
content carried out by the analytic system, Medialogia, Rosbalt-Yug was ahead
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of its major competitors – Volnaya Kuban
and Severnaya Osetia – in the coverage
of the activities of political parties. The
first political event arranged by RosbaltYug in Rostov was round-table discussion
“One Year Before the Elections” held in
December 2006. Since then political discussions take place monthly.
“Currently Rosbalt is being reorganized into a media holding Rosbalt Media
which will incorporate Rosbalt, magazine
Smysl (Sense), newspaper Chas Pik (Rush
Hour) and TV broadcasting. The integration of several mass media into a holding
will provide extra resources and increase
the competitiveness of regional representatives, particularly of the Rostov-based
Rosbalt-Yug,” Mr. Serpionov says.

“The idea I put forward to the management of Rosbalt is to connect all five
representative offices with each other and with the central office and conduct online telebridges regularly. Not
just conferences with web-cameras, but
real telebridges. People will be able to simultaneously participate in press conferences and round-table discussions taking place in any of the regions where the
holding is represented. Press representatives from these regions will be able
to ask questions to participants. Such
on-line bridges may also become an extra way for us to attract and keep a larger audience.”

Print media

Media rivalry will create more partnerships and mergers
Sergey Stroitelev,
Chief Editor of Gorod N.

Regional mass media markets will soon be experiencing the same trends as
other ‘more profitable’ markets, namely mergers and acquisitions, Sergey
Stroitelev, says chief editor of business weekly Gorod N.

The most significant trend in the Rostov regional media market is
the arrival of large national and international players, Mr. Stroitelev
believes. In his opinion the most professional local players striving
to run business in conformity with western standards will be the
leaders. Some of these will establish partnerships with national
and international mass media companies.
What is your evaluation of the business publications market
in Rostov-on-Don?
“Each year the advertising market in business publications grows
by 20 – 25% and so does the number of new market players. The arrival of national players to the Rostov market really intensifies the
competition. On the one hand this leads to improvements in the work
of publishing companies but on the other hand it also leads to a decrease in the professionalism of journalists which, in turn, leads to a
shortage of qualified specialists.
The competition will be even greater in the next two-three years
when foreign companies start entering the local market. I think
such companies will become seriously interested in Rostov when
the annual advertising turnover in business publications reaches
100–150 million rubles ($ 4–6m) as compared to today’s figure of
70–75 million rubles ($ 2.7–3m).
In my opinion the main problem in the regional market is the
low efficiency of print media. We are trying to resolve this problem by annually expanding of our subscriber base by 20 %. People
who pay for their newspaper usually read it, which means that advertisers hit their target audience. To compete, we also create topic-related sections like Real Estate, Personnel, Logistics and others
that attract respective specialists and increase the feedback from
advertisements placed in such sections.”
What is the target audience of your media group?
“Our publications are geared towards business people, including company owners, top and medium managers, marketing, finance and HR specialists. The majority of our clients both among
advertisers and subscribers are legal entities. Our basic publication is the business weekly Gorod N. In addition we have two auxSergey Stroitelev, Cheif Editor of Gorod N
Mr Stroitelev graduated from the School of Journalism at the Rostov
State University. In September 1992 a group of graduates from this university published the first issue of business newspaper Gorod N. Sergey
Stroitelev was chosen Chief Editor by the founders and he has kept that
position till present time. Mr Stroitelev is a co-owner of publishing house
Gorod N. In 2002 Mr Stroitelev was acknowledged Rostov's best media
manager as the result of an opinion pall among members of organization
of entrepreneurs Delovaya Rossiya. Mr Stroitelev is a member of club of
enterpreneurs and managers Yug-Rossii-2015.
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iliary products, namely an advertising and information newspaper
Gorod N – Bank-Client, distributed in 59 local banks and website
delovoy Rostov (Business Rostov). Gorod N is a classical business
newspaper with the largest paid circulation among Rostov business publications. Its VIP audience is interested in those companies that place image advertising, while Gorod N – Bank-Client is
successful in selling commercial real estate and B2B services. The
total circulation of these two publications is 12,400 copies.”
Do you think internet versions of publications have a more
promising future than publications distributed in hardcopy?
“Our site primarily promotes chief products of our media group
although it has its own advertisers and subscribers and its traffic is
constantly growing. I’m of the opinion that in the near future hardcopy versions will not be less popular that electronic ones. The process of internet versions gaining more popularity may be boosted
by respective development in telecommunications and the mass
penetration of pocket computers. But this process may be slowed
down if hardcopy publications can continue to find their advantages and maximize them. I think that internet versions will complement but not replace hardcopy versions of popular publications.
Print media faced the same issue when radio was first invented and
then again, with the invention of television. At present we have
groups of advertisers who are interested solely in the on-line version of our newspaper because of some specific features of their
advertisements. For example, they need to attract clients to their
website and the easiest way to do it is to place a banner on another frequently visited website. However the majority of advertisers
still prefer to place their ads in paper publications assuming the
potential client will reach them by phone.”
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tourism and
attractions
55 The region is world famous for its rich
cultural and historical traditions as well
as its warm climate.
55 The Azov coastline is being considered
as one of four gambling zones in Russia
which could turn it into Azov Las Vegas.
55 There are 60 hotels, 12 motels
and 6 campings in the region.
Euro-standard hotels are starting
to appear.
55 Rostov has more than 1, 300 restaurants.
55 Tanais is Russia's largest archeological
museum and resort, and is still being
excavated.

Tourism and attractions
Anna Balashova, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Cossack heritage, paleolithic Tanais and maybe Azov Las Vegas
The Rostov region’s rich cultural and historical heritage has even been recognized by UNESCO, which has named
Starocherkassk a World Heritage Site. But what has the tourist industry and investors buzzing is the Azov coastline. As one
of four sites being considered by the RF as “gaming zones”, it could be become the Las Vegas of southern Russia.
The center of Cossack culture began in the
central and Eastern parts of the Rostov
region, the so-called Sholokhov Spots
that neighbor Veshenskaya Stanitsa (a
well-known Cossack village). It was here
that the events described in Sholokhov’s
epic novel “The Silent Don” took place.
Even UNESCO has recognized the area’s
uniqueness, naming Starocherkassk
a World Heritage Site.Starocherkassk
Stanitsa (village) is located at a picturesque
bend in the Don River 30 kilometers from
Rostov. It’s one of the area’s principal
tourist attractions. Foreign travel agencies
and tour operators take special interest
in Starocherkassk’s open air Museum of
History and Architecture. Local authorities
have allocated a 30‑hectare land lot to
promote the development of this specific
tourism zone. Starocherkassk has also been
selected as the site of the future Don Golf
and Country Club, which is currently under
construction. This highly promising venue
is expected to comprise a boat club, a hotel
and a number of golf courses.
The region is also home to Russia’s largest (over 3,000 hectare) archaeology museum and park, Tanais. The fascinating but
still undeveloped complex embraces a set of
monuments from the remains of Paleolithic times to 19th century residential and religious structures. The ancient city of Tanais
(an important seaport from the 3rd century
B. C. – 3rd century A. D.) is still being excavated. It has one of the most complete collections of amphora in the world and is the
most valuable part of the museum’s exhibition.
Apart from that, the Rostov region boasts
48 health resort and wellness institutions
scattered throughout Rostov’s suburbs, the
coastal areas of Taganrog Gulf, lower and upper Don and, finally, Tsimlyansk Reservoir.
Many popular boarding houses and sanatoriums, including Euro-Asia-Don, Veshensky,
Tsimlyansky and Zdravitsa are centered near
the region’s major industrial cities.

Azov may become new Las Vegas
The coastline of the Azov Sea has been
chosen to be considered as one of four
gaming zones to be created in Russia. Its
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official name is Port-Katon but it also has
a popular nickname that reveals its true
nature – Azov Las-Vegas. This zone is
planned to be created on the border between
the Rostov and the Krasnodar regions and
occupy a total area of 3,000 hectares.
Private equity investors are interested in
the project because of the opportunity to
build casinos,hotels, restaurants and other
attractions.
A recent hotel industry survey, carried
out in Rostov-on-Don by Horwath, has
shown that local market is ready for globally
recognized branded hotels. And they will not
take long to appear, the Rezidor Hotel Group
will be operating a new Radisson hotel in
Rostov, scheduled to open in summer
2008.
Although there are enough hotel-like
lodging establishments in the city (60 hotels, 12 motels and 6 camps), Rostov still suffers from a clear shortage of hotels offering
high-quality customer service. The supply
of deluxe hotel rooms in Rostov is not able
to meet the growing demand. The region’s
proximity to the Chechen Republic had a serious negative impact for many years, but increasing investment and continued stability
in the Rostov region has increased the flow
of tourists and businesspeople. The local hotel market today is much more attractive for
investment and new market players. While
Rostov can hardly be called a tourist center, at the same time it often plays host to
business events and trade fairs, which draw
numerous entrepreneurs from Russia and
abroad. The city’s large hotels, such as Don
Plaza, Rostov Hotel, Turist (Tourist) focus
their attention on these tourists. As a result,
the demand for hotel guest rooms is low during holiday and vacation seasons, when general business activity is halted (from June
to August and from December to February),
and soars on weekdays, when the average
hotel occupancy rate is near 100 %, with
90 % of all rooms occupied by individuals
who come to Rostov on a business trip.
As Rostov strengthened business ties with
other cities in Russia and abroad its small
hotel sector has enjoyed rapid growth. The
small hotel boom, which took place in Rostov some years ago, was driven by a tem-

porary law allowing small hotels (with less
than 10 guestrooms) to operate without a
full hotel license. Today, any lodging establishment with 5 or more guestrooms is
deemed a hotel and thus requires a more
strict hotel license.

Restaurants offer WiFi access
The restaurant business is booming in
Rostov-on Don. The city’s network of food
catering establishments encompasses 1,268
outlets. Snack bars account for the major
portion of public catering establishments,
with cafes following.
Rostov boasts a number of top-class restaurants, the most prominent being Aztek
(Aztec), Edem (Eden), Sobraniye (Meeting),
Olimp (Olympus), Turist (Tourist) and Teatralny (Theatric). These restaurants feature
original interior design and original dishes
as well as the highest level of customer services.
Many new restaurants serving international and ethnic dishes have been opened
in Rostov over the past several years. Cafes
and restaurants which offer Japanese, Italian and Chinese cuisine are thriving. Tourists coming to Rostov can even find a 24‑hour
Italian restaurant, which provides free WiFi
internet access. The new WiFi technology
is spreading rapidly in Rostov’s restaurants.
According to wifi.yandex.ru web resource,
Rostov-on-Don ranks second among all
Russian cities in the number of restaurant
WiFi hotspots – ahead of Saint-Petersburg,
though behind Moscow.

Hotel business
Jarl Thomas Stene, the pre-opening Manager / General Manager Radisson SAS Style Hotel

Global Radisson SAS chain to open Rostov riverfront hotel
Global hoteliers are looking beyond Moscow and the Golden Ring to build new properties. With
more and more international businesses coming into the Rostov region, major hotel chains are
starting to take notice.
“I think the city has a great future,” Mr. Stene
says, “it’s already the administrative and
financial center for the Rostov Region, it will
attract more investments and consequently
more domestic and foreign visitors will come
to Rostov-on-Don. Not only because of this,
but also the fact that Radisson SAS Don Hotel
will open, I believe that more international
hotel chains will be represented in the city
not far in the future.”
The Radisson SAS Don Hotel will be a
typically business hotel aiming at the business segment. “The hotel will have all the
facilities that a business person needs. Fast
internet service, free in the hotel, a Business Centre with all necessary equipment
Thomas Stene from Norway, graduated in 1995
with a Bachelor Degree in Hotel Adminsitration
and a Bachelor Degree in European Hospitality
Management from The Hotelchool The Hague,
The Netherlands. After graduation he started to
work immediately for The Rezidor Hotel Group
and has over the years held several Managerial
positions. For the last 5 years he has worked as
General Manager at various properties within
the chain, including Pre-opening Manager
for Park Inn in Baku, Azerbaijan and now Pre
opening Manager for the Radisson SAS Don
Hotel in Rostov-on-Don.

secretarial service and fast and professional
service from staff,” Stene explains.
The competitive advantage the Radisson SAS Don Hotel will have is that it is
the first international hotel represented
in Rostov-on-Don. Also being part of The
Rezidor Hotel Group, which is a well-recognized international hotel chain with hotels in more than 48 countries, Stene feels
will reassure customers who expect certain
standards and concepts and look for a preferred hotel partner they know and trust.
Another competitive advantage is the hotel
will offer free wireless internet access in all
guest rooms. “We have also a policy where
we promise the guest 100 % guest satisfaction. If he / she is not happy with our service, we will reimburse the guest for the
stay.” All hotel staff will be professionally trained in order to offer a professional
standard of international service. Last, but
not least, Stene believes the hotel has a perfect city center location. “We’re close to the
business and shopping district and the river view from most of our rooms makes it a
perfect location.”
The Radisson SAS Don Hotel will have
82 custom designed rooms, a modern restaurant with international and local cuisine
in addition to a cozy Lobby Bar. For hotel

guests exclusively, it will offer a fitness area
with the latest modern equipment. Guests
will also have a sauna, Turkish hamam and
a solarium. And free wireless internet connections will be available to all our guests.
The hotel has local owners and will be operated by Rezidor Hotel Group. Today, The
Rezidor Group has a portfolio of 309 hotels
in 48 countries. “We have 24 hotels in operation and under development in this region; St. Petersburg, Moscow Kaliningrad,
Rostov-on-Don among others,” Stene reports. With more than 50 large cities that
need international standard accommodation Rezidor has excellent potential for fast
development, Stene feels. “We have all the
necessary resources and expertise to help
the local hotel owners to develop new properties or reconstruct existing projects into
international standard hotels. “The Rezidor Hotel Group has a very strong focus on
Russia and will expand its portfolio of hotels rapidly the years to come. In order to
attract this segment, some developments
and changes in the infrastructure are necessary. I am very pleased to know that this
is a focus area for the Ministry of Tourism.
Rostov-on-Don, with its warm and long
summers, definitely has a bright future for
attracting more tourists to the city.”

SWOT
Strengths:
The future of the tourism industry in the Rostov region holds much
promise due to the region's rich cultural and historical traditions.
55 Rostov’s hotels enjoy a high occupancy rate thanks to business tourists
from other cities and abroad who have offices and/or partners here.
55 Rostov’s restaurant business is well-developed. There are a wide array of
restaurants, cafes and snack-bars with different cuisine and prices.
55

Weaknesses:
The region’s travel services market is not well-balanced; the niche
markets for eco, medical, historical and cultural tourism are fragmented
and need more development. Inbound tourism needs major investment.
55 The quality of hotels operated in Rostov fails to satisfy market demand.
55 The development of hotel industry in Rostov is confined to business
tourism and its needs.
55

Opportunities:
The expansion of business tourism in the region lhas prompted local
authorities to set up a so-called congress bureau. Its purpose is to

55
55
55

consolidate tourism infrastructure in the region and establish ties between
the Federal government and local tourism businesses. The new institution
is expected to turn Rostov-on-Don into a hub of congress tourism.
The luxury hotel niche is yet to be filled. Hotels offering international
standards have just begun to appear.
Chain restaurants are scarce in Rostov-on-Don
Although under-developed, high end niche tourism has vast potential.

Threats:
Commercial tourism is seasonal--given the region’s weather conditions,
its health resorts stay in operation only during warm season.
55 Business tourism keeps hotel occupancy rates high during the week, but
weekends and holidays result in high vacancy rates.
55 Tourism infrastructure is still weak
55 Rostov’s airport is poorly developed and the new South Hub international
airport is only in the design-stage.
55

55
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Tourism and attractions
Tatyana Nechepaeva, Director of tourist company Reina-Tour NTV and hotel Ermitage (Hermitage)

Foreign tourists discover the unique 'land of the Dons'
There are only a few tour operators in the sector of inbound Russian tourism and this is a trend all over Russia.
Tourism in the Rostov region suffered for a long time due to the conflict in the neighboring Chechen Republic.
Foreigners thought that the South of Russia was just like North Caucasus and they were afraid to travel here,
says Tatyana Nechepaeva, the director of Reina-Tour NTV. But now things have changed dramatically.
“The stable political and economic
development of the Russian South has
made a huge difference in how people
see our region. As the capital of the South
Federal District Rostov has been tranformed
into the center of business tourism. The
inflows of Russian and foreign tourists are
increasing. Such foreign air companies as
Lufthansa, Austrian and Turkish Airlines
have entered the region's market and tours
to the region have become more affordable
and more comfortable.
Recently, agricultural tourism and eco
tourism have become a global trend as
people are getting tired of big, noisy cities. For those regions where the original
culture has been preserved, the opportunity to attract these new kind of tourists is vast. To my mind our region has
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much to offer, but is underestimated. We
have a mild climate, the river and Cossak traditions. Fortunately, tourism here
is changing for the better. We have orders
from Great Britain for agricultural tours.
Customers can now experience a Cossak
wedding, traditional ceremonies and feel
the atmosphere of the old capital of Don's
Cossaks. The Khutor farmstead Kochetovka welcomes foreigners and their families
and shows them how to make pies and
catch lobsters. Many foreigners are very
intrigued by rural Russian life.
Our company is accredited by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which means we
can provide visa support for foreigners.
We have our own training center where we
teach our guides about foreign languages.
And we also have a program for our hotel,

Ermitage that teaches chambermaids how
to speak English.
Working with foreign tourists is a specialty. Not every company can do it. We
began to work with inbound tourism only
because our main company's profit is generated by other business sectors. Our investment will not be paid back quickly.It’s
expensive to participate in foreign exhibitions and high quality advertising products. Today the region's Economic Ministry realizes the importance of tourism for
Rostov's economy. Tour operators having
experience in this field have participated
in developing Regional Program of Tourism Development. Now the Ministry itself
provides support for businesses, such as
subsidizing fairs and exhibition activity
of tour companies like ours.”

Useful contacts
Company

Website

Telephone

Official Persons
Administration of the Rostov region

www.donland.ru

+7 (863) 244-15-59

Legislative Assembly of the Rostov region

www.zsro.ru

+7 (863) 239-05-21

City administration of Rostov-on-Don

www.rostov-gorod.ru

+7 (863) 244-15-05

Travel and Booking Firms
Avantix, Travel-City-Don

–

+7 (863) 2641678

Alliance Express

–

+7 (863) 2744952

Aero-K-Plus

–

+7 (863) 2923605

International booking offices

–

+7 (863) 2326306

Maverik

www.maverik.ru

+7 (863) 2522929

Rostransagentstvo

–

+7 (863) 2335833

Sevkavexpress

–

+7 (863) 2406765

Sputnik

www.sputnik-rostov.ru

+7 (863) 2328328

Selected Hotels
Barocco

+7 (863) 2310041

Brig

www.hotel-brig.narod.ru

+7 (863) 2535854

Vertol-Hotel

–

+7 (863) 2687761

Don-Plaza

www.intourist.fiber.ru

+7 (863) 2639065

Dokhodny Dom

–

+7 (863) 2631549

Park City

www.hotelparkcity.ru

+7 (863) 2829080

Rostov

www.rndavia.ru/partners/win/rosv.html

+7 (863) 2907300

Sherry Hall

–

+7 (863) 2955454

Selected Cafes and Restaurants
Fashincafe

–

+7 (863) 2624553

La Terrazza

–

+7 (863) 2441611

Actek

–

+7 (863) 2639002

Gotty

–

+7 (863) 2354145

Kazachy Khutor

–

+7 (863) 2401822

Kolkhoz

–

+7 (863) 2633402

Osaka

–

+7 (863) 2923529

Paris

–

+7 (863) 2618257

Petrovsky Prichal

www.petrovsky-prichal.ru

+7 (863) 2401358

Polyarnaya Stanciya

www.bowlingrostov.ru

+7 (863) 2785050

Saburo

–

+7 (863) 2559631

Tamada

–

+7 (863) 223-83-24

Steak House

–

+7 (863) 262-33-93

Rice

–

+7 (863) 263-57-52

Khalif

–

+7 (863) 299-02-62

Schnitselhouse

–

+7 (863) 2-699-142
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